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            Whittier College Celebrates
125 Years 
     of Defining leadership
>> 125 Things We Love AbouT WhiTTier CoLLege
>> promoTing sTudenT reseArCh in mATh And sCienCe
 Continue in the celebration of Whittier College’s 125th anniversary year  
by joining fellow Poet alumni, families, and friends around the globe for our  
annual days of service. Commitment can be grand or modest,  
physical or virtual, but please mark your calendars and help us carry out— 
and carry on—this important tenet of our College’s founding mission. 
For a list of volunteer opportunities and suggestions,  
visit www.whittier.edu/daysofservice
to register, visit www.poetalumni.net/daysofservice
to join the conversation, use #PoetsinService
— 3rd annual — 
Worldwide Poets Days of Service
March 9–10, 2013
In service of Others… 
       to Whittier college
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A speCiAL messAge From 
presidenT herZberger…
Watch the “Gangnam 
Poets-Style” video at 
www.youtube.com/
WhittierCollege!
Thank you again for your support and 
enthusiasm. I am humbled by what you have 
accomplished for our College, and I look 
forward to our continued success together. 
Go Poets!
Warm regards,
Sharon D. herzberger
helP us WITh Our laTesT 
challenGe—12,500 “hITs” FOr 
YOuTuBe VIdeO!
The world-premiere of mascot John E. 
Poet in his “Gangnam, Poets-Style” parody 
video was another highlight of the 12/5 
Challenge. With more than 7,000 views on 
YouTube to date, we hope this bit of fun 
continues to stimulate interest in Whittier 
College, as well as good thoughts and  
fond memories. 
“In particular,” notes President 
Herzberger, “I appreciate the many 
notes of support I have received for my 
participation. But personally, I think 
Campus Safety certainly stole the show. If 
you haven’t seen the video, please be sure 
to check it out!”
An anonymous donor has offered an 
additional $25,000 for student scholarship 
support if we can reach 12,500 views by 
June 30, 2013. Please continue to demon-
strate your Poet Pride by sharing the video 
with your friends and family!
Thank YOu, POeTs!
It was truly remarkable to see the spirit of the 
Poet family in action throughout December 
5, 2012, for the “12/5 Trustee Challenge.” 
This challenge, which promised $25K to 
student scholarships if 250 gifts were made 
on that single day, quickly expanded to 375, 
and then to 750, as alumni, parents, and 
friends rallied in support of the College. I am 
excited to report that more than 1,000 donors 
contributed to Whittier in a record-breaking 
demonstration of Poet Pride and generosity—
and with additional challenges issued by our 
trustees during the afternoon and evening 
hours, we were able to make an impressive 
finish to this campaign even in the final 
minutes before midnight. What a celebration 
of our beloved College’s 125th anniversary!
I also want to thank our Board of 
Trustees who, under the leadership of 
Chairman Don Herrema ‘74, generously 
supported the 12/5 Challenge. And, the 
Board was inspired by your strong response, 
as evidenced by their increased giving 
throughout the day!
Increasing participation in giving is 
critically important to the College. Many 
grant-making foundations evaluate our 
ability to engage our alumni, parents, and 
friends before even considering their own 
support. Well, the 12/5 Challenge has given 
us something truly exceptional to highlight 
the commitment of the Poet family.
Additionally, I hope that many of you 
who made your first-ever gift, or first gift in 
a long time, will choose to become Faithful 
Friends by renewing your gift annually. The 
Faithful Friends program recognizes those 
loyal supporters who have given to the 
College in two or more consecutive fiscal 
years. We are so proud of the many donors 
with more than 10, 25, and even 50 years  
of continuous giving.
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alumni, Parents,  
and Friends:
As i write this column, 
we are in the throes of 
a celebratory finish to 
2012 . Our successful “12/5 
Challenge”—the one-day, 
all-out fundraising drive 
which took place earlier 
this month—has resulted in over 1,000 
gifts from out Poet family to support 
our students, demonstrating generosity, 
loyalty, and love for whittier College, 
and our ever-generous trustees donated 
$100,000 in direct scholarship support . 
we continue to reminisce about 
October’s whittier weekend, with various 
events revolving around the 125th 
anniversary celebration of whittier’s 
founding, including the unveiling of the 
restored and relocated 100-year old rock, 
the honoring of three beloved professors, 
and the dedication of our newest 
campus landmark, a mural on the side 
of Villalobos Hall, which brings to life 
whittier’s history and the long-standing 
values that keep us strong today . (For 
more, see articles on p. 16 and 44 - 49).
Just as our 125th anniversary 
provides opportunities to celebrate our 
past and present, it also spurs us to 
look ahead . while i cannot envision 
the whittier of 125 years from now, i 
do know that we are preparing the 
College for an auspicious future . the 
new whittier 2015: A Positioning 
Plan compiles the results of strategic 
discussions over the last few years . the 
Plan prioritizes capital improvements— 
with the renovation of Stauffer Academic 
Building, renewed classrooms and labs, 
and a new apartment-style residence 
hall as our most significant projects . it 
includes a landscape plan designed to 
enhance the beauty and identity of our 
campus, with an eye to sustainability as 
well . the Plan outlines strategies to build 
on academic strengths to spread our 
reputation, recruit new audiences, and 
enroll a larger proportion of international 
students . Most important, perhaps, it 
outlines steps to make whittier a model 
“learning-centered college .” 
what does it mean to be “learning-
centered?” whittier faculty—as alumni 
like to remind me—have always been 
teaching-centered . while they contribute 
to their disciplines as scholars, teaching 
has always come first . 
Of course, a focus on teaching 
does not guarantee that students will 
learn . Fortunately, whittier’s teaching 
is designed to propel student learning . 
it occurs largely in small classes 
demanding participation, frequent 
group projects to build collaboration 
skills, oral presentations, and writing, 
writing, and more writing . it pairs 
faculty from different disciplines 
bringing their expertise to bear on the 
same challenging topic and educating 
students to grapple with multiple 
points of view . it involves students from 
diverse backgrounds working together, 
thus boosting each others’ cultural 
competence . these markers of a quality 
education lead to high levels of intel-
lectual and personal growth . 
Another element distinguishes 
a whittier education and makes it 
“learning-centered:” our emphasis on 
applying newly gained knowledge 
through internships, independent 
research and creative projects, service 
learning, and study abroad . these 
so-called “high impact practices”  
stretch students’ intellect, build 
confidence, and prepare them for 
leadership and the world of work they 
will encounter upon graduation . 
this summer a core group of 
faculty took whittier’s focus on learning 
outcomes up a notch by targeting three 
key issues . First, they looked at ways to 
incorporate more high impact practices 
into the curriculum as early as the first 
year . Second, they assessed the level 
of demand we place on our students 
and whether we are leading them 
to expect more of themselves . third, 
acknowledging how whittier’s broad 
and deep liberal arts education prepares 
graduates for multiple careers across 
their work lives, they examined how we 
can do a better job of preparing them for 
immediate job entry post-graduation . 
Over the next year you will hear 
more about whittier’s march towards 
being the model for a learning-centered 
education . in the meantime, readers, you 
too can help . when you call our Career 
Planning and internship Office to offer 
internships, you extend whittier’s reach . 
when you fund research fellowships 
or provide scholarships for travel study, 
you enlarge our students’ opportunities 
to learn . when you invite students 
to shadow you at work, coach them 
through the job search process, or speak 
to a class, you augment our campus-
based learning . 
whittier is a venerable institution 
and we’ve achieved much through our 
graduates these past 125 years . Stick 
around and see what the future brings .
Go Poets!
Sharon D . Herzberger
President
presidenT’s Corner
f  As usual, I welcome  
your good advice  
(president@whittier.edu.).
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Iceland, Ghana, JaPan, hOnG kOnG and crOaTIa, aMOnG OTher cOunTrIes.
been a campus guest speaker numerous 
times. “Now more than ever, we need institu-
tions of higher education that will foster the 
next generation of leaders and help invest in 
our country's future. For 125 years, Whittier 
College has provided students of all back-
grounds with a top education to help them 
excel and achieve the great American dream. 
It is an honor to join President Obama in 
recognizing Whittier College as a Hispanic-
Serving Institution.”
A college or university is designated 
an HSI by the federal government when it 
has at least 25 percent Latino enrollment. 
Whittier College's student population is 
approximately 30 percent Latino. Moreover, 
nearly 50 percent of Whittier students and a 
quarter of its faculty are people of color.
“Whittier College has a long tradition of 
supporting diversity of every kind. Among 
liberal arts colleges, we have been on the 
forefront in creating a campus that reflects 
the ethnic diversity of our state, and we 
have been a model for the rest of the coun-
try,” said President Sharon Herzberger. “What 
is, perhaps, more significant is the way this 
plays out at Whittier. Our students do not 
live in silos. Rather, they genuinely interact 
with and learn from one another on a daily 
presidenTiAL proCLAmATion
OBaMa recOGnIzes hIsPanIc-serVInG InsTITuTIOns WITh hOnOrarY Week
ThiS fall, PreSiDenT baraCk obaMa 
iSSueD a ProClaMaTion designating the 
week of September 16-22, 2012, as National 
Hispanic-Serving Institutions (HSIs) Week. 
Whittier College, a designated HSI since the 
1990s, is one of the only national liberal 
arts colleges granted this status—and well 
demonstrates the value in such a program 
through its numerous successful graduates. 
“Across our country, HSIs are giving 
students access to a quality education and 
vesting in them a lifelong appreciation 
for intellectual inquiry,” said President 
Obama as he made the announcement. “In 
these halls of higher learning, students are 
pursuing careers in science and engineer-
ing, health care, technology, education, and 
other fields that will bolster our economic 
prosperity and foster American innovation 
for decades to come. Graduates of these 
institutions are already leaders in every part 
of our national life, and with these institu-
tions graduating such a significant portion 
of Hispanic students, HSIs are helping move 
us closer to leading the world in college 
completion by 2020.”
“Education has always been the 
great equalizer in this country,” said 
Congresswomen Linda Sánchez, who has  
basis, both in and outside the classroom. 
This type of communication and dialogue 
prepares Whittier students to be leaders in 
our global environment.”
According to a recent Pew Hispanic 
Center study, in 2011, more than 2 million 
18- to 24-year-old Latinos were enrolled 
in college, reaching a record 16.5 percent, 
making Latinos the largest minority group 
on four-year college campuses across the 
nation. Record numbers of Latinos are also 
finishing college, with 112,000 earning 
associate degrees and 140,000 earning 
bachelor's degrees.
This trend is reflected at Whittier 
College, where Latino students regularly 
outperform their peers on a national level 
in regards to matriculation and graduation 
rates. In 2010, 63 percent of Latino students 
at Whittier graduated in four years.
The College's Ortiz Program, as part of 
its Cultural Center, provides a support system 
through various activities and events to help 
Latino students—many who are first genera-
tion college students—acclimate to life in an 
institution of higher education. 
“The Ortiz Program is here for all  
students, but specifically for first generation 
students who often do not know how to take 
advantage of all the opportunities that exist 
in a college community,” said Ortiz Program 
Director Luz Galbreath. “Our students are 
eager to make the most of their college 
experience and our job is to make sure they 
have all the resources needed to succeed.”
Defined by the Higher Education Act as 
degree-granting institutions with Full-Time 
Equivalent undergraduate enrollments that 
are at least 25% Latino. HSIs represent 9% 
of non-profit colleges and universities in 
the country, yet enroll 16% of all students 
in postsecondary (non-profit) schools, and 
serve 54% of all Latino students.
in The ClaSSrooM. s
 Whittier College’s  
diversity is also 
reflected in a faculty 
that is nearly one third 
people of color.  
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E>>  WaFFles, s’MOres Bars, and The TurkeY PesTO PanInI Were aMOnG The  
Quaker Campus’ lIsT OF TOP Ten ThInGs TO eaT aT The caMPus Inn.
courses, work-study and volunteer 
opportunities, and the resources to help 
in their planning and execution of events 
and activities . the office also serves as 
a link to the more than 70 clubs and 
organizations on campus . 
LeAP is a bustling student affairs 
office to be sure, and one that requires 
strong management and impeccable 
organization . Fortunately, two recent 
hires in this office have brought exactly 
these skills into the mix .
Appointed LeAP director in  
January 2012, Shauna Young, M .ed . 
came to whittier with a wealth of 
knowledge from her work in student 
activities at Pomona College and in 
residential life at the University of 
the Pacific and Chapman University . 
Joining Young six months later, Kerry 
Klima came aboard as assistant direc-
tor, heading to whittier from California 
State University, Fullerton, where  
she served as the PrOCeSS Project 
tutoring Center Coordinator in the 
Department of Special education .
As for LeAP’s future, Young and Klima 
agree the order of business is to continue 
building a strong infrastructural foundation 
and culture of collaboration—with trans-
parent policies, procedures, resources, and 
services for students and colleagues alike . 
MorningS aT WhiTTier’S leaDerShiP 
exPerienCe anD PrograMS (LeAP) Office 
are usually quiet, a time for staff to catch 
up on emails and hold meetings . 
Afternoons are a different story . 
“there is lots of foot traffic,” explains 
LeAP’s new director, Shauna Young . “At 
any given time we have students mak-
ing fliers for their clubs, having group 
meetings, or just hanging out . there is 
lots of laughter, activity, ringing phones, 
and engaged conversations .”
By evening, the office swings into 
its final daily shift—jam-packed with 
student events and activities that often 
end well past midnight .
the mission of LeAP is to get 
students involved in campus life and 
connected to the community, with the 
intention that each of them will embrace 
the opportunities to lead both on- and 
off-campus . to that end, the office over-
sees services and programs that provide 
students with leadership development 
LeAding The ChArge
acTIVITIes OFFIce WelcOMes neW sTaFF
WhittieR COllege, 
e-StYle
A whole new campus website is on the horizon! whittier College has 
partnered with mStoner, a leading firm in the field of web communications 
for higher education, for a full website reconstruction of whittier .edu . the 
multi-tiered project will encompass both design and architecture and be 
conducted across a number of phases, from strategic development to full 
execution . Once launched, the new website will accurately reflect whittier 
College today—its dynamic programs, people, environment, and vision—
and provide an engaging experience for visitors of all ages and interests 
through improved navigation and the use of digital storytelling and rich 
media . expected completion date for the new whittier .edu is spring of 2013 . 
Until then, visit our whittier web Project blog at http://blogs.whittier.
edu/webproject for more information, sneak peeks, and updates .
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aCTiViTieS.  
Shauna Young and 
Kerry Klima hit the 
ground running and 
have established 
themselves as a 
friendly presence  
on campus. 
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>>  On aPrIl 30, The WhITTIer cOlleGe FaceBOOk PaGe acQuIred ITs 1,000Th  
“lIke.” ThaT nuMBer has TrIPled sInce Then, and keePs GrOWInG and GrOWInG…
Perez’s research was supported by a fellow-
ship from the Fletcher Jones Foundation. 
 “In past, our students have gone on to 
present summer work at the national meet-
ing of the American Chemical Society (ACS) 
and other conferences. We look forward to 
supporting this new group at similar profes-
sional conferences,” added Iimoto.
Last spring, Prof. Isovitsch led two 
teams of student and alumni researchers who 
presented at the ACS national meeting. The 
two poster presentations were: “Synthesis 
and Photophysical Characterization of 
three 2,5-substituted Pyridines and two 
2,4-substituted Pyrimidines,” by Andres 
Villapando ’12 and Kristina Little ’12 and 
“Synthesis, X-ray Structure Analysis and 
Photophysical Characterization of Benzil-
based Diimine Ligands and their Palladium 
(II) Complexes,” with Daniel Covarrubias ’11, 
Miles Kubota ’13, and Cameron Pye ’10. 
ThiS SuMMer WaS a buSy TiMe for the 
chemistry department, with seven students 
working alongside Professors Amy Moskun, 
Ralph Isovitsch, Christina Bauer, and Devin 
Iimoto on various research interests. 
Participants included Eleanor Demis ’13, 
Srdan Jovanovic ’13, Alex Mitchell ’13, Joseph 
Moreno ’13, Carolyn Mukai ’13, Pedro Perez ’13,  
and Gustavo Quintana ’13, each of whom 
has been working with a faculty mentor on 
individual, science-based projects. 
 “This is the most students we’ve ever 
had working during the summer,” said 
Iimoto, who credits recent grants for provid-
ing the support needed to accommodate 
summer positions. 
Funds from the Chester and Olive 
McCloskey Chair in Chemistry were avail-
able to apply toward the upkeep of key 
instrumentation, funding student research 
stipends, and the purchase of supplies and 
chemicals for the research projects. Mukai 
and Jovanovic each received stipends from 
the McCloskey Chair monies; in addition, 
in The LAb
sTudenTs Take Full adVanTaGe OF cOllaBOraTIVe  
suMMer research OPPs
PROJeCtS  
in PlaY
Of those students participating  
in summer research, following is a  
list of their individual projects:
s   eleanor demis,  
“Synthesis of  
Dibenzotriazoleacetone”
s   srdan Jovanovic 
“Solid State Lighting from  
Metal Organic Frameworks”
s   alex Mitchell, 
“Synthesis, Purification,  
and Characterization of  
Various Luminescent Substituted  
Lophine Derivatives”
s   Joseph Moreno,  
“Biomimetic Synthesis of  
Luminescent Silica Nanoparticles”
s   carolyn Mukai,  
“Synthesis and Characterization  
of novel triazenes:  
1,3-bis(biphenyl)triazene  
and 4-[(E)-2-(biphenyl 
diazenyl]-morpholine”
s   Pedro Perez and  
richard Beswick,  
”Inhibiting Cytochrome P450 1A1  
and 1B1 as a Potential Means  
of Preventing Cancer”
s   Gustavo Quintana,  
“Photophysical Characterization  
and Quantum Yield Determination  
of a Novel Schiff Base Pyrene”
a  PoeTiC CheMiSTry. (l-r) Joseph Moreno ‘13, Pedro Perez ‘13, Eleanor Demis ‘13, Alexander Mitchell ‘13, 
Srdan Jovanovic ‘13, Carolyn Mukai ‘13, and Gustavo Quintana ‘13.
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college students who want to teach after 
they graduate .
 “it’s really exciting to be learning 
Chinese,” reported Broadoaks student 
Hannah, when queried about what it’s 
like to learn the complex language from 
native Juan . “My parents are always 
telling me to learn another language, so 
they’re very happy for me .” 
 “Learning Chinese from Ms . Juan 
has been very interesting,” said fellow 
classmate teddy . “it’s not a hard 
language to pick up, and i’ve enjoyed 
learning it .”
Director of Broadoaks Judith wagner 
was equally thrilled at the chance to 
have this accomplished scholar available 
to her students, and in turn, has found 
Juan to be a wonderful addition to her 
teaching staff this year .
“She’s personable, passionate about 
teaching, and curious about everything,” 
said wagner . “And she really seems to 
WITh GrOWInG sTudenT 
InTeresT In The chInese 
MaJOr/MInOr, and on the heels of 
another successful summer of Chinese 
programming, whittier College has been 
given the chance to host a visiting scholar 
in Chinese through the Fulbright program . 
As a result, Fulbright Foreign 
Language teaching Assistant (FLtA) 
Xie Juan, a graduate of Southwestern 
University of Finance & economics in 
Chengdu, China, began her tenure in 
early fall, teaching not only for the 
College, but also for 6th-, 7th-, and 8th-
grade classes in Chinese language and 
culture for Broadoaks Children’s School . 
Because of her dual role as a teach-
ing assistant in the Modern Languages 
Department and the Chinese Language 
and Culture teacher at Broadoaks, our 
FLtA supports growth in the college’s 
Chinese program by providing obser-
vation and fieldwork opportunities for 
ni hAo!
POeTs WelcOMe FulBrIGhT Teacher FOr YearlOnG resIdencY
want to experience all that she can [in 
American classrooms] .” 
the Fulbright FLtA Program aims to 
strengthen foreign language instruction 
at U .S . educational institutions by estab-
lishing a native speaker presence in the 
classroom, while providing an oppor-
tunity for young, international teachers 
to refine their teaching skills, increase 
their english language proficiency, and 
extend their knowledge of the cultures 
and customs of the United States . while 
at whittier, Juan is also taking courses 
in education through the College’s 
graduate program .
the two previous FLtA Fulbright 
Fellows stationed at whittier College 
were Ping Li from Shanghai and 
Yangping Chen from Guangzhou . 
Facing off with peers at the national Sports Law negotiation Competition 
(nSLnC), students from whittier Law School’s Alternative Dispute 
resolution Club emerged as fierce competitors, finishing ahead  
of teams from UCLA, Berkeley, and Harvard, to name a few . 
established just last year at the law school, the club was created by 
students who wanted to bolster their training and experience in negotia-
tion and mediation—practical skills that will enhance their externship 
placement potential and advance their professional careers post-grad-
uation . to do this, the group’s goal has been to participate in several 
competitions at the national level, enabling them to hone individual skills 
while sizing up the kinds of competitors they will ultimately face in the 
marketplace as newly anointed J .D .s .
typically, the annual nSLnC focuses on current issues in professional 
and collegial sports, such as player trades, salary demands, endorsement 
contracts, and intellectual property, among others . the most recent nSLnC 
event—at which whittier Law School fell shy of the quarterfinal round by 
just one point—was held in September, with participants tasked to resolve 
such complex negotiation topics as a contract extension between a star  
athlete and his professional soccer team and the courting of another univer-
sity to join the powerhouse Pac-15 Conference .
Following, the club’s coach and faculty advisor rishi Batra praised 
the work of the whittier team and its 10th place finish overall, noting 
that their strong performance at the competition was a reflection of both 
intense preparation and keen motivation .
Turning TAbLes
laW schOOl TeaM OuTPaces cOMPeTITOrs  
aT sPOrTs laW cOMPeTITIOn
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>>  InFO On uPcOMInG arT exhIBITs and arTIsT Talks aT The GreenleaF GallerY 
can Be FOund OnlIne aT WWW.WhITTIer.edu/GreenleaF. 
 In its profile on Whittier College, The 
Princeton Review praises the school for its 
dedicated faculty, tight-knit community, and 
the “interconnectedness of all of the liberal 
arts disciplines.” According to the guide, 
“Students are challenged to learn things 
relevant to their field and ‘encouraged to 
take courses in seemingly unrelated fields 
and then make connections to see how they 
actually all relate.’”
Moreover, Whittier students surveyed 
for the book are quoted extensively for 
the review. Among their comments about 
their campus experiences there: “All of your 
professors will know you by name, and not 
by number, because you matter to them,” 
and “Everyone respects, as well as embraces, 
each others’ uniqueness.”
Forbes magazine “America’s Top Colleges” 
lists the nation’s best undergraduate institu-
tions with a focus on educational outcomes. 
In particular, the rankings are based on five 
general categories: post-graduate success, 
student satisfaction, debt, four-year gradua-
tion rate, and competitive awards.
rATing The besT
WhITTIer cOlleGe Included In naTIOnal cOlleGe rankInGs
WhiTTier College 
haS onCe again been 
naMeD a top American 
academic institution by 
The Princeton Review, 
Forbes magazine, Fiske 
Guide, Washington Monthly, U.S. News and 
World Report, and the Colleges of Distinction 
guidebook, among others. 
Not surprisingly, Whittier was also 
named among the top 10 most diverse liberal 
arts colleges by U.S. News and World Report. 
In addition, this is the seventh year in a 
row that Whittier has been categorized as a 
“College of Distinction” for its commitment 
providing an excellent learning experience 
for undergraduate students and preparing 
them for success after graduation. Whittier 
is among a select 200 schools from across 
the country featured in this 2012-13 guide. 
Inclusion is partly based on nominations by 
high school college counselors. 
Only about 15% of America’s 2,500 
four-year colleges and three colleges outside 
the U.S. are profiled in The Princeton Review 
guide, “The Best 377 Colleges.”
Whittier is one of only 100 liberal 
arts institutions included in Washington 
Monthly’s 2012 college rankings. Schools 
are rated based on their contribution to 
the public good in three broad categories: 
Social Mobility (recruiting and graduating 
low-income students), Research (producing 
cutting-edge scholarship and PhDs), and 
Service (encouraging students to give  
something back to their country). 
POet On POetRY
VIsITInG WrITer serIes hOsTs PulITzer PrIze-WInner 
early in fall, C .K . williams, perhaps one of the most 
highly regarded American contemporary poets, came 
to campus as part of the Visiting writers program . 
During his reading at wardman Library, williams—
who has won nearly every major poetry award 
in the U .S ., including the Pulitzer Prize—shared a 
scattering of poems from his various anthologies to a 
delighted audience of students, faculty, and alumni .
while at whittier, williams had ample time 
with students, visiting a class, dining with a select 
group at Garrett House, and giving the public read-
ing and open forum . throughout, he demonstrated 
wit and witticism . At the same time he addressed 
more serious topics about the business of writing, 
how he finds inspiration for his works, and what 
authors he himself enjoys reading .
williams’ visit was sponsored by the  
Department of english, Garrett Faculty Master House, 
and the Center for Collaborations with the Arts .
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E>>  a TalenTed Bunch, The IncOMInG class Includes The lead sInGer OF an  
accOMPlIshed rOck Band, MascOT FOr a MInOr leaGue BaseBall TeaM,  
and a chaMPIOn MaThleTe. 
eXeCUtiVe ORDeR
sTudenT InVITed TO MeeT  
VIce PresIdenT 
“Courageous” is what Vice President Joe Biden has 
called rosemary Llewellyn ’14 . 
According to her, however, it’s a title she hasn’t 
really “earned” yet—though her work in the LGBt 
family movement would say otherwise . 
in September, Llewellyn was among a small group 
of young people invited to washington, D .C . to meet 
with Vice President Joe Biden to discuss issues related to 
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and transgender (LGBt) families . 
the social work major has been identified as an emerg-
ing leader in the movement, both locally and nationally, 
and she and her brother robert Llewellyn '13—who 
come from a same-sex family—have been active with 
the Family Quality Council, the nation's foremost advo-
cate organization for LGBt families, since childhood . 
During the two-day D .C . visit, Llewellyn partici-
pated in a policy roundtable on issues related to the 
LGBt community, and met with the Family Quality 
Council—reaffirming her commitment to work with the 
group's Outspoken Generation program .
the highlight of the trip, though, was attending a 
barbeque at the Vice President's home, where she had 
the opportunity to personally thank Biden for his support . 
“He told us that we were ‘courageous,’ And some 
of the people there have really done a lot for the LGBt 
community and have been through a lot . Seeing them 
get recognized by such an influential person was 
really empowering,” she recalls . “But i felt like [in 
comparison], i really haven't done anything yet—i am 
just an emerging leader .
“i just backed my family like anyone else would,” 
she said .
WorTh 1,000 Words
“Fearless” aThleTes sTand uP FOr TOlerance
in the project and invited teammate Sialaris 
to participate with him. 
“I really believed in the project,” said 
Sialaris who discusses not wanting to conform 
to a stereotype as a lesbian female athlete. 
Both athletes, like the many featured in 
this project, have had their own struggles 
and continue to share their story through  
a new multi-media spoke of the project, 
which includes video commentaries submit-
ted by athletes. 
“I chose to participate because I wanted 
to be part of something that was bigger and 
more influential than myself,” said Vega. “I 
wanted to help be a part of a generation that 
is free of discrimination and hate and instead 
promotes diversity, equality, and tolerance. I 
want to make a difference in this world and I 
want to help in any little way I can.”
In addition to the Fearless Project, 
Sheng is also well known for his “Don't Ask, 
Don't Tell” photography series, which  
features closeted service members in the 
United States military. A portion of the 
“Fearless” exhibit, including the Vega and 
Sialaris photos, was on display in the Campus 
Center during Sheng’s visit.
Well-knoWn PhoTograPher anD aCTiViST 
Jeff Sheng visited campus this fall to talk 
about his “Fearless Project”—a photo series 
of over 150 LGBT (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, 
Transgender) student-athletes from across the 
nation, a project 10 years in the making. 
During his presentation, Sheng dis-
cussed his struggle of being a “closeted” 
gay athlete, which is what ultimately 
inspired him to begin this project. His goal 
was to visually demonstrate what it was 
like for an openly gay NCAA athlete in an 
unwelcoming world of sports. Through his 
“Fearless Project,” Sheng strives to promote 
equality, tolerance, acceptance, and diver-
sity in the in the NCAA and sports at the 
collegiate and professional level. 
“I didn't think [The Fearless Project] 
would grow to be this big,” noted Sheng, 
whose related work has been featured at 
the last two Olympic Games, as well as the 
ESPN headquarters. 
Whittier athletes Alyssa Sialaris '13 and 
Jordan Vega '13 were two of Sheng’s latest 
subjects photographed for the exhibit.
Vega, a cross country and track & field 
athlete, contacted Sheng about participating 
a  fearleSS. Photographer Jeff Sheng stands in the CI gallery amid his recent photos of LGBT athletes 
that include Jordan Vega ’13 and Alyssa Sialaris ‘13.  
a  a forMal bbq. Rosemary Llewellyn ’14 (third from left) 
poses with Vice President Joe Biden during a visit to his  
home in Washington D.C. 
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>>  PrOFessOrs dan duran and cInzIa FIssOre led a TrIP TO hOlland FOr The 2013 Jan 
TerM cOurse, managing multinational Corporations and organizations. 
WhIle cuBa and The u.s. reMaIn 
In a WarY cO-exIsTence, the 
ability to travel under educational 
parameters is beginning to ease up—
slightly . Select schools and programs 
are being allowed to head for the 
island nation, provided they meet 
several requirements in program scope 
and intent . 
this past May, whittier College 
was able to offer a foray to the country, 
under the auspices of a paired course 
in history and music . As a result, music 
professor and accomplished Cuban flau-
tist Danilo Lozano and history professor 
Jose Ortega led 10 students through the 
sights, sounds, and smells of Havana, 
Cuba, and its surrounding areas . 
“Cuba is about as far as you can 
get from the United States within a 
90-mile stretch,” said Lozano . “there 
are definitely diplomatic and political 
differences between both countries, but 
in terms of culture it is also very, very 
far away from U .S . culture .”
the group prepared for this trip 
over the course of two semesters . the 
students enrolled in History of Modern 
Cuba with professor Ortega in the fall 
and in Music of Cuba with professor 
Lozano in the spring . 
the aim of the trip was to guide 
students through an examination of 
the richness and diversity of Cuban 
music—its folk traditions and popular 
music—and learn how its expression 
and aesthetics reflect Cuba’s cultural, 
social, and political history .
“it was a year’s preparation 
and then you have the immersion 
experience to see whether or not the 
students got it . that goes beyond any 
test,” added Lozano . 
to begin the 17-day sojourn through 
the island country, the group first 
traveled from Los Angeles to Miami and, 
finally, to the capital city of “La Habana .” 
while there, the students visited 
Cuba’s historical sites by land and 
sea—revolution Square, the Fortaleza 
de San Carlos de la Cabaña, and ernest 
Hemingway’s La Vigia estate to name 
a few . Cultural institutions like the 
national Museum of Music and Superior 
institute of Art and hot spots La Zorra y 
el Cuervo and Café taberna were also 
on the itinerary . 
in their travels, they met tobacco 
farmers, poets, jazz players, artists, 
historians, professors, a magazine direc-
tor, museum curators, and, of course, 
musicians both young and old . they 
were also given opportunities to roam 
Old Havana .
in her travel blog, Colleen Daly ’12 
reflected on the “variety of sensory 
experiences” that Cuba provided . 
 “For fear of forgetting, or perhaps 
being obliterated by the overload, i 
began to focus on specific senses each 
day,” she wrote .
“Sound, however, was the reason 
for the trip . By the end of the Music of 
Cuba class on campus at whittier, each 
student knew exactly what the popular 
clave pattern was—da da da dada, da 
da da dada . walking through Habana 
Vieja, each of us would subconsciously 
clap along the beat as we passed bands 
serenading lunchtime guests at white-
tableclothed cafés . i think we liked to 
imagine that the rhythm of the clave was 
as engrained in us as the patterns and 
cadences of rumba, salsa, son, and cha 
cha cha were engrained in the Cuban 
people . the variety of beats and tones 
we heard in the music and lilting speech 
of the island’s people was spread across 
a wide, never-ending range .”
CubAn dreAms
POeTs head FOr sulTrY MusIc Mecca
reaD More. s
To read more 
of the students’ 
Cuba blog, go 
to www.wccuba.
wordpress.com
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E>>  culTural exchanGe. The chInese lanGuaGe & arTs class WIll aGaIn Be OFFered  
In sPrInG and suMMer 2013, OPen TO The PuBlIc, WITh classes FOr chIldren,  
YOuThs, and adulTs. learn MOre aT WWW.WhITTIer.edu/chIneseacadeMY.
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summer ACAdemy
WhITTIer OPens dOOrs TO The WOrld
“Whittier College understands the 
importance of China on the global scene. 
By creating these types of partnerships 
with Chinese institution we are actively 
promoting cultural exchange and under-
standing among young people in both 
countries,” said Catherine Weir, Director  
of Program Development.
In addition to College sponsored 
courses, independent groups also used the 
campus setting to advance global education. 
More than 90 Iranian-Americans and 
Iranian youths from around the world gath-
ered at Whittier College for Iranian Alliances 
Across Borders' (IAAB) seventh annual 
Summer Leadership Institute.
According to IAAB, the Summer 
Leadership Institute focuses on student lead-
ers to develop leadership skills, foster strong 
friendships, and gain a deeper understanding 
of culture and identity as the youth of the 
Iranian community.
In a statement, co-founders Narges 
Bajoghli and Nikoo Paydar explained their 
desire to begin the alliance.
“We wanted to create a critical, but 
open, environment to look at our community 
and who we are. We wanted to move away 
from cliches and seek out young Iranians 
pushing the boundaries.” 
hunDreDS of young PeoPle froM all oVer 
SouThern California, as well as students 
from as far away as China and Iran, swept over 
campus last summer to participate in programs 
of cultural exchange and global learning. 
Notably, the College’s organized a series of 
summer sessions to promote Chinese language 
and culture for domestic students, and allow 
students from China to experience American 
education and society. This collective program-
ming is an extension of the College's ongoing 
efforts to strengthen ties with China. 
As part of this exchange, Whittier hosted 
100 students, ages 11-16, from Wuhan, China 
for a series of American arts and culture 
immersion courses. The younger group par-
ticipated in a total immersion experience in 
language arts, visual arts, and theatre with a 
final performance at the end of their stay. The 
older students were provided with courses and 
workshops on American history, language arts, 
hip-hop, leadership, and college admission, 
among other topics. 
Conversely, about a dozen children from 
local communities participated in the Chinese 
Language and Culture Summer Youth Academy 
in partnership with the prestigious Huaqiao 
University in Xiamen, China. The children were 
given instruction in language, painting, paper 
cutting, singing, dance, and martial arts. 
WhITTIer cOlleGe TheaTre  
PrOFessOr JennIFer hOlMes 
brought to life the work of Pulitzer-prize 
winning playwright nilo Cruz in a summer 
production of Lorca in a Green Dress . the 
production was a collaboration between 
CASA 0101 theatre in Boyle Heights, CA 
and the Center for Collaborations with the 
Arts (CCA) at whittier College, of which 
Holmes serves as director .
the show received praise from audi-
ence and critics alike .
According to a review in Backstage, 
“Holmes’ seamless direction is what really 
makes the show work . Her beautiful, cre-
ative staging allows the actors to magically 
transform the stage from a sea to a truck to 
a Spanish childhood home to new York City 
and back again using only their bodies .”
whittier alumni and current students 
erik escobar ‘12, Juan Pablo Bustos ‘12, 
Mallory Lopez ‘09, Vanessa Gonzalez ‘09, 
and Lia Kozatch ‘08, eugenia Sevilla ‘15, 
and Chloe Diaz ‘15 worked behind stage 
with Holmes . 
Lorca in a Green Dress is set in 1936 
and frames the Spanish poet Federico Garcia 
Lorca in purgatory, where he must spend 40 
days of mourning following his murder at the 
hands of Spanish fascists . Holmes previously 
directed a student production of “Lorca” for 
the College’s theatre department, whose cast 
was subsequently invited to participate in a 
theater festival in South America .
ArTs in ACTion
cca dIrecTOr  
MOunTs PrOducTIOn,  
exPands ParTnershIP 
STageD. s
In August, Prof. 
Jennifer Holmes 
also led a team-
taught course for 
the LA Integrated 
Arts Program. 
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f  arTiSTS in 
Training. 
Local children 
display the skills 
they learned as 
part of the Chinese 
Language and 
Cultural Summer.
>>  lasT Year, MOre Than 100 sTudenTs declared a secOnd MaJOr. The MOsT POPular 
FIrsT MaJOrs: enGlIsh, BusIness, and French; MOsT POPular secOnd MaJOr: sPanIsh.
E
as well as teaching them about creative 
writing through screenwriting . 
“And, since technology is develop-
ing so rapidly now, i also think it will 
be important to provide training for and 
access to more [advanced instruments 
and techniques], so they are able to 
communicate [through a visual medium] 
the issues that are so important to 
them,” she added .
Using film as way to bridge cultural 
connections has been a successful 
strategy for Moreno in the past . while 
studying abroad in France during her 
junior year, she used film as a way to 
gage and understand both the language 
and the customs of the country . She 
credits that trip, which she describes 
as “an eye-opening experience,” for 
helping her discover her true passion for 
film and make the decision to pursue a 
career in that field . 
Moreno notes that her choice to 
study in Argentina for her Fulbright pro-
gram was sparked by a wave of young 
directors becoming more prominent of 
the film industry, and who are tackling 
issues related to the country's controver-
sial political history . 
“i love Argentine film, so i look for-
ward to being exposed to more of it and 
the overall culture,” she said . 
with the ultimate goal of obtaining 
a Ph .D ., Moreno plans to continue 
her studies at Concordia University in 
Montreal, Canada . She will enroll in 
fall of 2014 and begin work towards a 
master’s degree in film studies . 
whittier has produced four Fulbright 
award winners in the last 2 years . 
FascInaTed WITh arGenTIne 
hIsTOrY and culTure, VerOnIca 
MOrenO ’12 is headed south in spring 
2013 to participate in the Fulbright 
teaching Assistantship program, which 
involves spending at least 20 hours a 
week helping teach english language at 
an assigned foreign school . 
Moreno, who was the executive 
producer of the Video Production Studio 
at whittier, also plans to work with a 
group of students to produce a 15-30 
minute short film . 
“i will be guiding them through the 
entire process, from the pre-production 
stages all the way to the screening of 
their short,” said Moreno, who will also 
be using the project as a way to improve 
participants’ english skills, namely by 
having them read and analyze scripts 
FuTure in FiLm
neW FulBrIGhT FellOW heads TO arGenTIna
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>>  WhITTIer cOlleGe sTudenTs cOMPIled TheIr lIsT OF The caMPus’ 
10 MOsT haunTed sPaces—WardMan GYM caMe In aT nuMBer 1.
E
Math major Bergara explored model-
ing trends in ground level ozone data to 
examine the statistical significance—if 
any—produced by implementation of the 
1992 Clean Air Act .
in both cases, the students found 
the whole experience well worth it—
from exposure to rich local resources 
and advanced scientific and mathemati-
cal processes and instrumentation, to 
working with collaborative teams on 
challenging projects, to close mentor-
ship on how to approach, analyze, and 
synthesize high-level data for presenta-
tion and further exploration . the pair 
also found benefit in the professional 
networking and collegial environment 
provided throughout the experience .
they each additionally reported that 
the experience has helped them deter-
mine their plans post-graduation .
Peel is interested in devising her 
own project for a fellowship bid or 
internship, with a plan to attend veteri-
nary school next fall . Bergara will keep 
in close contact with her fellow reU col-
leagues for future research work, while 
she applies to graduate school for an 
advanced degree in applied mathematics .
research exPerIence FOr 
underGraduaTes suMMer 
PrOGraMs (reus) offer top whittier 
College math and science majors the 
opportunity to spend summer months 
learning advanced research methods 
and preparing for work at the graduate 
level . with the help and mentorship of 
whittier professors, students are able to 
secure spots in competitive programs . 
Juniors Melanie Peel and Anastasia 
Bergara both traveled to texas last 
summer—Peel to the University of texas 
Marine Science institute and Bergara to 
the rice University Summer institute on 
Statistics—to take on the challenge of 
an reU . 
Pursuing a research project in marine 
ecology, Peel examined how population 
abundance of blue crab larvae varied 
along a gradient, from the Gulf of texas 
to the bays nearby, to determine impact 
of differing environmental factors . 
eXperienCe mATTers
suMMer research adVances career GOals
f  hanDS on.  
Melanie Peel ‘14 
spent part of her 
summer doing 
research on the  
Gulf of Texas and  
the nearby bays. 
geTTing The goLd career exPlOraTIOn PrOGraM Takes TOP PrIze 
The baCkPaCk To briefCaSe (b2b)  
PrograM at Whittier College has been 
awarded the 2012 Gold Award of Excellence  
in the category of Collaborative Programs  
from the Council for Advancement and Support 
of Education (CASE).
Co-organized by the Offices of Alumni Relations and Career Planning & 
Internships, B2B is a series of special alumni panels designed to help current 
students explore diverse career paths and learn valuable networking skills. The 
program showcases Whittier alumni professionals who serve as volunteer mentors 
and session leaders.
The workshops encompass a variety of career fields and topics. Panelists 
discuss their own traditional—and non-traditional—routes from Whittier College 
degree to successful career, and discussions included choosing a “relevant” major; 
critical professional skills development to find and secure that first job; and the 
true benefits of internship/work experience during the undergraduate years.
Past workshop titles include Careers in the Legal Field, Networking Basics, 
Careers in International Business, Internships-Turned-employment, Careers in New 
Media, and Marketing Yourself: Developing the elevator Pitch, among many others. 
The theme of the 2012-2013 school year is Exploring Diverse Career Options  
& Paths and Advancing in Leadership, exploring fields such as technology and  
science, advocacy and activism, and business and entrepreneurship.
Judging criteria for CASE awards is demonstrated creativity, innovation, good 
planning, and solid results, with the Gold Award given to the program that can 
best serve as a model for other institutions.
Intrigued? Learn more about our 2012-2013 B2B Series and past alumni  
panelists at www.whittier.edu/B2B. To volunteer as speaker or mentor, contact  
us at B2B@whittier.edu.
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E>>  caTch all Our laTesT cOlleGe headlInes and neWs On Our  
TWITTer Feed, aT WWW.TWITTer.cOM/WhITTIercOlleGe. 
guiding prinCipALs
WhITTIer cOlleGe WelcOMes seVen neW TrusTees TO cOlleGe BOard
BORROWing fROM the aSSOCiatiOn Of 
gOVeRning BODieS Of UniVeRSitieS anD 
COllegeS, “to be invited to serve on a board of trustees  
or regents is the highest honor a college or university can 
bestow on an individual . Such an invitation signifies that an 
individual has made or is capable of making a contribution to 
public welfare through volunteer service in the crucial area  
of higher education .”
Last spring, whittier College extended an invitation to seven 
individuals to join its College Board—Matthew J . espe MBA ’84,  
John K . Fitzgerald wLS ’93, Victor Griego, Jr . ’78, Geraldine 
Shepherd ’90, Christopher Caldwell, Keith Swayne, and  
Brad r . woolsey ’69 .
whittier’s new trustees join the ranks of a College Board 
consisting of 29 members, 19 of whom are whittier alumni from 
the classes of 1960 through 1990, and 11 emeriti trustees . 
the whittier College Board approves all major institutional 
policies consistent with whittier’s mission and financial 
capacity . Duties of the Board include appointing, supporting, and 
assessing the president and other officers of the College, as well 
as authorizing the granting of tenure to faculty, and approving 
earned and honorary degrees . elected for up to three, three-year 
terms before a required hiatus year, Board members also lead 
special fundraising initiatives for capital and endowment projects . 
we welcome our new trustees and commend them for  
their continued commitment of time and resources on behalf  
of the College . 
Matthew J. espe, MBa ‘84 has more 
than 30 years 
of experi-
ence in sales, 
marketing, 
distribution 
and manage-
ment in global 
manufacturing 
businesses .  
He is the current President and CeO  
of Armstrong world industries inc .,  
a $3 billion company and leading floor-
coverings designer and manufacturer 
that operates 35 plants in eight coun-
tries and has approximately 10,000 
employees worldwide . espe holds  
a bachelor’s degree from University  
of idaho and earned his MBA at  
whittier College .
John k. Fitzgerald, Wls ’93 is an 
attorney and 
partner with 
intellectual 
property firm 
Fulwider Patton 
LLP . Admitted 
to practice in 
California, the 
Federal Circuit, 
and the U .S . Patent and trademark 
Office, he is a member of the State Bar 
of California, Los Angeles County Bar 
Association, the American intellectual 
Property Law Association, the Los 
Angeles intellectual Property Law 
Association, the Orange County Patent 
Law Association . in addition to his J .D . 
from whittier Law School, Fitzgerald 
holds a bachelor’s degree from De Paul 
University and an MBA from Central 
Michigan University .
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E>>  The lIne uP FOr The 2013 WrITers FesTIVal Includes auThOr JOnaThan leTheM, 
sInGer-sOnGWrITer susan VeGa, and acTOr JulIan sands. 
Victor Griego, Jr. ’78 is a nationally-
recognized 
strategist,    
facilitator, 
and organizer 
with 25 years 
of success-
ful experience 
in political, 
grassroots, and 
community organizing . Founder of Diverse 
Strategies for Organizing, Griego’s firm 
focuses on government and community 
relations campaigns, particularly in the 
Latino community . He serves on several 
boards and is a founding member of the 
Cesar e . Chavez Foundation and a fellow 
of the U .S . Hispanic Congressional Caucus .
Geraldine (Beaty) shepherd ‘90, P ‘97 
has served on 
several non-
profit boards 
and commit-
tees, including 
Santa Ynez 
Valley Cottage 
Hospital 
Foundation, 
Long Beach Memorial women’s 
Hospital, Dunn School (a private 
college-preparatory school), and as 
Santa Barbara County Commissioner 
for Historic Landmarks . Married to the 
late willard w . Shepherd, past whittier 
College trustee and whittier business-
man, she worked with her husband 
in their family owned companies, 
including Shepherd Machinery Co . and 
Shepherd Management Services, for 37 
years before retiring in 2002 . 
keith swayne was the second- 
generation 
president and 
CeO of Case 
Swayne Co . 
from 1977-
1999, until 
the company 
was sold to 
Bestfoods and 
merged with Milwaukee Seasonings 
to form international Food solutions, a 
$250M subsidiary with 800 employees . 
Keith led the integration process and 
served as CeO of the new entity until 
he retired from management in 2000 . 
Swayne was an officer in the navy, 
including active duty in Vietnam . He 
holds a bachelor’s in economics from 
the University of Oregon and an MBA 
with honors from the University  
of California, Berkeley .
christopher caldwell P ‘14, ‘15 is 
president and 
co-founder 
of Caldwell, 
Leslie & Proctor 
law firm in 
Los Angeles, 
which practices 
in all areas 
of civil and 
criminal business litigation . Caldwell 
serves on the board of advisors for the 
David Bohnett Foundation and has been 
co-chair of the Board of Directors for 
Family Pride Coalition . Since 2005, he’s 
been honored annually as a “Southern 
California Super Lawyer” by the publish-
ers of Los Angeles magazine and Law 
and Politics magazine . He holds a bache-
lor’s degree from the University of Kansas 
and a J .D . from Harvard Law School .
Brad r. Woolsey ’69 is the retired 
CeO and owner 
of Parallax 
Marketing 
research, 
inc ., a firm 
specializing in 
segmentation 
and com-
munication 
research, qualitative and multivari-
ate statistics, brand imagery, concept 
strategy, and new products . while 
at Parallax, Brad was involved in 
the introduction of hundreds of new 
products and services in finance, 
technology, media, pharmaceuticals, 
publishing, food, professional sports, 
and other industries . Currently, he 
works as a marketing consultant . He 
holds an MBA from the wharton School 
at the University of Pennsylvania .
To be invited to 
serve on a board 
of trustees or 
regents is the 
highest honor  
a college or  
university  
can bestow on 
an individual... 
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>>  aFTer WWII, QuOnseT huTs Were erecTed In WhITTIer TO hOuse reTurnInG  
VeTerans cauGhT In a naTIOnal hOusInG shOrTaGe. TWenTY unITs Were renTed 
BY WhITTIer sTudenTs and TheIr FaMIlIes FOr $33.75/MOnTh.
the challenge, but it was the tag team of 
wayne Healy and David Botello, other-
wise known as east Los Streetscapers, 
appointed to lead the charge, working 
in tandem with course faculty Deborah 
norden, political science, and Jose 
Orozco, history .
For more than 40 years, Healy and 
Botello have collaborated on murals 
throughout the Los Angeles area, creat-
ing iconic symbols of cultural pride and 
identity for countless Angelenos, as well 
as sources of inspiration for the thou-
sands of visitors who see their murals 
all across Southern California and the 
west . their works have been recognized 
and installation of a unique art piece—
a mural outside A .J . Villalobos Hall 
intended to visually connect the upper 
and lower areas of campus . 
the project, as proposed and 
executed, would be created for stu-
dents by students, specifically by a core 
group of 26 young Poets enrolled in a 
paired course on art and politics, which 
examined historical, social, and cultural 
aspects of why people paint on walls . 
One question remained: who would 
help this team synchronize their ideas 
into a single mural?
A number of nationally and interna-
tionally distinguished artists jumped to 
VIsTas aBOund aT WhITTIer 
cOlleGe. there are views of urban 
downtown Los Angeles from turner Hall, 
sweeping green lawns stretch from Deihl 
Hall to Painter Ave .; and from the third floor 
of wardman Library, you can get a bird’s-
eye view of Hoover Hall’s elegant dome .
And now, there is another—this one 
praising neither nature nor man-made 
monoliths . rather, this one is an energetic, 
multi-hued mural with a story to tell . 
whittier College’s story, that is .
thanks to key funding from the 
Andrew w . Mellon and Keck Foundations, 
the College was granted the opportu-
nity to move forward with the creation 
poeTs’ WALL
Mural PrOJecT delIVers harMOnY OF cOlOr 
arTiSTS. s
Muralists David 
Botello and Wayne 
Harvey pose with 
student artist Jose 
Gutierrez ’14.
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>>  aluMnus and lOnG-TIMe resIdenT OF The cITY OF WhITTIer huBerT PerrY ’35 Was 
The cOMMunITY Grand Marshal FOr The 59Th annual WhITTIer chrIsTMas Parade.
internationally and have been included 
in exhibits at landmark Los Angeles 
museums, including the Getty, the Los 
Angeles County Museum of Art, and, most 
recently, in an exhibit at UCLA’s Fowler 
Museum entitled, “Mapping Another L .A .: 
the Chicano Art Movement .” 
in March, Healy and Botello began to 
hold weekly meetings with their student 
team to dialogue, research, and design 
a mural that reflected the community of 
whittier College and its history . 
“it was intimidating at first,” admits 
student Jose Gutierrez ’14 . “Here were 
Healy and Botello—known artists— 
explaining that murals are didactic pieces 
of art, meant to teach a lesson . However, 
they got through to us, saying over and 
over again that the mural was ours and 
that they were simply intermediaries . the 
mural became a collective expression of 
not just the whittier College community, 
but of all of Los Angeles—and it reflected 
things that were familiar to all of us .” 
in the weeks that followed, a number 
of students, faculty, and staff picked up 
paintbrushes to bring the mural to life . what 
resulted was a colorful collage of whittier 
lore, appropriately titled Poets’ wall .
images depicted in the mural include 
the College’s namesake, John Greenleaf 
whittier, alumnus Martin Ortiz ’48, retired 
mascot Friday the Squirrel, famed football 
coach wallace “Chief” newman, campus 
landmarks, the view of Downtown Los 
Angeles from turner Hall, a scene of 
the Uptown whittier Farmer’s Market, a 
richard nixon campaign pin, the whittier 
College seal, two students participating in 
the Light of Learning ceremony, a direc-
tional sign pointing to countries around 
the world, and a Dia de los Muertos altar . 
Healy and Botello continued to refine 
and finalize the piece throughout the 
summer months . At their weekly painting 
sessions, it was not uncommon to hear a 
paint-stained radio pouring oldies music 
into the air or to see their brushes mov-
ing in sync . 
“i’ve been on many college cam-
puses, but whittier was definitely a 
charming place to be,” said Healy . “i was 
so amazed throughout my visit here . 
Students were very enthusiastic about 
the project and worked diligently .”
“i was amazed, too,” seconded 
Botello . “we were able to park right in 
the middle of campus .” 
All joking aside, Healy and Botello 
walked students through a meaningful 
experience . the young Poets saw, first-
hand, how art could beautify and enrich 
the campus environment at whittier . 
On an even larger scale, Poets’ 
wall presented students with a second 
opportunity: to have a hand in situating 
whittier College among those cultural 
institutions, both in Los Angeles and 
around the globe, furthering the history 
of a unique art form . 
“Poets’ wall isn’t about David or me,” 
said Healy . “we presented ideas and held 
the brush, but it was the students who 
initiated this project . i want students to look 
at Poets’ wall as though it’s their very own 
looking glass . i want them to lay claim to it .”
though it was completed in time to 
greet new students during Orientation, 
a formal dedication ceremony for Poets’ 
wall was purposely delayed until whittier 
weekend, when the maximum number 
of alumni, families, and friends could join 
in the celebration of this new campus 
landmark . As a result, the event was appro-
priately tied into the 41st Annual tardeada .
“the story told on this wall—and 
the way it was composed—aligns with 
whittier’s rich heritage and present 
day,” said President Herzberger . “Our 
community actively lived this proj-
ect—contributing from design through 
execution—and as a result, it is more than 
just a pleasing work of art . it is a visual 
embodiment of many voices, blended in 
complex harmony .
“in essence and in action, it is a 
vibrant portrait of our institutional his-
tory, and a keen reflection of our mission .”
f  a Mellon granT  
supporting the mural 
project was awarded 
to the College’s Center 
for Collaborations with 
the Arts (CCA), for its 
robust Los Angeles 
Integrated Arts Program 
(LAIAP) designed to 
connect Whittier  
students and faculty  
to the vibrant arts 
scene of the greater  
Los Angeles area.
Our community actively lived this 
project—contributing from design 
through execution—and as a result, it is 
more than just a pleasing work of art.  
It is a visual embodiment of many 
voices, blended in complex harmony. 
       —President Sharon Herzberger
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>>  recenTlY, The Quaker Campus asked sTudenTs—WhaT WOuld YOu WanT TO FInd under 
The rOck? ansWers Included “The MeanInG OF lIFe” and “a POrTal TO a MaGIc WOrld.”
For a QC opinions piece, Sean bahar ’13 
delves into Penn State Coach Joe Paterno’s 
fall from grace.
“The realiTy iS ThaT one ViolaTion 
of inTegriTy foreVer TarniSheS a 
PerSon’S rePuTaTion… When you Do 
SoMeThing, Do iT The righT Way, anD 
Do righT by oTher PeoPle.”
JeSSiCa Miller ’13, participated in the 
fall Star Party at Joshua Tree National Park 
hosted by the Physics Club.
“iT WaS a one of a kinD oPPorTuniTy 
To be able To See The lineS in JuPiTer 
anD The CraTerS of The Moon. We SPenT 
all nighT Singing arounD The CaMP 
fire anD roaSTing MarShMalloWS.” 
Joe PriCe, religious studies professor and 
sports enthusiast, responding to the ques-
tion from an Associated Press journalist: 
“Does God really care about football?”
“noT one WhiT. buT DoeS goD Care 
abouT PeoPle Who Play fooTball?  
you beTCha.”
Megan Maguire-MarShall ’12  
forecasts what’s ahead for all Poet athletes 
as a speaker at the Purple & Gold All-Sports 
Awards Banquet.
“While We May no longer be any More 
Than reCreaTional aThleTeS ThroW-
ing ouT our baCk aT SunDay SoCCer or 
SofTball gaMeS, We Will ConTinue To 
be TeaM PlayerS anD leaDerS in WhaT-
eVer ProfeSSion iS nexT for uS.”
For a Quaker Campus article on faculty  
fashion, English professor DaVe PaDDy 
offers insight into his wardrobe selections  
of yesteryear.
“i Think i WoulD DeSCribe My STyle  
in high SChool anD College aS a 
SerieS of failureS: faileD hiPPy, 
faileD Punk, faileD goTh…”
Speaker ChaunCey VeaTCh, a military 
veteran and past National Teacher of the 
Year, encourages graduates at the 2012 
Commencement ceremony.
“To be a PoeT iS To be a DreaMer. 
PoeTS DreaM big ThingS. When your 
TiMe haS PaSSeD on ThiS earTh, PeoPle 
Will PoinT To you anD Say ThaT [you 
Were] noT a DreaM-Taker, [buT] ThaT 
eaCh anD eVery one of you WaS a 
DreaM-Maker.”
For his weekly editorial, QC Editor-in-Chief 
JuSTin DenniS ’15 cautions about the 
downward intellectual spiral of “mindless 
media” and its addictive product, the so-
called “reality TV.”
“Wake uP, PeoPle. if We STay on ThiS 
TraCk, We’re heaDeD for a fuTure 
eerily SiMilar To alDouS huxley’S 
braVe neW WorlD…”
roCk TALk
f  We’Ve goT SPiriT.  
Whittier RAs literally 
jumped for joy at the 
prospect of meeting their 
new residents. 
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TeaChing s
exCellenCe.        
Professor of 
Education and Child 
Development and 
the 2011 Harry W. 
Nerhood Teaching 
Excellence  
Award recipient  
Don Bremme  
delivered the  
keynote address 
during honors 
convocation.  
MaTh honorS. Students gathered for the Pi Mu Epsilon (National Math Honorary Society)  
induction ceremony preceded by an interdisciplinary talk on “mirror image symmetry.”
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E>>  accOrdInG TO The acrOPOlIs YearBOOk, The MOsT POPular WhITTIer sTudenT 
exPressIOns In 1916 Were “Gee,” “haVe a hearT,” and “WhaT d’Ya Mean.”
Blogging about her attendance at a 
Constitution Day debate by the Forensics 
Club, PreSiDenT Sharon herzberger—
herself a trained social psychologist—is 
intrigued by the guiding protocols.
“The ‘oPPoSiTion’ WenT firST, WiTh The 
‘goVernMenT’ geTTing The laST WorD. aS 
a gooD STuDenT of PSyChology, i WanTeD 
To JuMP uP anD Warn The oPPoSiTion 
ThaT iT WaS Clearly aT a DiSaDVanTage.”
JoSe roMero ’16, comments in a QC article 
debating the use—or overuse—of social 
media as a predominant communication tool.
“CheCking My MeDia aCCounTS iS ParT 
of My Daily rouTine. Walking To ClaSS, 
WaiTing for ClaSS To STarT, i CheCk 
WhaT’S uP WiTh PeoPle anD Their liVeS.”
bobbi MenDoza ’15 argues against social 
media saturation in the same QC article.
“SoCial MeDia iS Taking The MySTery 
aWay froM PeoPle. When you run inTo 
SoMeone you haVen’T Seen in a While… 
you haVe noThing To Talk abouT beCauSe 
you’Ve reaD iT all on Their faCebook.”
Alumnus Carl haTTerMann ’75, com-
ments on an album of Orientation Move-in 
Day photos, recalling his own “helpful” 
undergrad years via the Whittier College 
Facebook fanpage.
“Do all The helPful uPPer-ClaSSMen 
STill helP The freShMan girlS MoVe 
inTo The DorMS? We Were DoWnrighT 
neighborly baCk Then…”
f  feel The beaT.  
Members of the  
Whittier College dance 
team perform at the 
Campus Center. 
d  exiSTenTial.  
This painting was 
part of the studio arts 
department’s annual 
end-of-the-year exhibit 
of student works.
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roCk SoliD. Students in the Los 
Angeles Integrated Arts Program pose 
underneath LACMA’s newest exhibit.  
friDay CaPTureD. An X-ray of Friday 
the Squirrel proves its authenticity. 
Nikita Patel ’12, a double-major in business 
and political science, delivers the student 
speech at the 2012 Commencement. 
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>>  WhITTIer cOlleGe’s 11Th sOcIeTY, The ParaGOnIans, Was aPPrOVed earlIer ThIs 
Fall WITh The sTaTed GOal OF “PrOMOTInG a Gender-neuTral enVIrOnMenT.”
E
WALk on
sOcIeTIes JOIn TOGeTher  
FOr aIds Walk, l.a.
The aIds Walk Is 
One OF The MOsT 
dIVerse and 
POPular, entirely 
volunteer-run events 
across the country, 
and in Los Angeles, 
more than 30,000 
walkers and $3 million 
was raised for the 
cause just last year . 
AiDS walk returned to Los Angeles just prior to 
whittier weekend for the 28th consecutive year, and 
whittier College students were quick to jump at the 
opportunity to be a part of it .
in fact, members of the Orthogonian, Athenian, 
william Penn, thalian, Metaphonian, Lancer, Palmer, 
and Franklin Societies all volunteered to join the 
whittier team to raise money and walk in the  
event . All told, more than 40 society “brothers  
and sisters” hit the streets of Los Angeles represent-
ing whittier College and supporting a good cause,  
all making the 6 .2 mile trek that began and ended  
in west Hollywood . 
Speaking on behalf of the Athenians, Aurora 
Gomez ’14 talked about the general excitement her 
team felt leading up to and throughout the “inspir-
ing” event . She noted that the community service 
commitment that Athenians and fellow societies 
undertake each year is a critical part of both their 
mission and their ideals .
 “we feel that it is very important to stay 
connected and give back,” she commented in a 
Quaker Campus article . “Something like the AiDS 
walk is a great opportunity to [do just that] .”
william Penn Society member Chris Polsi ’14 
noted that the activity also presented an opportunity 
for brotherhood-building, as well as furthering the 
goal for inter-society harmony and collaboration . 
“the AiDS walk brings the whittier College societies 
together for one positive cause—to spread aware-
ness and provide support .”
1  franklinS. Always fierce supporters, a full crew turned out 
to root for their brothers at Commencement 2012—and nearly an 
equal number mobilized for an organized service day at the C-5 
Youth Foundation, helping at-risk kids stay on-track to college .
2  PalMerS. the spring Pledge Class shows off pure Palmer 
Pride in white, silver, and blue—the youngest members of a 
society that has consecutively won the All-Society Challenge!
3  ThalianS. Clad in green “ts,” both actives and alumnae 
were on board to celebrate the College’s 125th anniversary at 
the Homecoming tailgate . this past year, the thalians were the 
society with the highest number of actives: 48 .
4  WilliaM PennS. Demonstrating complicated choreography 
and surprising musicality, the Penns easily took home the top 
prize at this year’s “Dub Synch” (formerly Spring Sing) .
5  lanCerS. though their most notable accomplishment this 
year was the rock renovation/relocation project (see article 
p . 48), Lancer brethren are no strangers to active leadership . 
witness graduating brother tyler Zickle ’12, who served as 2011 
ASwC President and has helped establish the newly launched 
whittier College Sports network .
6  MeTaPhonianS. the merry Mets were happy to cheer the 
accomplishments of their graduating sisters—those acquiring 
bachelor’s, as well as master’s, degrees .
*not pictured here: Athenians, ionians, Orthogonians, Sachsens .
SOCietY  
SnaPShOtS
1
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>>  The Penns Were The 2012 “duBsYnch”/sPrInG sInG chaMPIOns WITh a 10-MInuTe, 
elaBOraTelY chOreOGraPhed PerFOrMance durInG hOMecOMInG Weekend.
2 3
5
4
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>>  The 76Th annual WhITTIer cOlleGe Bach FesTIVal,“Bach and The arIa,” 
WIll Take Place aPrIl 5-9, 2013. 
She has been a mainstay on the 
executive committee of the Southern 
California Chapter of the American 
Association of teachers of French 
since 2002 and was recently elected 
regional representative of the 
American Association of teachers of 
French in all the Southwest region . 
She has researched and authored 
numerous articles and three books on 
Francophone African cinema and has 
brought French theater companies to 
whittier College for the last 15 years to 
celebrate national French week . 
Martignon during the presentation .  
“in each of your functions, in each 
of the communities you have visited, 
you have left a distinctive mark and 
you have contributed through your 
very personality to the radiance of the 
French nation in the United States .
 “For your talent, for your action in 
service of the promotion of the French 
language and culture, i am pleased to 
thank you today in the name of the 
French republic .” 
Chirol has been a long-time 
advocate to the Francophone cause . 
PrOFessOr OF French MarIe-
MaGdeleIne chIrOl was named 
Chevalier dans l’Ordre des Palmes 
Académiques (Knight in the Order 
of Academic Palms) by the Cultural 
Ministry of France for “Services ren-
dered to French education” by a decree 
in February 2012 . the ceremony took 
place in August presided over by David 
Martignon, Consul General of France .
“Your insatiable service to the 
teaching of French has led you to 
develop a multitude of programs [to 
promote the French culture],” said 
en FrAnÇAis
French GOVernMenT hOnOrs WhITTIer PrOFessOr
Joining The CelebraTion. Joining professor Marie-Magdeleine Chirol were (l-r) Richard Censullo, Charlotte Borst, Christian P. Hill, Kristin Wiberg,  
Ann Smith, and Fritz Smith. 
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E>>  The sPrInG TheaTre deParTMenT PrOducTIOn Is piCasso at the lapin agile, 
WrITTen BY sTeVe MarTIn and dIrecTed BY PrOFessOr GIl GOnzalez, March 6-10.
aT The sTarT 
OF The Fall 
2012 seMesTer, 
Associate Professor 
of Art Jenny 
Herrick began her 
tenure as Garrett 
Faculty Master . 
A whittier College faculty mem-
ber since 2007, and director of the 
Greenleaf Gallery since 2009, Garrett 
received her M .F .A . in painting and 
printmaking from Yale University and 
her undergraduate degree from rhode 
island School of Design . Both in the 
classroom and in her studio, Herrick’s 
focus is on painting and drawing . 
 Already underway, thematic 
programming for Garrett House will 
continue to explore the arts community 
and field, with a visiting artist series, 
outdoor film screenings accompanied in 
some instances by talks with directors 
and screenwriters, and variety of events 
involving members of whittier Law 
School . Key to this schedule will be the 
opportunity to both enhance activi-
ties and capitalize on support from the 
College’s Center for Collaborations with 
the Arts—a program that Herrick’s pre-
decessor, Jennifer Holmes, now directs . 
Central to Herrick’s plans is a 
visiting artist series, intended to bring 
to campus a wide variety of interna-
tionally-renowned artists, scholars, 
and critics who will offer in-depth 
presentations of their work, host ques-
tion-and-answer sessions, and at times, 
mount exhibitions in the Greenleaf 
Gallery . Participants in this series have 
already included Pulitzer Prize-winning 
poet C .K . williams, with painter Kurt 
Kauper, photographers william Lamson 
and Aspen Mays, and photographer/
filmmaker Charlie white on the upcom-
ing schedule, as well .
Stay connected to upcoming events at 
Garrett House and the Greenleaf Gallery 
by visiting www.whittier.edu. 
WeLCome home
GarreTT hOuse GeTs neW FaculTY MasTer,  
PrOGraMMInG FOcus TO cOnTInue On The arTsViSiting 
SChOlaRS
Joining Whittier’s world-class faculty 
this year are two visiting profes-
sors—one from Sri Lanka, one from 
Egypt—who are contributing more 
than just academic perspective to  
the classroom.
Hailing from Sri Lanka, Prof. Tudor 
kalinga Silva is a senior profes-
sor of sociology at the University of 
Peradeniya, and an adjunct professor 
of global health and epidemiology 
at the Hokkaido University Graduate 
School of Medicine in Japan. His 
research focuses on social inequality, 
the sociology of health, caste, ethnic-
ity, nationalism and problems of social 
identity, the sociology of south Asia, 
and the sociology of development. 
Silva’s residence at Whittier is part of 
a faculty exchange through the ISLE 
program; religious studies professor 
Jake Carbine, also in the exchange, is 
currently teaching in Sri Lanka. While 
at Whittier, Silva is teaching courses in 
both sociology and religious studies.
With areas of expertise such 
as women and gender, demogra-
phy, and development, Prof. eman 
nasry Daoud Shenouda is a current 
Fulbright Scholar-in-Residence and a 
lecturer in sociology at the Faculty 
of Arts, Al-Fayoum University in 
Egypt. She holds a Ph.D. in sociology, 
and her research focuses on linking 
women to problems of child labor, as 
well as on NGOs. At Whittier, she is 
teaching within the Global Studies 
program and has guest lectured for 
various departments. 
in houSe. s
Garrett House  
was designated  
as a faculty master’s 
residence during  
the 1990-91 school 
year, when trustee  
Roberta Garrett  
Veloz ’57 endowed  
the residence for  
$1 million in honor  
of her parents, Mary 
and Orval Garrett.
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slOW and sTeadY 
Professor Shannon Stanton and students practice the martial art 
of tai-chi in a park in Beijing. As part of the course A Cross-
Cultural examination of k-12 education: United States and China, 
Stanton, along with Professor Kay Sanders and eight graduate 
and undergraduate students from the education department, 
traveled overseas to the cities of Beijing, Xian, and Shanghai 
to engage in a hands-on exploration of the Chinese educational 
system and associated legislation. The group visited five schools 
throughout the three cities—a private high school, a public 
K-12 school, a university of commerce, a trade college, and an 
EFT language school for adults—where they sat in on classes, 
interacted with Chinese students during physical education, and 
took part in one-on-one conversations.
E>>  launched BY FaculTY, WhITTIer’s neWesT TheaTrIcal GrOuP, enceladus, PreMIered  
In deceMBer WITh a sTaGed radIO PrOducTIOn OF “IT’s a WOnderFul lIFe.”
Juliet was set in Granada, Spain, in 1492 
(with the Montagues as Muslims and the 
Capulets as Christians). Prof. Reed was 
assisted by Sarah Heck ’15, who helped 
construct the scale models for the two 
diverse sets. 
s  Genevieve Shaul Connick Professor of 
Religious Studies JoSePh PriCe contrib-
uted the chapter “Pursuing Truth, Justice, 
and Dialogue: A Primer on Liberation 
Theology toward an Intra-Christian 
Dialogue” to the text Mormonism at the 
Crossroads of Philosophy and Theology: 
essays in Honor of David L. Paulsen. This 
summer Price and three former faculty 
members were honored by the Whittier 
Cultural Arts Foundation for their 
contributions to the community as both 
individual artists and supporters of the 
arts. Fellow honorees included franCeS 
norberT, emerita professor of music; 
JeaneTTe kelly, former adjunct profes-
sor; and WilliaMeTTa SPenCer, former 
visiting professor. 
s  Physics professor glen Piner co-authored 
the article “Erratic Jet Wobbling in the BL 
Lacertae Object OJ287 Revealed by Sixteen 
Years of 7mm VLBA Observations” for 
Astrophysical Journal with an international 
group of colleagues.
onWArd & upWArd
FaculTY TraVels, PuBlIshInG, and PresenTaTIOns
s  In the past two years, religious studies 
professor Jake Carbine has published 
two new books: How ‘Theravada’ is 
Theravada? exploring Buddhist Identities 
and Sons of the Buddha: Continuities and 
Ruptures in a Burmese Monastic Tradition, 
a study of one of the most important but 
least understood groups of Buddhist monks 
in Burma. He also published the research 
article “Sasanasuddhi, Simasammuti: 
Comments on a Spatial basis of the 
Buddha’s Religion,” a study of one aspect 
of religion, ritual, and law in 15th century 
Burma. Prof. Carbine is currently in Sri 
Lanka, serving as the resident director of 
the Intercollegiate Sri Lanka Education 
program, which is run by a consortium of 
small colleges around the US including 
Whittier, Bowdoin, Macalester, Grinnell, 
and Carleton Colleges.
s  English professor WenDy furMan-
aDaMS’ essays were published in the  
Yale University Press Milton encyclopedia, 
and she will present a session on “Milton 
and the Passions” at an upcoming meet-
ing of the Modern Language Association. 
For the third time, Profs. Furman-Adams 
and David Hunt will be taking a group 
of 30 students to Greece and Rome for a 
January Interim course. 
s  For a fifth 
season, theatre 
professor brian 
reeD served as 
scenic designer 
for the Kingsmen 
Shakespeare
    Festival’s two summer productions 
attended by more than 8 thousand 
patrons. Much Ado About Nothing was set 
in England circa 1815, while Romeo and 
hOnOReD
newly appointed Chair of the 
Faculty Devin iimoto was awarded 
the 2012 Christopher wahl Award 
from the whittier rio Hondo AiDS 
Project (wrHAP) for his efforts in 
teaching his signature AiDS class  
at whittier College since 1999, 
which emphasizes not only the 
biological origins of the disease but 
also societal implications, and for 
partnering with wrHAP over the 
last two years on service learning 
projects with his AiDS class . Last 
fall, iimoto also took the opportunity 
to teach this course in China, as 
part of a Lingnan University faculty 
exchange agreement .
named for a young man who lost 
the battle to AiDS, the Christopher 
wahl Award was created to honor 
those individuals who contribute in 
advocacy and action toward eradicat-
ing the AiDS virus and assist those 
living with or affected by the disease 
through service, community educa-
tion, and support . 
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E>>  “FIrsT OFF, The sTaTe OF The cOlleGe Is excellenT,” saId PresIdenT sharOn herzBerGer  
durInG her annual address aT WhITTIer Weekend’s GOlden annIVersarY lunch. 
s  roberT MarkS, Richard and Billie 
Deihl Professor of History, has been 
invited to keynote a year long series 
of seminars on China’s environmental 
history at Harvard University. He was 
also invited to present papers at three 
major research universities: “Ecological 
Degradation and Environmental Crisis in 
China, 1800-1950” at Yale University; 
“Long-term Environmental Continuities 
in Chinese History: A Very Materialist 
View” at New York University; and 
“Environmental Narratives in East Asian 
History” at the University of California, 
Berkeley. In addition, he recently 
co-edited a collection of papers, Chinese 
Radicalism Revisited: essays in Honor 
of Maurice Meisner, and contributed a 
chapter on environmental change in the 
modern world to A Companion to Global 
environmental History. 
s  Psychology professor ayeSha Shaikh’S 
book review, “Understanding Women 
in the 21st Century,” was accepted for 
publication in the upcoming issue of 
Psychology of Women Quarterly.
s Music professor DaViD Muller made his 
22nd annual appearance at the Fairbanks 
Summer Arts Festival in Alaska. While 
there, he taught master classes and 
conducted chamber music rehearsals and 
performances that included solo, chamber 
music, opera, and orchestral works. He 
also premiered his latest arrangement 
for double reed choir, Rimsky-Korsafov’s 
“Flight of the Bumble Bee.” 
s  Education and child development profes-
sor iVannia SoTo-hinMan made two 
keynote presentations for the National 
Urban Education Center in Memphis, 
delivered at the Practitioners’ Summit for 
elementary and secondary school teachers. 
The National Urban Education Center is 
dedicated to eliminating the achievement 
gap and improving the quality of urban 
education for students nationwide.
s  Sociology professor rebeCCa 
oVerMeyer-Velázquez presented 
recent work on Los Angeles County 
community activism in Latino suburbs 
at the national meeting of the American 
Sociological Association and at the 
Social Science History Association  
in Vancouver.
s  JoyCe kaufMan, director of the Center 
for Engagement with Communities and 
political science professor, organized and 
chaired a roundtable session for the joint 
meetings of the British International 
Studies Association in Edinburgh. The 
session brought together scholars from 
both sides of the Atlantic to address a 
number of critical questions regarding the 
topic “Women and Post-Conflict Social 
and Political Transformation,” which is 
the focus of her next research project. Her 
new book, Challenging Gendered Norms: 
Women and Political Violence versus Women 
Working for Peace, will be published in 
2013 by Kumarian Press, a third research 
collaboration with co-author Kristen P. 
Williams. Kaufman was also invited by the 
U.S. Naval Academy in Annapolis to create 
and run a simulation on cyberterrorism 
this fall. 
s  As part of her five-week NEH research 
retreat, English professor anDrea rhen 
delivered “Jane Austen Goes to Borneo”
    at the University of Missouri and recently 
published the article “White Rajas, Native 
Princes and Savage 
Pirates: Lord Jim 
and the Cult of 
White Sovereignty” 
in the in Journal of 
Victorian Culture. 
This fall, she 
presented work on Victorian publication 
networks at the North American Victorian 
Studies Association, and her Victorian 
Poetry class is participating in a five-
campus student digital collaboration, 
hosted by the University of Victoria. 
s Psychology professor ChuCk hill 
traveled to South Africa to attend 
the International Association for
    Cross-Cultural Psychology 
in Stellenbosch, and the 
International Congress of 
Psychology in Cape Town. There, 
he presented his research on 
Intimate Relationships in col-
laboration with colleagues from 
around the world. 
s  Upton Professor of English Tony 
barnSTone will be spending this upcom-
ing summer working on several fronts. 
He will be revising his dissertation, “The 
Cylinder and the Rose: William Carlos 
Williams and Technological Modernism,” 
for publication, and sending out chapters 
as articles. He has sent three books of 
poetry to publishers, including two books 
of sonnets, based on classic gothic tales 
and American pulp fiction, comic books, 
and B movies. He is also writing the 
introduction for another book, The Selected 
Ghazals of Ghalib, a translation from the 
Urdu, in collaboration with Whittier  
alumnus Bilal Shaw ’01. 
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>>  nuMBer OF sunnY daYs aT WhITTIer cOlleGe: 325.  
nuMBer OF Beaches WIThIn 30 MIles OF caMPus: 23. 
inTeLLeCTuAL eXpAnsion
acadeMIc cOMMunITY GrOWs WITh neW FaculTY
his primary research and teaching interests 
relegated to financial modeling and econo-
metrics. His teaching philosophy is based on 
flexibility, tailoring the material to the needs 
of each particular class. He holds a Ph.D. and 
M.A. from Claremont Graduate University.
rOGer WhITe  
associate Professor of economics  
White’s research largely focuses on the three 
areas of economics: international trade, 
labor, and migration. His work involves 
examining the effects of international trade 
on the domestic labor market and the influ-
ences that immigrants may exert on trade 
between their host and home countries. 
White received a Ph.D. and M.A. from the 
University of California, Santa Cruz and an 
M.A. from San Francisco State University. 
daVId heWITT  
assistant Professor of economics 
With primary research work conducted in the 
area of microeconomics—including political 
economy, public choice, industrial organiza-
tion, and the interface between economics, 
business and law—Hewitt’s professional career 
also includes practical experience in a start-up 
enterprise. One of three partners, he helped 
guide the venture from scratch to a respected 
industry competitor with multiple million-
aDDreSSing The SCholarly inTereSTS 
anD groWing PoPulaTion of Whittier 
College, seven new full-time, tenure-track 
faculty members in the areas of business, eco-
nomics, education, math, and in the sciences 
were hired for the 2012-13 academic year.
JIanlI hu  
assistant Professor of  
Marketing and Management 
Both Hu’s scholarly research and working 
experience encompasses supply chain man-
agement, statistical modeling, international 
operations management, and inventory theory, 
as well as the exploration of sourcing strate-
gies and developing analytical and empirical 
supply chain management models. Recently, 
she extended her research to explore tradeoffs 
between centralized and decentralized 
purchasing and distribution systems. In addi-
tion, her work with various public and private 
organizations has expanded her understanding 
of the business applications of management 
principles and techniques. Hu earned a Ph.D. 
and M.A. from Washington State University. 
FaTOs radOnIQI ’07  
assistant Professor of Finance 
A Whittier College graduate-turned-faculty 
member, Radoniqi has focused on corporate 
finance and industrial organization, with 
dollar product lines. Hewitt holds a Ph.D. from 
the University of California and an M.B.A. 
from California State University, San Marcos. 
TrIsha nIshIMura  
assistant Professor of  
special education 
Nishimura’s emphasis is in disability studies. 
For the past seven years, she has served in 
various roles related to special education and 
has extensive knowledge of related laws and 
the importance of working collaboratively 
with staff, teachers, parents, and students. 
She holds a Ph.D. and M.A. from Chapman 
University and a certificate of eligibility for 
an administrative services credential, and 
a Level II Educational Specialist, Mild to 
Moderate Credential. 
zaIda r. cOrderO-MacInTYre  
Professor of kinesiology and 
nutrition science 
Heading up the new nutrition science track in the 
KNS department, Cordero-MacIntyre has extensive 
teaching experience at both the undergraduate 
and graduate level in CADE Accredited programs. 
She also has practical experience as a regis-
tered dietitian, and her research areas are in 
obesity and diabetes. She earned a Ph.D. from 
the University of Arizona, a Pharm.D. from the 
Universidad Mayor de San Andres and a M.P.H. 
and M.S. from Loma Linda University. 
Fred Park  
assistant Professor of Mathematics 
Fred Park is currently a postdoctoral candi-
date at UC Irvine, and his thesis work is in 
the area of image processing. In addition 
to his Whittier courseload in calculus and 
differential equations, he is continuing work 
on shape modeling/classification, image pro-
cessing, and 3D surface reconstruction from 
PC data and multiple views. He holds a Ph.D. 
and M.A. from the University of California, 
Los Angeles.
The VieW s
froM uP here.      
Alumnus Fatos
 Radoniqi ’07
 trades a student
 desk for a faculty
 podium in Hoover 
Hall this year as a 
new tenure-track
 professor at 
Whittier College.
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>>  IF YOu sTIll haVen’T seen JOhn e. POeT dance GanGnaM sTYle, YOu are 
MIssInG OuT! GO TO WWW.YOuTuBe.cOM/WhITTIercOlleGe. 
E
about children in respect to water, 
sanitation, and hygiene initiatives for 
elementary school-aged children in the 
developing world . 
wagner is currently working with 
interested students to create a proposal 
for the 2013 OMeP world Assembly and 
Conference in Shanghai . 
presentation were Leah Bunch ‘06, 
Valene esqueda Martinez MA ‘08, 
Kallia wade ‘12, Angela St . Pierre, ‘15, 
Julie Duran ‘12, Paula Gras ‘12, eric 
Hernandez ‘07, Megan Jackson ‘12, 
Shavontae Simpson ‘14, and Vanessa 
Gonzales ‘14 . 
while in Campo Grande, the 
students met several world leaders in 
the field of children’s rights and early 
education and care, including Dr . nurper 
Ulkuer, chief of early Childhood Division, 
UniCeF, and Dr . Marito Garcia, a chief 
economist at world Bank . 
wagner delivered the keynote 
address at the Assembly, “wASH from 
the Start: Promoting Children’s rights to 
water, Sanitation, and Hygiene .” 
wagner is currently the Deputy 
President of world OMeP and is the 
chief consultant to UniCeF on a col-
laborative publication with world OMeP . 
She is at work creating an early child-
hood version of UniCeF’s publications 
PrOFessOr JudITh T. WaGner and 
Three OF her sTudenTs, Brianne 
Kamaladin ’13, Dylan Zukowski ‘12, and 
Lucie Zahradnickova ’15, attended the 
28th Annual world Organization for early 
Childhood education (OMeP) Symposium 
in Campo Grande, Brazil .
the students made a poster presen-
tation, “teaching Sustainability through 
Children’s Literature and Play,” about 
research conducted in conjunction with 
Broadoaks School . 
“this was a life-changing 
experience for me,” said Kamaladin, 
who is the current president of OMeP-
whittier College . “Meeting people from 
all walks of life from all over the world, 
just for the sole purpose of bettering 
the lives of the world’s children, really 
reassured me that international politics 
and child advocacy is the career path 
for me .”
Other students and alumni who 
participated in the research for this 
righT noW
PrOFessOr, sTudenTs dIscuss chIldren’s rIGhTs aT WOrld sYMPOsIuM 
a  iMPaCT. 
Judith Wagner (left) 
and students Brianne 
Kamaladin ’15 and 
Lucie Zahradnickova 
pose with Dr. Rui 
Aguiar, head of 
UNICEF Brazil.
a  bio-DiVerSiTy. Biology professor Warren Hanson welcomed two of his biology alumnae—Capiro (left) 
and Maggay (Right)—at a B2B workshop. 
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PuTTInG IT  
all TOGeTher 
Biology professor Warren Hanson and 
two of his former students—Jonnie 
Russell Capiro ’00 and Corrie 
Maggay ’01—contributed expertise 
and interesting stories to a late spring 
Backpack-to-Briefcase session on 
“Careers You Never Even Thought Of…” 
At the workshop, which attracted about 
25 curious students, Capiro and Maggay 
talked about their career paths from 
biology majors to rhino specialist at the 
San Diego Zoo and forensic scientist/
DNA analyst with the Orange County 
Sheriff’s Department, respectively. They 
likewise recalled the keen training 
Hanson delivered in their classes that 
enabled them both to remain flexible 
in their professional paths.
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SPRing SPORtS
1  Baseball (Season 21-17; Conference 15-13; SCiAC 5th Place)  2  softball (Season 24-17; Conference 13-11; SCiAC  
4th Place)  3  Women’s Water Polo (Season 14-20; Conference 2-10; SCiAC 6th Place)  4  Men’s lacrosse (Season 7-6)   
5  Men’s Track & Field (SCiAC 6th Place)  Women’s Track & Field (SCiAC 7th Place)  6  Women’s Tennis (Season 10-10; 
Conference 4-6; SCiAC 5th Place)  Men’s Tennis (Season 13-10; Conference 3-5; SCiAC 5th Place)  7  Women’s lacrosse 
(Season 6-11; Conference 2-7; SCiAC 4th Place)   8  Men’s Golf (SCiAC 5th Place)
2
7
4
1
6
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& hOnORS
s  BaseBall: in addition to  
throwing a no-hitter, pitcher ryan 
schwenn ’12 capped off his final 
season earning the title of Southern 
California intercollegiate Athletic 
Conference (SCiAC) Pitcher of the Year, 
All-SCiAC 1st team Honors, and 1st 
team All-west region . Outfielder  
andrew Vallejo ’12 was named to  
D3baseball .com’s 1st team All-west 
region, earned 3rd team All-American,  
1st team All-SCiAC Honors for the 
second consecutive year, and was also 
selected as the SCiAC Player of the Year . 
Pitcher Taylor Fallon ’12 also received 
All-SCiAC 1st team Honors . 
s  sOFTBall: After an impressive 
season, four Poets were named to All-
SCiAC teams . denisse Martinez ’12  
was awarded 1st team Honors and 
teammates Jessica rosnack ’13, nikki 
Mendoza ’12, and Jordan learn ’14 
earned 2nd team Honors . Following 
graduation, Mendoza, Martinez, and 
teammate Jessica Townsend ’12 were 
invited to play on the italian Softball 
tour, organized by the American 
international Sports teams .
s  Men’s TennIs: Julian  
seneviratne ’13 earned 1st team 
All-SCiAC while Patricio carregha ’12 
and chris schommer ’14 earned 2nd 
team honors each, as they led the Poets 
to as high as a no . 17 ranking in the 
intercollegiate tennis Association (itA) 
national polls . in addition, Schommer 
and Taylor dimler ’12 were named to 
the itA All-Academic team .
s  WOMen’s TennIs: liliana 
serylo ’14, chloe dredge ’14, and 
adrienne hamada ’14 were named 
to 2nd team All-SCiAC . in addition, 
Dredge, Hamada, lauren Gelgur ’13,  
kady Oliker ’12, and elizabeth 
reitzell ’13 were named to the 
intercollegiate tennis Association (itA) 
All-Academic team .
s  Men’s lacrOsse: robert Bazlen ’12,  
who was ranked among the top goal-
ies in the country all season, and sam 
russell ’12, who was ranked among 
the top midfielders in the country, 
were recognized by the United States 
intercollegiate Lacrosse Association 
(USiLA) as Honorable Mention 
All-Americans . 
s  WOMen’s lacrOsse: the 
intercollegiate women’s Lacrosse 
Coaches Association (iwLCA) cited 
whittier College as one of 61 schools 
to be honored for academic success . 
Among those individuals recognized 
by the iwLCA were carolyn Mukai ’13, 
who earned All-west region 1st team 
selection for the second straight year, 
as well as landing 1st team All-SCiAC 
for the third straight season . teammates 
shaina denny ’14, amiya Moretta ’14, 
dana Barraco ’14, and lily Baxter ’15 
were named 2nd team All-SCiAC .
s  WOMen’s WaTer POlO: with a total 
of 71 goals for the spring season and an 
overall total of 249, utility player katrina 
Thoreson ’12 earned the no . 1 position 
in career scoring at whittier College, and 
took 2nd team All-SCiAC honors . Goalie 
Mattie Winkler ’14 and utility player 
samantha Pudwill ’15 each earned 
Honorable Mention All-SCiAC . in addi-
tion, teammates thoreson, Terrileigh 
shepherd ’14, Melanie Peel ’13,  
Jae crabtree ’13, arianna Weisen-
burger ’12, and Melissa reynoso ’12 
all received All-Academic Awards from 
the Association of Collegiate water Polo 
Coaches (ACwPC) .
s  Men’s GOlF: ranked among the top 
15 of conference players and earning 
a qualifying bid for the nCAA Division 
iii Championship tournament, doug 
kennedy ’12 closed out his season named 
to the Division iii PinG All-west regional 
team and to 2nd team All-SCiAC . 
(Continues on next page.)
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>>  BrInGInG The claxTOn shOes hOMe Once MOre WITh a FInal scOre OF 61-30,  
WhITTIer’s 2012 VIcTOrY OVer OxY Was PredIcTed On esPn’s “cOlleGe GaMe daY.” 
(Continued from previous page.)
s  Men’s Track & FIeld: the squad 
finished an impressive season with 
six Poets named to the SCiAC All-
Conference team . Among those were 
Brandon Wilcox ’12, kevin curbelo ’14, 
kimble Tillman ’15, alex Jungsten ’14,  
Idean Vandi ’14, and Joshua 
ehinger ’15 . Curbelo was additionally 
recognized by the U .S . track & Field 
and Cross Country Coaches Associ- 
ation (UStFCCCA) as an Academic 
All-American and earned SCiAC All-
American honors—the sole athlete in 
Poet sports history to be a two-time 
recipient of this award . 
s  WOMen’s Track & FIeld: 
christine Verduzco ’13 earned 
UStFCCCA All-Academic honors, while 
alyssa sialaris ’13 was recognized 
as the SCiAC Field Athlete of the Year, 
following her first place win in the 
hammer and discus events and second 
place in shot put and javelin events at 
the SCiAC Championships . Verduzco, 
eva aguilar ’12, and claudia  
Munoz ’14 were also named to the 
SCiAC All-Conference team for their 
individual season performances .
TACkLing FooTbALL
POeTs BrInG aMerIcan FOOTBall TO serBIa
forMer PoeT aThleTeS JaMeS ConSTanCio ’10 
anD ryan roWlanDS ’91 have joined efforts 
to contribute to the resurgence of American 
football in Serbia. The game first gained 
popularity in 2003 and is becoming one of the 
fastest growing sports in that country.
Rowlands heads the Public Affairs Office 
at the U.S. Embassy and James is a member 
of the Belgrade Blue Dragons, one of the city’s 
two football teams. The two met in Serbia 
in early 2012 and have since collaborated in 
teaching the fundamentals of the sport to new 
fans and spreading their love for the game.
“I find it absolutely amazing that I am 
able to experience living in another country 
and have a part in building interest in American 
football through playing and coaching—all the 
while making memories and friends that I will 
never forget,” Constancio says.
As part of their work, James and Ryan 
held a football workshop at a 200-year-old 
school, where they found their “students” 
to be about 70% female. Not surprising, 
considering that a nearby town has its own 
women’s football team. 
While the sport is relatively new to Serbia, 
it wasn’t until 2001 that NFL games were 
broadcast on local television, though athletics 
in general have always been an important piece 
of native culture. Serbia can boast at having 
the top professional tennis player in the world, 
Novak Djokovic, and top tier teams in basket-
ball, volleyball, water polo, and soccer. 
Now, Ryan and James are trying to use 
their knowledge and expertise in adding 
football to the list of most popular sports  
in the country. 
Richard “Dick” Beam ’58, who was an assistant coach on 
two of USC’s national championship football teams and 
later became an NFL executive, died of cancer in Corona. 
He was 75.
Beam began his nearly 40-year career in sports as a 
player at Whittier High School and then Whittier College, 
where he was coached by George Allen and Don Coryell, 
both future legendary NFL coaches. He then coached for 
the Poet freshman and varsity football teams under Coryell. 
After obtaining his teaching credential, he spent 10 years teaching English, his-
tory, and P.E. classes and coaching football for local high schools before joining the 
coaching staff of the nationally-ranked Trojans of the University of Southern California. 
He served as assistant coach at USC for four years, then got the chance to move up to 
the National Football League as assistant coach for the Tampa Bay Buccaneers.
Three years later, Beam shifted his professional track to sports administra-
tion, hired as the Buccaneers’ vice president. In 1981, he was offered the chance 
to return to the West Coast as vice president for the Los Angeles Rams—a position 
he’d hold for the next decade. In 1992, Beam was named Chief Operating Officer for 
the Orlando Thunder, one of only four U.S. teams operating under the newly-formed 
(but short-lived) World League of American Football. He also served briefly as player 
agent before finally choosing to retire from professional sports in 1994. Throughout 
his career, he served in 29 Superbowls as a Team Liaison.
Beam is survived by his wife Dorothy, son Donn, daughter Cathy Crofts, and 
three grandchildren.
The Dick Beam’s Coaches Fund has been established, which will provide important, 
much-needed funds to enhance the Poet football coaching staff. To contribute, contact 
the office of Advancement at 562.907.4219.
MeMORial DiCK BeaM COaCheS’ fUnD eStaBliSheD
fooTball a
ruleS. 
Students and 
teachers pose after 
class held at a  
200 year-old 
Serbian school.
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>>  In 1915, WhITTIer aThleTIc ManaGer eVereTT JOrdan PrOPOsed The 
Then-reVOluTIOnarY (and saFer) Idea TO haVe hadleY FIeld PlanTed  
In sOd, raTher Than Bare dIrT MIxed WITh saWdusT. 
lF: What’s the strategy for the 
upcoming season? 
rc: we’ll continue to play pressure 
defense, full court defense, and extend the 
floor on the defensive end—which is a 
little different from other SCiAC team strat-
egies, which tend to play more traditional 
half-court . Offensively, we give our guys 
a lot of freedom, but to play together they 
have to play unselfishly . that was one of 
the successes with last year’s team .
lF: last year you finished second in 
scIac. Will this team be a contender? 
rc: even though we lost a lot of key 
players, i think that we are going to be 
very competitive in our conference . the 
culture of our team is very positive, and 
that goes a long way on our level .
lF: some of your key players gradu-
ated this past May—Greg Preer, 
Tyler hagan, nathaniel easterman. 
how are you addressing this loss?
rc: true—we had four or five of the 
better players in our conference, and 
two of them have gone on to play pro-
fessional ball, Preer down in Mexico and 
easterman in Germany . they followed 
in the footsteps of three other now pro-
athletes in the last five or six years, so 
that is a tough group and a tough era to 
replace . One of the things we try to do 
is get players that are similar in talents 
and skill-level as those that have left us . 
lF: What do you see are the biggest 
team challenges ahead?
rc: Discovering what they can really 
do, and how to put them together . this 
may not happen early in the season, but 
we think we have a good enough team 
to compete once conference starts .
alumnus rock carter ’89 has headed 
the Poets men’s basketball program 
for 17 seasons, the last of which 
saw the Poets finish just shy of a 
conference championship. sports 
Information director lance Franey ’09 
sat down with carter to gain insight 
on the campaign ahead. 
lF: What do you think a head  
coach needs to be or do to be a  
successful leader?
rc: First of all, i just think you have to 
have a vision—obviously a vision to 
win a national championship or even a 
conference championship . within that 
vision, you have to have a plan that 
includes surrounding yourself with good 
coaches . i think we have one of the  
 finest staffs in our conference . 
lF: What are your goals for the 
upcoming season?
rc: we have 10 new players on our 
roster this year—so creating chemistry 
and bringing them together is going to 
be a high objective for us as a team . we 
also want to make sure that they fit into 
the classroom and community at whittier, 
which is an important part of our program .
lF: What are you looking forward  
to the most for this season?
rc: there seems to be a sense of 
excitement about the 10 new players . 
Having the opportunity to work with 
the new guys and then watching our 
returning players develop their game 
is exciting as well . we are scheduled 
to play on the road in Hawaii, which is 
good experience . in general, i think that 
just the idea of being able to work with 
a diverse group of young guys is what’s 
going to be fun for us as a staff .
FuLL CourT press
carTer Talks seasOn sTraTeGY
f  baSkeTball SeaSon. 
Catch all the B-ball 
action live on the 
Whittier College  
Sports Network,  
www.wcpoets.com 
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>>  keeP YOur PurPle and GOld PrIde alIVe BY sTaYInG  
uP TO daTe On WhITTIer cOlleGe’s aThleTIcs aT  
WWW.FaceBOOk.cOM/WcPOeTs. 
elizabeth stanley, head  
women’s basketball coach, 
comes to whittier with more 
than 20 years of coaching expe-
rience in the sport at both the 
secondary and collegiate levels .
Past programs led by Stanley include 
California’s Amador Valley High School, where 
her varsity squads amassed a 200-49 win-loss 
record, and Ohlone Community College, where 
she led the program to three conference champi-
onships and a Sweet 16 appearance, and moved 
the program from last place to first in just three 
short years . expanding her leadership in the 
sport and outreach to promising young women 
athletes, in 1996 she founded the tri Valley elite 
Basketball Program, an Amateur Athletic Union 
(AAU) club organization that teaches basketball 
fundamentals and competitive skills develop-
ment to young women, grades 5 to 12—and as a 
result, has promoted girls’ basketball throughout 
the greater San Francisco Bay Area and beyond . 
Stanley holds a B .A . in psychology, a B .S . in 
kinesiology and physical education, and an M .S . 
in sports psychology . 
laura elliot, equipment 
manager and assistant 
women’s basketball coach, 
played basketball for Ohlone 
College and Lincoln Memorial 
University in tennessee . She 
previously served as a graduate assistant to the 
women’s basketball team at Carson-newman 
College and as assistant coach at Ohlone 
College, where she helped lead the team to 
a perfect conference record and a conference 
championship . She has a B .A . in communications 
from Lincoln Memorial and an MBA from Carson-
newman College . 
Photos by  
Tony Leon 
ActionWestPhotography.com
Mike king, head women’s 
golf coach, is a whittier 
native with more than 30 
years of golfing experi-
ence . He first began playing 
competitively at industry Hills 
Golf Course in 1992, and has since achieved 
many honors, including president of the 
industry Hills Men’s Club from 2002-2004, the 
industry Hills’ Senior Champion in 2008, and 
the industry Hills’ Club Champion in 2010 . Prior 
to his career at whittier College, King coached 
a number of different sports aside from golf, 
including basketball, football, baseball, vol-
leyball, and track and field . He most recently 
served as a boy’s and girl’s tennis instructor at 
Montebello and Schurr High Schools . 
Prior to whittier, silvana 
stans, head women’s  
tennis coach, served as 
the assistant men’s and 
women’s tennis coach at 
Caltech and worked with a 
variety of tennis camps in Marietta, GA, and at 
the Brian winter tennis Academy . She holds 
a professional tennis instructor certification 
from the U .S . Professional tennis registry, 
with a professional level specialization in 
adult development, and is a member of the 
U .S . Professional tennis Association . As an 
undergraduate, she played for the California 
State University, Los Angeles tennis team on 
a full scholarship (Billie Jean King endowed 
tennis Scholarship and the Joe Shapiro tennis 
Scholarship) . During her first season, she was 
CSULA’s no . 1 player, and during her second 
season, she came back after a surgery to play 
at no . 3 singles . Silvana is a native of romania, 
and at the age of 16, played on the wtA 
tour, participating in tournaments in France, 
Switzerland, Serbia, Hungary, Portugal,  
Croatia, Slovenia, Bulgaria, and Germany .
CoAChes’ Corner
neW sTaFF BrInG WealTh OF exPerIence
MaRKing 
tiMe
neW MOnuMenT  
recalls “WInnInGesT”  
FOOTBall cOach  
a neW MOnuMenT was unveiled with 
fanfare this fall in Memorial Stadium, 
during the Poets’ football home opener . 
the stone structure and bronze plaque 
pays tribute—most appropriately—to the 
“winningest” football coach in whittier 
College history: John “tiger” Godfrey .
During his 20-season tenure  
with the Poets, Godfrey compiled a 
120-67-6 overall record, winning nine 
conference championships .
He came to whittier College in 1957 
as an assistant coach under nFL Hall 
of Fame Coach Don Coryell, and within 
three years, he was named head football 
coach at whittier College . He coached 
the Poets to a perfect regular season in 
1961 and a berth into the nAiA regional 
playoff . During his time at whittier 
helming the football program, Godfrey 
additionally took on other coaching 
duties—baseball, track and field, and 
the golf program—and for a time served 
as the College’s athletic director . 
when he left whittier College in 
1977, Godfrey left an enduring legacy 
not only on the Poet football program, 
but in the men he led to repeated 
victory . it is fitting, therefore, that the 
marker was installed in the stadium, 
to serve as a visible reminder of his 
contributions and serve as inspiration to 
future generations of whittier athletes 
and coaches to come .
a   TribuTe. Alumni from Godfrey’s teams gath-
ered for the monument’s unveiling.
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>>  The WhITTIer cOlleGe sPOrTs neTWOrk (Wcsn) BrOadcasTs a VarIeTY OF POeT  
aThleTIc eVenTs WITh lIVe, PlaY-BY-PlaY cOMMenTarY: WWW.WcPOeTs.cOM.
WhiTTier College’S 22nD PurPle & golD 
hall of faMe inDuCTion ClaSS is made 
up of four standout student-athletes, and 
one of the most successful sports teams in 
Whittier College history. 
These 2012 honorees join approximately 
170 fellow athletes and coaches named to 
the Hall of Fame, notable figures nominated 
across the college’s more than century-old, 
storied sports program. Following a formal 
ceremony in October, the new honorands’ 
credentials will now live in perpetuity in 
a searchable database, housed in the new 
Graham Athletic Center’s Hall of Fame 
Conference Room.
The team selected for induction was the 
1961 Poet Football Squad, which completed an 
undefeated season in both regular play and in 
the Southern California Intercollegiate Athletics 
Conference (SCIAC), as well as earned a berth 
in the National Association of Intercollegiate 
Athletics (NAIA) Tournament—an accomplish-
ment that, to date, has not been repeated in 
the Whittier football program.
Among the individuals selected for the 
honor were Jeff Bare ’81, Joey Jordan ’85, 
Tara Barnhart ’95, and Mariana Madico ’01.
Two-sport athlete Bare was an outstand-
ing swimmer and water polo player, who 
twice earned MVP for the latter and served 
as water polo captain for three seasons. He 
went on to earn 1st Team All-SCIAC for three 
consecutive seasons, and was named 2nd 
Team All-American his senior year.
Jordan, another dual-sport athlete, 
played for both Poet football and track and 
field. As a three-season quarterback, he 
consecutively earned 1st Team All-SCIAC, 
and went on to earn additional conference 
honors for his single-season post as wide 
receiver. Following Whittier, Jordan played in 
the Finland Professional Football League.
Three-sport athlete Barnhart competed 
in women’s cross country, track and field, 
and swimming and diving. Along the way, 
she earned MVP and multiple All-SCIAC 
honors cross country—including being 
named to 1st Team NCAA All-West Region 
and earning a place at the NCAA Division III 
Championship. She additionally was awarded 
the 11-9-5 Club Freshman Female Student of 
the Year and President’s Female Scholar of 
the Year awards.
One of the most decorated Poet women’s 
tennis players, Madico earned MVP and 
All-SCIAC honors four consecutive years. She 
was an NCAA ITA All-American, won the ITA 
Fall Rolex Western Regional Tournament and 
Ojai Valley Western Regional Division III 
Tournament in both singles and doubles, and 
was consistently ranked among the national 
NCAA Division III tennis athletes. In addition, 
she earned Whittier College Athlete of the Year 
all four of her undergraduate seasons.
Trophy CAse
aThleTIc hall OF FaMe GrOWs WITh neW InducTees
SPRing SWing WOMen’s GOlF BecOMes 22nd InTercOlleGIaTe POeT TeaM
Teeing uP aT WhiTTier College ThiS SPring will 
be one more intercollegiate sports team: women’s golf. 
Certainly not a new program in the Poet 
athletics lineup, competitive women golfers have 
been part of the Whittier community for decades, 
with some of the earliest known golf classes being 
offered in the late 1930s. The subsequent two 
decades had noted competitors Marnie Lord in  
the 1940’s and Gladys Satterfield ’52 commanding 
the greens.
Perhaps the best known woman golfer in Whittier 
College history, though, was Gail Hirata-Chaffin ’77,  
who played on the men’s team throughout her 
undergraduate years—going on to not only captain 
the team but earn “Most Valuable Player” award in 
1977. Following Whittier, Hirata joined the LPGA tour 
in 1979, and in 1982 she enjoyed her most successful 
season, ranking 53rd overall.
Poet women’s golf enters the Southern California 
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference (SCIAC) for the 
first time this spring, and will join California Lutheran 
University, Claremont Mudd-Scripps, Occidental, Pomona-
Pitzer and the University of Redlands with the chance 
to play for a SCIAC championship and an opportunity to 
receive an at-large bid into the NCAA Championships.
Making the announcement in September, 
Athletic Director Rob Coleman noted that Whittier 
“already has some skilled players on campus, and on-
campus recruitment for student-athletes with newly 
hired Head Coach Mike King will continue throughout 
the fall in preparation for our season launch. We will 
look to compete at a high level immediately.”
The women’s golf program will now join a men’s 
program that concluded the 2012 season ranked 
No. 25 in Division III, and both squads will conduct 
practices at Candlewood Country Club and Industry 
Hills Golf Club during the fall and spring seasons. The 
new team is the 11th women’s team to join the com-
petitive Poet sports program, and the 22nd overall.
a  lefT To righT: 
Joey Jordan ’85,  
Tara Barnhart ’95,  
Jeff Bare ’81, and 
Mariana Madico ’01
d  P&g on The green. 
Whittier’s 22nd sports 
team is being com-
pletely underwritten 
by private donations. 
See more on page 52. 
tHinGS we’Ve LOVeD
ABOUt wHittier COLLeGe
in honor of the College’s 125th anniversary, 
we decided to compile a “list” to showcase a 
few things (well, 125 things to be exact!) that 
are inextricably tied to College lore . in an 
effort to avoid displeasing any Poets, here’s 
our disclaimer: this list is neither official, 
nor the definition of “comprehensive .” what 
it is, however, is relatively accurate, based 
on conversations we’ve had with alumni, 
current students, faculty, staff, and anyone 
else who carries a loyalty to the Purple 
and Gold . Did we mention that it’s also in 
random order? Coming up with a list of 125 
things to love about whittier College is a bit complicated . no, it’s almost impossible . we understand 
that every Poet has his or her own list . Furthermore, we understand that there are an infinite number 
of things to love about whittier College . So, without further ado, we present our unofficial, not- 
so-comprehensive, not-in-any-preferential-order, yet relatively accurate list of “125 things 
we’ve Loved About whittier College .” it is sure to make you smile—we promise . 
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—1—
Study abroad  
in 6 of 7 continents 
—2—
Meeting high-profile  
authors like ray Bradbury,  
CK williams, and  
isabel Allende through the 
annual Whittier College 
Writers festival
99-years-and-
counting of the 
Quaker Campus 
newspaper
—4—
the ornate ceilings  
in the lobby and 3rd floor Old 
Ballroom of Mendenhall 
—5—
Chilly, early-morning  
practices in the “Dub tub” 
—6—
Prof . Albert Upton’s  
game-changing textbook, 
Design for Thinking
—7—
Sportsfest, and its  
pre-cursor, the  
Frosh-Soph Scrap
—8—
game nights and  
B2B at Dezember  
Alumni House
really tall palm 
trees, huge  
green lawns,  
and California 
native plants
—10—
hi-jinks on the roof  
of Stauffer Science Building
—11—
Classes so small  
you know everyone by name
—12—
“Brazilian Drumming”  
and “intro to Latin Jazz” with 
Prof. Danny lozano
—13—
the Old wardman  
Gym/Art Building  
(and its ghosts)
—14—
a Special Collections  
and the nixon Room at 
wardman Library
—15—
Relatively short driving  
distance to Downtown 
LA, Venice Beach, Big Bear 
Mountain, Palm Springs,  
and Disneyland 
—16—
Sunbathing on the  
Quad in December
—17—
Any biology course with  
Prof. hector Valenzuela
—18—
the view  
from turner Hall 
—19—
honors Convocation  
and celebrating the nerhood 
Award for teaching excellence
—20—
Sitting in the stands of 
Memorial Stadium and seeing 
the big, white “W” on the 
hill, courtesy of the Penns
the graham 
athletic Center, 
purple tennis 
courts, and the 
new Slade Pool 
—22—
lounging on Ball Patio  
and the lawn  
in front of Platner
—23—
f  Wardman library  
(before and after renovation)”
3
9
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38—24—a SurF’s vegetable garden  and Bon Appetit’s  
“eat local Challenge” 
—25—
the outdoor turret  
at wardman House
—26—
themed housing  
in Harris residence Hall
“field 
Ornithology”  
with Prof .  
warren Hanson
—28—
Performing in Poet theater, 
departmental productions,  
and senior showcases
—29—
Annual “Old Vets” panel  
during Prof . Fred Bergerson’s 
Janterm “warfare and  
Military Strategy” class
—30—
lost academic Programs— 
such as the MBA and master’s 
in speech pathology, and 
undergrad majors in journal-
ism, home economics, and  
speech communications
—31—
lost traditions— 
like Green Peppers, SoSeCos, 
FACU, the Homecoming 
Parade through Uptown, May 
Day Festival, and ringing-of-
the Bell (for each sports win)
—32—
Poet Musicales  
in Memorial Chapel
—33—
the Ci (Campus inn)
—34—
Shooting pool  
in ettinger Lounge 
—35—
Unforgettable Friendships
—36—
Mona Kai, Luminarias,  
Asian night, and  
the annual lu’au 
—37—
Midnight Breakfast— 
and its volunteer serving staff!
acropolis 
Yearbook’s  
unfailing visual 
capture of the 
“Year-at-whittier”
—39—
Screening night for  
Campus Moviefest 
—40—
Various incarnations/ 
locations of the Spot  
& the Club d
An invaluable  
liberal arts 
education
—42—
the annual Scholarship  
and Fellowship luncheon
—43—
Freshman welcome  
and Senior Farewell  
Dinners at  
Wardman house
—44—
“Chicano and  
latino theater”  
with Prof . Gil Gonzalez
—45—
the “Whittier College  
in Copenhagen” program  
(now DiS-Copenhagen)
—46—
“Urban Studies”  
fieldtrips to  
Downtown la with  
Prof . Les Howard 
—47—
faculty mentorship  
and guidance that results  
in internship, fellowship,  
and scholarship wins 
 
light  
of learning 
Ceremony
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—49—
Past campus markers,  
like the Japanese Peace 
Lantern, John Greenleaf 
Monument, Senior Bench,  
the Sundial, the “whittier 
College” lamppost sign,  
and the “w” hedge 
—50—
Spring Sing/Dub Synch 
—51—
establishment and  
endurance of the first  
two (Literary) Societies— 
franklins and Palmers— 
and the subsequent  
nine that followed
Painting  
the Rock,  
then painting  
the rock, then  
painting the  
rock some more
—53—
all-nighters
—54—
the Orthogonian plaque  
in Mendenhall, honoring  
18 fallen classmates  
from WWii 
—55—
Biking turnbull Canyon  
& hiking Sycamore Canyon
—56—
homecoming/ 
Whittier weekend
—57—
international students  
on campus since the 1920s  
yearlong enrollees, exchange 
students, Aspect “kids,” and 
Summer Program visitors
—58—
Getting to be part of faculty 
research projects, then  
presenting at a professional 
conference and getting 
publication credit— 
as an undergraduate!
—59—
“intro to Communication 
Disorders” with  
Prof. irene Carlyle
—60—
Announcement of  
Sportsfest theme 
—61—
Janterm trips  
to Morocco, Chile, Canterbury, 
Greece, and China
—62—
whittier live on  
KPOet Radio and QCtV 
the actual 
friday-the-
Squirrel on 
display in the 
Library…and his  
“removable” ear
—64—
Annual Martin  
luther King Jr. Oratorical 
Contest/Celebration 
—65—
Singing the alma Mater or  
“the School Song”
—66—
“exercise Physiology” with  
Prof. Patricia Van Oosbree 
—67—
Getting the “Poet Pulse” 
through whittier College  
on Facebook, twitter, 
instagram, Flickr,  
wordpress & Youtube
—68—
a the pageantry and  
spectacle of Convocation  
and Commencement
—69—
Model United nations,  
under leadership of Prof . Mike 
“Doc” McBride—and having 
the chance to serve with him 
in Geneva, Switzerland as a 
UnHrC summer intern 
—70—
“el Jefe” Martin Ortiz ’48  
and his alumni legacy,  
alianza de los amigos
—71—
Poetry slams, improv, and  
open mic nights at the Club
—72—
A historic roster  
of impressive and  
accomplished trustees 
Upper Quad  
rose Garden
—74—
Distinguished  
honorary alumni like  
theodor Seuss Geisel— 
a.k.a. Dr. Seuss
—75—
“Leisure Arts in  
Contemporary Society”  
with Profs. hilmi ibrahim  
and Jack DeVries
—76—
Helping Hands Day/ 
worldwide Poets Day of 
Service, and the College’s  
long history of commitment 
to community service
52
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Annual  
“Battle for the 
Shoes” and  
PAC the GAC 
—78—
Mom & Pop Shops  
in Uptown whittier,  
Mr Sandwich, whittier Cinema
—79—
the infinite array of majors 
possible through the  
Whittier Scholars Program
—80—
Having a way to “stay”  
a whittier student  
post-graduation through the 
graduate Program  
in education and  
whittier Law School
—81—
the hundreds of past and  
current Poets who’ve served 
in aSWC government  
since its first council  
meeting in 1908 d
—82—
the amazing breadth of  
learning experiences and 
activities offered each year 
through Cultural Center
—83—
Whittier Choir Spring tour
—84—
epic aOKP battles  
on the Quad
—85—
Having the chance to  
visit with executives at 
Google’s HQ in China with 
Prof Jeff Decker, and at 
nOKiA’s HQ in Argentina with 
Prof Dan Duran
any literature 
class with  
Profs wendy 
Furman Adams, 
Dave Paddy, or 
Sean Morris
—87—
HiC, BSU, AMiGOS,  
Parivar, Halo Halo, tOBGLAD—
and every other student 
organization that shows just 
how current, relevant, and  
cosmopolitan whittier really is
—88—
Sharing “play-space”  
on the Upper Quad  
with kids from Broadoaks 
Children’s School 
—89—
Faculty-gone-but- 
always-remembered,  
such as Margaretha Loehman, 
Harry nerhood, Ben Burnett,  
C Milo Connick, and  
Albert Upton
—90—
Conducting ecological  
fieldwork on-site in  
South Africa with Prof Cheryl 
Swift and in Kenya with  
Prof David Mbora 
—91—
wardman Library  
during finals Week 
—92—
whittier College’s incredible  
list of generous, loyal  
benefactors—for example 
the wardman, Graham, Harris, 
and Stauffer families
—93—
125 years of fun, unique,  
and sometimes bizarre 
student-created Clubs  
and Organizations
—94—
Our challenging, inspirational, 
and motivational faculty  
who make us learn, but  
more importantly, who make 
us want to learn
—95—
the entire staff at  
whittier College over the last  
125 years—from administrators 
to catering, from housekeeping 
to grounds, from Campus  
Safety to Admissions— 
and everyone in-between! 
Our Quaker 
Heritage, and 
earliest founding 
as Whittier 
academy
—97—
Legendary poet coaches  
“Chief” newman, “tiger” 
Godfrey, Don Coryell, George 
Allen, and Aubrey Bonham
—98—
Having sports teams once 
known as the “fighting 
Quakers” (and understanding 
the irony therein)
—99—
Countless grads who  
have led or served  
on the Alumni Association 
Board of Directors
—100—
Current mascot Johnny Poet, 
and his predecessor,  
Friday-the-Squirrel…and 
always showing up (though 
proudly!) on various published 
“Worst Mascot” lists 
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wHY StOP At 125?
Send us what we missed at  
therock@whittier.edu .
Your additions will help us  
when we compile our  
“250 things we Love About  
whittier College” in 2137 .
—101—
Our namesake, Quaker Poet  
John greenleaf Whittier
—102—
the nixon fountain— 
with or without  
the soap suds
—103—
22 Poet Sports teams
—104—
new Centers of 
Distinction at whittier 
College: Science, Health 
and Policy; Collaborations 
with the Arts; engagement 
with Communities; and 
environmental Sustainability
—105—
Annual Physics Club  
 “Star Party” in the  
 Anza-Borrego Desert
—106—
Knowing that our earliest  
Poet Football teams  
clobbered UCla
—107—
“Quantitative Analysis”  
with Prof. Kim Schrum 
Our most  
famous/notorious 
alumnus— 
U.S. President  
richard Millhouse 
nixon ’34
—109—
a Whittier College  
Presidents who have  
been indelible, active, and 
visible members of our 
community, like Sharon 
Herzberger, Paul Smith, and 
eugene Mills, to name a few
—110—
the 176 coaches, players,  
and teams inducted into  
the Purple and Gold  
athletics hall of fame
—111—
“Clinical Communications”  
with Prof. ayesha Shaikh
—112—
the colors Purple and gold
—113—
historic buildings  
we still go to class in,  
like Mendenhall, Hoover,  
and wardman Halls
—114—
the folklore surrounding  
the life-and-times of  
Whittier icon, the rock
—115—
Annual JS Bach festival,  
the “longest running  
Bach Festival west of  
the Mississippi”
“fear the Poet”  
campaign and  
student-led  
“Poet Pit”
—117—
Dinners and fireside chats at  
faculty Masters’ houses  
with well-known figures  
in politics, entertainment,  
the arts and sciences
—118—
reading/hearing  
Professor Joe Price’s media 
interviews on the intersection 
of sports and religion during 
Superbowl season
—119—
the aloha Concert Series  
at the ruth B Shannon Center 
for the Performing Arts  
(and seeing ruth B Shannon 
in attendance!)
—120—
Gone-but-never-forgotten  
campus places, like  
Founders’ Hall, Poet theatre, 
redwood House,  
Girls’ Cottage, Hadley Field
—121—
Late afternoon  
Ultimate frisbee matches  
on the north Lawn
—122—
Phenomenal alumni speakers, 
panelists, guest lecturers,  
mentors, hosts, and supporters
—123—
the fireplace hearth in 
Mendenhall lobby, and  
its companion JG whittier  
quote and portrait
—124—
the exhausting number of  
steps up to turner, and down 
to Harris Amphitheater
The Rock  
magazine  
(of course!)108
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It is a truism that research opportunities in science and math at the undergraduate  
level have the power to highly motivate students—and open doors to future career paths. 
Simply take a look at the experience of a few of our recent graduates.
krIsTIna lITTle 
Having made the decision to pursue a major in biochemistry, 
Kristina Little ’12 connected in her sophomore year with chemistry 
professor Ralph Isovitch, who offered her the opportunity to join 
his student research team exploring “synthesis and luminescence 
characterization of a novel stilbene.” In addition to publishing a 
co-authored article on their work, the team would later receive an 
invitation to share their results at the American Chemical Society 
(ACS) annual meeting, among others, enabling Little not only to 
gain experience in presentation, but also to network with fellow 
chemists and professionals in attendance.
Little is now a first-year medical student at the  
University of Texas.
Jun nIshIGuchI 
During his time at Whittier, math and physics double major Jun 
Nishiguchi ’08 worked closely with math professor Jeff Lutgen on 
a cluster computing and parallel programming research project. 
As part of this collaboration, he had the opportunity to study 
and work on a wide range of topics including computer hardware, 
programming, networks, and scientific computing. According to 
Nishiguchi, this work allowed him to gain crucial fundamental 
knowledge of software which prepared him to pursue a master’s 
degree in electrical and computer engineering at Cornell University.
He recently started his first job as an embedded software 
SQA engineer in the Tokyo office of Nvidia, a world-wide 
company specializing in visual computing technologies. 
anGelIca GOnzalez 
Angelica Gonzalez ’12 was one of 19 students to receive a Mellon 
Mays Undergraduate Fellowship at Whittier College. Under the 
terms of the award, Gonzalez worked with math professor and 
mentor Mark Kozek, who in the summer before her junior year, 
encouraged her to apply to the extremely competitive Budapest 
Semester in Mathematics. Winning entry to this prestigious 
program, Gonzalez had exposure to some of that country’s most 
prominent and leading mathematicians, and returned the fol-
lowing semester to Whittier’s campus, energized to continue her 
own research with Kozek into the relationship between Sierpiski, 
Riesel, and Fibonacci numbers.
Gonzalez currently attends the University of Arizona,  
working on her Ph.D. in mathematics.
andres VIllalPandO 
Andres Villalpando ’11 also worked alongside Isovitsch during 
his junior and senior years. In the Stauffer chemistry lab, he 
participated in targeted investigative research leading to three, 
co-authored articles published in scientific journals, including the 
Journal of Molecular Structure. Villalpando also had the chance to 
give a presentation with Isovitch at the ACS spring 2010 meeting.
Villalpando is now pursuing a Ph.D. in chemistry  
at Louisiana State University.
scientific development
Grants awarded 
     for Science and Math
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Though one might cite the successes and drive of Little, 
Villalpando, Gonzalez, and Nishiguchi as atypical, the statistics  
at Whittier College confirm otherwise. 
In the last decade alone, more than 30 percent of Whittier 
College graduates who majored in the fields of science or math 
have gone on to earn advanced degrees in competitive programs, 
and more than 80 percent of science majors who apply to graduate 
medical programs are admitted.
In the annual National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE), 
Whittier has consistently scored at the top of the charts among 
peer liberal arts colleges in the areas of “active and collaborative 
learning,” and “enriching educational experiences,” among others. 
Categories such as these are proven key indicators of effective 
educational practice, and clearly demonstrate that the opportuni-
ties Whittier provides students are making an impact.
As the higher education landscape now dictates, the learning 
environment for today’s college student must be challenging, 
supportive, relevant, and clearly focused on training and preparing 
graduates to enter the workforce—particularly in the areas of 
math and science, where America’s global leadership has declined. 
But experience in fieldwork and collaborative, professional-quality 
research is fast becoming an essential part of all undergraduate 
resumes, not just in science and math. Credits, such as 
presentations and publications, help new graduates distinguish 
themselves in the admission process of competitive advanced 
degree programs and fellowships, as well as in the professional 
marketplace for internships and career entry.
Fortunately, at Whittier College this is the norm, with 
tremendous effort applied by faculty and administration to 
increase the number of available opportunities and number of 
disciplines involved. Key to this work has been the development 
of the Centers of Distinction, designed to thematically unite  
fields of study through collaborative research projects, showcase 
events, and fellowship/ scholarship/internship experiences for 
talented students. Through these centers, Whittier College has 
recorded an increase in the number of faculty-student projects 
taking place in summer months, projects linking the curriculum 
to outside organizations, and an overall steady growth of external 
interest in the College’s educational program.
On The rIGhT Track
Whittier’s successful track record on this front is not only apparent 
in the immediate community, but also from the tremendous recog-
nition and endorsement the College has received in the 
form of financial support from esteemed organizations. Last year, 
Whittier was among a select group of colleges and universities 
invited to apply for a grant from the Howard Hughes Medical 
Institute (HHMI)—an innovative curricula in the fields of science 
and math. This past May, the College received word that it had, in 
fact, received a HHMI grant—one of only a few schools to attain 
this honor—to support its new Science and Math in Research 
and Training (SMaRT) initiative, which integrates undergraduate 
preparation with practical experience and innovations in the way 
math and science are taught. The College likewise earned a critical 
nod this year from the National Institutes of Health’s Biomedical/ 
Biobehavioral Research Administration Program, which selected 
Whittier for a significant monetary award to support ongoing 
efforts to secure more funding for experiential learning through the 
development of an Office of Sponsored Research. This enhance-
ment to the existing infrastructure will enable College faculty to 
better identify, pursue, secure, and administer additional research 
funding, which, in turn, will lead to exponential increases in under-
graduate student research, fieldwork, and related opportunities.
Such endorsements from nationally renowned agencies as 
HHMI and NIH are critical as they not only underscore that 
Whittier’s undergraduate educational model is relevant and 
forward-thinking, but also substantiate the value of the Whittier 
experience: a rigorous, challenging, and practical curriculum, 
delivered in a supportive and outcomes-focused environment.
Moreover, these grants considerably benefit work already 
taking place through the Center for Science, Health, and Policy 
(CSHP) and its related disciplines. These grants direct critical 
monetary support toward Whittier’s programs in science and math, 
and augment existing fellowship and scholarship opportunities 
underwritten by the Keck Foundation, Fletcher Jones Foundation, 
Southern California Edison, Andrew Mellon Foundation, and other 
private investors, such as the recently established Janet L. Roberts 
’64, M.D. Fellowship in Biology and the Virginia and Donald 
Baudrand Fellowships in Chemistry. In the past three years alone, 
external funding such as this has enabled the College to create 
120 new research opportunities for students, with more than 40 
related fellowships already awarded. With this groundswell of 
foundation and private support, the momentum to design 
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additional experiences and place even more students in highly 
competitive programs in math and science continues to grow at 
record rates. (See Developing Whittier p. 51)
As a result, students like Little, Villalpando, Gonzalez, 
Nishiguchi and countless others currently taking part in the 
Center’s activities, have increased access to resume-building 
experiences, exposure to professional organizations and networks, 
and key fieldwork/research training, as they work alongside faculty 
mentors and within independent projects. 
And that, as quantitative and qualitative studies show, is 
where Whittier College distinguishes itself among peer institutions 
and attracts the interest of top-notch funding organizations.
As Sean Carroll, HHMI vice president of science education, 
emphasized: “HHMI [chooses to] invest in a school like Whittier 
College because it has shown it is a superb incubator of new ideas 
and models that might be replicated by other institutions, to 
improve how [these subjects are] taught in college.”
TraInInG The nexT GeneraTIOn OF 
MaTh and scIence PrOFessIOnals
Under the terms of the new four-year, $800,000 HHMI grant, the 
College’s proposed SMaRT program will be implemented, with 
a detailed plan to promote timely and innovative strategies to 
improve science and math education at the high school level. This 
grant will advance the way undergraduates and graduate stu-
dents—who will become the next generation of secondary school 
science and math teachers—are educated, and help current teach-
ers integrate new approaches to the material. To realize this new 
SMaRT initiative, the College has partnered with two schools in the 
Whittier Union High School District (WUHSD) and drawn together a 
committee of veteran Whittier science, math, and education teach-
ers to help direct and assess the program through its execution.
Those Whittier College students selected to participate in 
the SMaRT program will make a two-year commitment to advance 
along a career track to teach math and science in public schools. 
Student fellows will be drawn primarily from—though not exclusive 
to--those majoring in math or science disciplines and who are 
considering careers in education. The extent of program participa-
tion will include specialized college courses in teaching math and 
science, a summer intensive curriculum under a master teacher and 
subject-area research project, and student teaching assignments.
In tandem, SMaRT will also enable a set of WUHSD’s high 
school science and math teachers to make curricular innovations 
as they work with the College’s faculty and student teaching and 
research fellows. A central change, for example, will be an inquiry-
based, research-oriented approach—much like the platform found 
in Whittier College classrooms. Under this model, students will 
engage with the material rather than simply learn by rote, and in 
the end, they will acquire not only a greater conceptual depth of 
comprehension, but in many cases, a greater interest in the field.
“The mechanics of the SMaRT program are not revolutionary to 
Whittier College,” notes Dave Bourgaize, Fletcher Jones Professor of 
Molecular Biology and director for the HHMI grant. “This platform 
for instruction mirrors what has been occurring in our classrooms 
for years. But what truly distinguishes the SMaRT program is that 
it will significantly alter how science and math are taught—and 
learned—at the elemental levels.”
On the one hand, he says, the program will offer K-12 students 
and teachers a whole new way to navigate foundational material, 
one that’s multi-dimensional, experiential, and more hands-on. 
On the other hand, it will provide Whittier College students the 
opportunity to train in effective teaching methodology and 
practices in concrete ways and within actual high school labs  
and classrooms.
“In essence,” Bourgaize continues, “we anticipate that SMaRT’s 
discovery-based curricula will meet three specific aims. First, it 
will heighten interest among young scholars in the fields of math 
and science by providing them a new way to access fundamental 
concepts. Second, it will invigorate the current teaching corps by 
introducing more excitement and engagement within the daily 
classroom lesson plan. And third, it will highly motivate those 
teachers-in-training to lead the charge in building the next genera-
tion of dedicated and competent math and science scholars—and 
future colleagues.”
“Equally exciting, this marks a whole new collaboration on 
campus between our math, science, and education departments,” 
says education professor Lauren Swanson, one of the guiding 
faculty for the initiative. “It capitalizes on the College’s longstand-
ing working relationships with local schools, creates a pipeline 
for future STEM educators who can address a critical regional and 
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national need, and delivers an innovative, practical, and focused 
training ground for students in our three departments (and beyond) 
which is not typically available to them.”
“Most competitive summer programs in math and science 
exclusively target students on a Ph.D. track, and rarely—if ever—
do they have a pedagogical emphasis,” says math professor Mark 
Kozek, another member of the faculty leadership engaged in the 
program. “Our SMaRT program, however, targets exceptional stu-
dents who want to go into science or math teaching. In this alone, 
it is innovative.”
 “We intend that our graduates who choose to pursue teaching 
careers at the K-12 levels (and beyond) be about preparing their 
students to ‘do real science and math,’ and not just pass some 
standardized test,” Kozek asserts.
Most importantly, though, the combination of study and expe-
rience at this stage in a student’s educational career will invaluably 
inform his/her comprehension and methodologies moving for-
ward—and, much like the undergraduate research opportunities 
secured by Little, Villalpando, Gonzalez, and Nishiguchi, will help 
set Whittier College grads apart, both in the job market and as they 
compete for entry into advanced degree programs. 
BuIldInG InFrasTrucTure,  
GrOWInG OPPOrTunITY
With a goal of securing future grants to further increase 
collaborative research and fieldwork opportunities for faculty 
and students across all disciplines, including math and science, 
a $428,000 grant from the Eunice Kennedy Shriver National 
Institute of Child Health and Human Development, one of the 
National Institutes of Health (NIH), will help the College build 
capacity in research administration infrastructure. The funds—
which will be expended over the next five years—are helping to 
establish an Office of Research and Sponsored Programs (ORSP) 
for Whittier faculty. 
The primary objectives of the new ORSP are to increase 
faculty research activity at Whittier by augmenting efforts to 
identify and secure new grants across all disciplines; build 
research capacity in the biomedical and biobehavioral fields; and 
to craft appropriate channels and procedures to administer and 
steward those awards received.
In October, Shuna Holmes began her position as ORSP director. 
Holmes came to Whittier from Charles Drew University, where she 
served as a senior grants financial manager, assisting faculty with 
the administration and stewardship of awarded funds. Prior to 
that, she held related posts at USC, Cedars Sinai Medical Center, 
and California State University’s Chancellor’s Office. In her role for 
Whittier, Holmes now assists faculty in post-award management, 
finance, and compliance, as well as in the exploration of new grant 
opportunities and submissions preparation.
Education and child development professor Anne Sebanc, 
who was instrumental in securing the NIH award, is the principal 
investigator on this grant and now also serves as the director of 
faculty grants. As such, she is liaison between the ORSP and her 
Whittier colleagues, both assisting in the promotion of the ORSP 
as a critical resource for faculty, and mentoring fellow faculty as 
they take part in grant prospect identification, grant writing, and 
proposal development. Sebanc prepared for her new position this 
summer by attending three weeks of intensive training at the NIH 
headquarters in Washington, D.C. 
Together, Sebanc and Holmes now strengthen Whittier’s 
capacity to manage the grant process from initial identification 
to application, awarding, and beyond. They work closely with the 
foundation and government relations office director John Bak, 
co-principal investigator of the NIH grant, and associate director 
Juliette Cagigas to build on the college’s recent fundraising suc-
cesses. And as for students, this NIH investment in Whittier simply 
translates to one major benefit: a significant increase on the near 
horizon for undergraduate research and fieldwork experiences.
WraPPInG IT all uP
Alumnus Bilel Shaw ’01 recently came back to Whittier College 
to participate in the Backpack to Briefcase program, where alumni 
give current students career advice. 
Shaw told students that he knew from the beginning that 
Whittier College was the right place for him. Upon arrival, he 
enrolled in the 3-2 Engineering Program, a five-year course of study 
that leads to a B.A. from Whittier College and a B.S. in engineering 
from a university—in his case the University of Southern California. 
At Whittier he worked with math professor Howard Lucafar. “He 
was a brilliant, brilliant professor and he loved teaching,” said Shaw. 
“For the summer I was interested in doing some hands-on 
work. He showed me the ropes on how to do the programming for 
this instrument that used a particular kind of language.” 
His experience—both the technical knowledge acquired and 
confidence building that came with working closely with a faculty 
member—would come in handy as he progressed in his studies. 
Shaw continued his research at USC where he earned a B.S., 
M.S., and Ph.D. He currently works as a scientist at ID Analytics, a 
computer analytics company based in San Diego.
“Whittier College laid the foundation for me,” said Shaw.  
“The teachers and teaching is just amazing here.”   
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I have benefited tremendously from the College’s  
small school environment. As a graduate of  
Whittier, you do not need to be convinced that  
the College is unique. And you do not need to  
be persuaded that the faculty truly care.” 
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1     Three cheers. For the College’s 125th anni-
versary, Poets had the chance to take a “spirited” 
photo for their memory books. 
2     sIlVer and GOld. Celebrating their 25th  
and 50th milestone reunions this year, the Classes 
of 1987 and 1967 enjoyed special activities in 
their honor, organized by both classmates and  
the College.
3     In sessIOn. The political science symposium 
explored “Election Year Themes in Public Health and 
Education,” a challenging panel discussion featur-
ing alumni Amy Pulver ’72, policy analyst with the 
CDC, and Melissa Chabran ‘93, educational program 
officer for the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.
4     ParTY On. The Weekend kicked off with a gala 
affair to celebrate the 125 years of collective 
service to the College by three political science 
faculty (See article p. 46).
5     TIMe MachIne. Capping Saturday evening—and 
packed until midnight—was a themed dance party, 
replete with well-known 80s DJ Richard Blade.
6     FIGhT On. The 2nd annual Poet Parade of 
Athletes saw more than 300 current and former 
athletes honored as they walked the field at 
Homecoming halftime.
7     GOOd TIMes. Decked out in garb of the decades, 
attendees of the “1-2-5 Birthday Jam” feted the 
College and each other in high style.
8     card exchanGe. The Alumni Professionals 
Networking event attracted grads both young and 
old to exchange business cards, experiences, and 
good conversation.
9     sPIrITed. More than 600 Whittier College alumni, 
parents, and friends attended the Homecoming 
tailgate and football game, and though our team 
did not win the day, they certainly felt the love and 
loyalty of their Poet family.
10    race On. Returning to the schedule this year was 
the Poet Family 5K, but with the addition of a new 
lead runner, Dr. David Herzberger.
11    celeBraTInG In sOnG. Nayely Limon ‘15 sing-
ing at the 41st Annual Tardeada which concluded the 
weekend with music, dance, and other performances.
12    sOle acT. Band “Soul Authority”—featuring 
alumni David Ayala ‘81 and Joe Gomez ‘81—head-
lined the Homecoming Tailgate, delighting the 
significant crowd with their repertoire and playing 
the football team into the stadium with a special 
tribute song.
13    WaTer lOGGed. Getting their feet wet for the 
first time in the newly renovated Slade Pool, 
alumni from both the men’s and women’s water 
polo teams took to the water for a friendly game 
and post-play barbecue.
under a canOPY OF lIGhTs OuTsIde GrahaM aThleTIc cenTer, FOrMer and currenT sTudenTs and  
FrIends OF BelOVed POlITIcal scIence PrOFessOrs MIke McBrIde, Fred BerGersOn, and JOhn neu caMe 
TOGeTher TO TOasT—and rOasT The TrIO’s 125 Years OF cOMBIned serVIce aT WhITTIer cOlleGe.
JOInInG The College’s faculty in the late 1960s/early 1970s, the 
threesome—often referred to by their 10,000+ students past and 
present as “Doc, Fred, and Dr . neu”—have each earned legendary 
status in whittier lore for their personal and professional dedica-
tion to students and for their hand in shaping the curriculum of 
the political science department .
Guests of the dinner celebration first hobnobbed with the 
men of the hour at a champagne reception, snapping photos and 
swapping memories . As the night continued, so did the energy, 
thanks, in part, to a series of video tributes, produced by col-
league Dr . rich Cheatham ’68, that examined each professor’s life 
before whittier College, delivering one punch line after the next .
Comedy aside, former students of the professors also stole 
the spotlight, sharing how the men were guiding forces in 
both their professional and personal lives . “Our honorees have 
devoted their careers to helping whittier College students 
achieve their dreams,” said Master of Ceremonies and trustee 
rick Gilchrist ‘68 .
“there’s something about teaching post-adolescents enter-
ing adulthood that’s magic to me,” Bergerson told the crowd . 
“Students i’ve taught at whittier College deserved my respect . 
they deserved to be treated like my own .”
neu kept the mood alive with his words, “You . . . think i’m 
eccentric . i’m not . After 42 years at whittier College, you  
become colorful .”
Later in the program, neu shared a touching moment  
with Alumni Association President and trustee Steven weston ‘83 
when he was presented with a Poet Award, making neu  
an honorary alumnus of the College .
“i have appreciated my time at whittier,” continued neu .“ 
it has been a place of great love .”
All in all, the ‘125 Years of Service’ dinner celebration gave 
honorees and guests alike one more memory together . And while 
the idea of retirement remained a running joke throughout the 
evening, the honorees confirmed that they still had years of 
teaching in their future .
“we’ve had a wonderful run, the three of us dressed as  
penguins tonight,” said McBride, bringing the celebration to  
a close . “thank you for making this possible .” 
Of Poets & 
PengUinS
WhITTIer cOlleGe hOnOrs Three WIse Men FOr 125 Years OF serVIce 
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dressed TO The nInes. Opposite Page: Professors John Neu, Fred Bergerson, and Mike McBride were all smiles as alumni gathered to toast their  
achievements. This Page top left: Professor Bergerson poses with a generation of his student assistants. Top right: Professor Neu accepts the Honorary Alumni 
award from Alumni Association President Steve Weston ’83. Bottom left: A couple dozen official declarations from legislators helped mark this special occasion. 
Bottom right: Professor McBride poses with Model UN alumni. 
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there’s something about teaching  
post-adolescents entering adulthood that’s magic to me . 
Students i’ve taught at whittier College deserved my 
respect . they deserved to be treated like my own . 
                                 — Fred BerGersOn
 
The rOck, a symbol of the whittier College’s solid foundation 
and endurance, celebrated its 100th birthday in style—and in a 
new location .
According to Alumni Board President Steve weston ’83, the 
rock relocation project happened due to a convergence of ideas .
During last whittier weekend, weston recounted, alumni had 
the opportunity to sign the rock during registration . Approaching 
the campus symbol, many noted that the rock had changed in 
shape and size .
“Consistently, we were getting comments from alumni—
recent alums to those who graduated 50 years ago—all noticing 
a couple things about the rock . ‘Boy, has it shrunk,’ we heard, 
and ‘it has nowhere near the presence on campus that it used 
to,’” said weston during the rock’s unveiling celebration, held 
during the 2012 whittier weekend .
the diminution of the rock has been credited to years of 
painting and burning of the landmark, as well as stories of 
reported abuse by rival colleges . in addition, the expansion of  
the Campus Center led to the rock being shadowed by the Spot 
and surrounding buildings .
Spurred on by this observation, a group of Lancers proposed 
a plan to restore the rock last spring .
CJ Carty ‘00 and ted Horton-Billard ’77, wLS ’84  
approached the administration with a service idea on behalf 
of the Lancers . they wanted to restore the rock to its original 
height and presence, so that it would be sustainable for another 
100, 200 years .
the Lancer Society worked in conjunction with the 
President’s Office, Alumni Board, and other alumni leaders in 
planning for the move . CJ Carty, committee chair for the project, 
donated equipment and labor from his family’s company, Carty 
General Contracting .
After several meetings and much planning, the rock’s  
journey to its new home began .
At 7 a .m . on a bright Monday morning, a crew from Carty 
General Contracting began the excavation process that would 
bring up the rock and transplant it 25 feet north of its original 
site . Upon excavation, the crew discovered about 24 inches of 
granite beneath the lawn . During the relocation process, the 
rock splintered into two large pieces that had to be reset .
“Years of corrosion, earthquakes, pranks, and exposure to the 
elements put quite a few significant cracks and fractures in our 
rock, and in some cases it was literally ‘held together’ by the 
paint,” said President Sharon Herzberger in an email to the com-
munity . “when we attempted to place the rock on its new base, 
the rock split in two . Fortunately, we planned for this possibility 
and disaster has been averted by a construction-grade epoxy . 
restored
tO glORY 
rOck resTOred, relOcaTed TO Place OF PrOMInence
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the rock is whole again, and we now will fill any additional 
cracks, and essentially make the rock sounder than ever, pre-
serving it for another century of use and lore .”
while the relocation was not smooth sailing, the rock’s 
original journey to the Poet campus took some doing .
in 1912, with the goal of leaving the “most lasting gift,” three 
senior men, Frank Crites, nofle renneker, and Milton white and 
alumnus Austin Marshburn ‘10 made the trek to Sierra Madre to 
pick up a one- or two- ton granite boulder that would endure 
as a lasting legacy . Crites and Marshburn traveled with a team 
and wagon to carry the rock, while renneker and white rode 
bicycles for the 36 mile round-trip journey . the project took 
much digging and groaning and almost 24 hours to complete, 
but as men with “farmboy skills,” completed they did .
this story is memorialized in alumnus Charles elliot’s book, 
Whittier College: The first century on the Poet Campus .
“when the rock was finally put in place where it now rests,” 
Crites recalled, “the women of the class—Hazel Cooper, Gertrude 
Cox, and Maude Starbuck—served a delicious never-to-be-
forgotten breakfast . And we watched the sun rise over the hill, 
smiling very favorably on our successful presentation to our alma 
mater—the rock .”
100 years later, nearly 100 alumni, friends, and support-
ers gathered at the unveiling of the relocated rock with similar 
sentimentality and enthusiasm . Many posed for photos next to 
the monument, and others paid $5 or more to keep a piece of 
the cemented layers of paint that were removed from the rock 
during the restoration process . (Proceeds of the sales went to the 
Lancer Scholarship .)
“i thank all the alumni for the wonderful idea, and thank  
CJ, ted, Carty Construction, and the rest of the Lancers for doing 
a tremendous service to the College and restoring our wonderful 
rock,” concluded weston .
A permanent bronze marker has been installed on the rock’s 
former site, which tells the tale of its storied journey to campus 
and publicly acknowledges its longstanding importance to the  
Poet family .
the final words on the marker are those of the College’s 
namesake, John Greenleaf whittier, from his poem  
“the Quaker Alumni”: 
The old paths we’ll keep until better are shown, 
Credit good where we find it, abroad or our own. 
And while “Lo here” and “Lo there” the multitude call, 
Be true to ourselves, and do justice to all.  
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CJ Carty ‘00 and ted Horton-
Billard ’77, wLS ’84 approached 
the administration with a service 
idea on behalf of the Lancers . 
they wanted to restore the 
rock to its original height and 
presence, so that it would be 
sustainable for another 100,  
200 years .”
E>>  The rIchard nIxOn FOundaTIOn WIll hOsT a Year-lOnG celeBraTIOn hOnOrInG The 
100Th annIVersarY OF The BIrTh OF The 37Th PresIdenT. WWW.nIxOnFOundaTIOn.OrG.
The cOlleGe saW a TreMendOus 
OuTPOurInG OF suPPOrT when 
it received more than 1,000 gifts on 
December 5 from alumni, parents, and 
friends of the College as part of the 12/5 
Challenge (see more on page 2) . the 
Board of trustees increased their origi-
nal challenge of $25,000 twice during 
heard from Poets from as far away 
as Abu Dhabi, France, Hong Kong, 
Oman, Sri Lanka, Bulgaria, Sri Lanka, 
Jamaica, Great Britain, Mauritius, and 
the netherlands . However it was the 
response from all corners of the United 
States that really carried the day! 
whittier received gifts from 42 differ-
ent states, with the majority coming 
from California (707 donors) . in an 
ongoing competition, the Apple beat 
the Pineapple with washington State 
(34 donors) giving more than Hawaii 
(31 donors) . iowa, indiana, Louisiana, 
Minnesota, Missouri, Mississippi, and 
nebraska were also represented with 
one donor each! we were thrilled to 
receive gifts from 259 donors who 
made their first-ever (or first in a very 
long time) contributions to the College 
that day . 
And the world premiere of the 
Gangnam “Poets” Style video was a real 
hit with over 7,500 views on Youtube 
to-date . Please continue to demonstrate 
your Poet Pride by sharing the video 
with your friends and family .
the day ultimately contributing a total 
of $100,000 for student scholarships . 
A special thank you to Chairman Don 
Herrema ’74 who personally contributed 
$50,000 to support the 12/5 Challenge .
whether by phone, online or in 
person, donors from across the globe 
generously joined the effort . we 
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12/5 ChALLenge 
We dId IT—and Then sOMe!
gangnaM PoeT  s
STyle: Campus  
safety officers got in 
on the fun, joining 
John E. Poet with a 
few dance moves for 
the YouTube video. 
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POeTs’ laureaTe
A wall displaying the names of 39 current Poets’ Laureates—
individuals and organizations that have contributed $1,000,000 
or more to Whittier College—was unveiled in Villalobos Hall 
during Whittier Weekend 2012. Among the extraordinary donors 
recognized are Rayburn S. ’53 and Joan (Erreca) Dezember ’56, 
whose remarkable contributions over more than five decades 
include support of the Dezember Family Endowment to support 
faculty enhancements, endowed chairs, the Shannon Center, 
Wardman Library renovation, new athletic track, and synthetic 
turf field. Most recently, the Dezembers established a permanent 
endowment to honor their late friend with the William “Mo” 
Marumoto ’57 Scholarship.
Pictured here: President Sharon Herzberger, Rayburn S. ’53  
and Joan (Erreca) Dezember ’56, and Don Herrema ’74.
E>>  a cOMMeMOraTIVe PlaQue JusT WesT OF naYlOr hall Marks The sPOT  
Where FOunders hall Once sTOOd BeFOre IT Burned dOWn In 1968.
mentoring that was so important for  
my own career .”
A product of whittier’s chemistry 
department, Donald Baudrand ’50 also 
decided to partner with the College to 
provide fellowships . Baudrand is an elec-
troplating specialist who has spent his 
career working for top firms such as iBM . 
Although still a consultant, he and his 
wife Virginia are now retired and residing 
in Poulsbo, washington .
in partnering with whittier College,  
the Baudrands have made an investment 
in education that will impact generations  
of aspiring chemists . By endowing the 
donald ’50 and Virginia Baudrand 
Fellowship in chemistry, Don and 
Virginia have ensured that funds for 
valuable research projects will always 
be available to the most talented stu-
dents of the whittier College Department 
of Chemistry . 
“After a career as a chemist for major 
corporations, i have a strong appreciation 
for the valuable skill set that students 
develop while working on research 
projects . i know that my fellowship will 
help young chemists grow in their ability 
to problem solve, as well as manage proj-
ects and present findings . these skills 
will be invaluable in any career path 
they choose to pursue .”
the annual interest generated by this 
new endowed fund will provide stipends 
for students in the Chemistry department, 
enabling them to participate in valuable 
summer research projects under the men-
torship of a whittier faculty member . 
we are grateful to these two alumni 
who have invested in the sciences  
at whittier College and the growth 
of its Center for Science, Health, and 
Policy through their generous gifts for 
student fellowships . 
as WhITTIer cOlleGe endeaVOrs 
to strengthen its curricula in the Science, 
technology, engineering, and Math 
(SteM) disciplines, securing resources for 
student research fellowships has become 
a key priority . two donors have recently 
partnered with the College to help it 
provide valuable summer research oppor-
tunities to a few of its most promising 
students in the sciences .
established by Dr . Janet roberts of  
Portland, Or, the Janet l. roberts ’64  
M.d. Fellowships in Biology will 
provide funding for biology majors at 
whittier to engage in faculty-supervised 
summer research projects over the next 
several years . the new fellowships will 
be awarded under the auspices of the 
College’s Center for Science, Health, and 
Policy to outstanding students selected by 
the faculty . each award will consists of 
a stipend to conduct a summer research 
project, a faculty mentor stipend, and a 
small budget for supplies and materials .
research opportunities at the under-
graduate level are particularly valuable 
for students in the science disciplines (see 
article, p 6) . A significant resume-builder, 
research experience makes students more 
competitive on graduate school applica-
tions and provides them with valuable 
analytical and project management skills . 
A successful dermatologist practic-
ing in city of Portland, roberts received 
her degree in biology from whittier 
in 1964 . She credits Prof . Lois James 
for encouraging her to attend medi-
cal school following her graduation . 
roberts has decided to give back . 
“Supporting student fellowships was a 
wonderful way for me to help students 
gain career-expanding research experi-
ence and to enable them to benefit 
from the close one-on-one faculty 
mAking A diFFerenCe
aluMnI GIFTs suPPOrT sTudenT research FellOWshIPs 
f  If you would like 
to make a similar 
investment in the 
College and its 
students, please 
contact the Office 
of Advancement, 
562.907.4219. 
FaMIlY Weekend  
and The la arTs 
MInI-cOurse
beCoMe a STuDenT again! On  
April 11-12, 2013, parents, alumni 
and friends of the College are invited 
to participate in a mini-course on 
“The Art and Culture of Los Angeles,” 
presented by Professor Jennifer 
Holmes, director of the Center for 
Collaborations in the Arts. This two-
day mini-course includes a morning 
lecture followed by faculty-led excur-
sions to The Huntington Library & 
Gardens, Ahmanson Theater, LACMA, 
and more. Course fee of $250 includes 
transportation, ticket/entry fees,
and special dinner in Downtown 
Los Angeles. Enrollment is limited, 
so please register early. For more 
information contact Catherine Weir at 
cweir@whittier.edu or 562.907.5047.
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E>>  The WOrk OF aMerIcan InsTallaTIOn arTIsT WIllIaM laMsOn WIll Be On dIsPlaY  
aT The GreenleaF GallerY unTIl March 1, WWW.WhITTIer.edu/GreenleaF.
lighting, and lockers, in addition to 
other improvements, will better serve 
current student-athletes while showcas-
ing our facilities with new recruits . this 
$160,000 project has received lead gifts 
from extremely generous supporters, 
including Chris Martin ’93, Ben Harris 
’55, and College trustees Bill wood and 
rich ruben . “the generosity and com-
mitment of Chris, Ben, Bill, and rich have 
been critical to this project . each of these 
individuals has been instrumental to our 
ongoing effort to improve athletic facilities 
at whittier,” said Coleman .
Finally, with the start of the fall 
came the announcement of the 22nd 
team in whittier Division iii athletics, 
Women’s Golf (see article, p . 33) . “we 
are always looking for opportunities to 
impact women’s athletics and we had a 
unique opportunity to do so this summer 
and early fall,” said Coleman . the team 
will be coached by Mike King and the 
program has been entirely underwritten 
through private gifts from several gener-
ous individuals and organizations . First 
to lend his support was College trustee 
Jim Parks, who made a significant 
four-year commitment to the program . 
Additional gifts will come from Pacific 
Palms Conference resort, Mark and 
elizabeth Power robison, Lloyd Sun, and 
Guo Quan weng . these gifts assure that 
the team will have a number of years to 
develop and anchor itself in the overall 
athletic program . “Jim and others under-
stood the College’s vision in launching 
a women’s Golf team and how it could 
benefit outstanding student-athletes, 
particularly in Southern California . this 
kind of philanthropic support for Poet 
athletics has been tremendous and an 
inspiration to all”, added Coleman .
are having a tremendous impact on 
student-athletes at practice, on game-
day and in the classroom .”
with the start of the football season  
in September 2012, Coleman and the 
Football Head Coach todd Stratton 
launched a new Poet booster club with 
four generous alumni dedicated to restor-
ing whittier as a top football program in 
the conference—John Sherman ’62,  
Mike Quinn ’62, tim Younger ’87 and  
rick Younger ’90 . Already, the 
Touchdown club has over 70 charter  
members who have raised nearly 
$40,000 for the program . “the support 
of touchdown Club members will help 
us attract and retain the best coaching 
staff at whittier, building continuity in 
the program for recruits and players 
alike ,” said Stratton .
in the never ending pursuit to improve 
facilities, Coleman has also launched 
a campaign to renovate the men’s 
and women’s locker rooms in the 
Graham Athletics Center . new flooring, 
OVer The lasT FIVe Years, the 
number of student athletes has more 
than doubled at whittier . today, 540 
of the College’s 1,670 students partici-
pate in a Division iii sport . Director of 
Athletics robert Coleman is particularly 
proud of the academic performance of 
his student athletes . this fall, nearly 
half of all whittier athletes achieved 
a 3 .0 grade point average or higher . 
“Already we know that employers and 
graduate schools are seeking applicants 
who have the characteristics of our 
student-athletes . they are goal driven, 
extremely hard working, and know how 
to collaborate in team environments,” 
said Coleman .
in addition to leading the charge on 
academic performance, Coleman has also 
focused on improving athletic facilities, 
coaching staffs and team programs . “we 
continue to rely on the loyal generosity 
of our Purple & Gold boosters to make 
improvements in whittier’s athletic 
programs,” Coleman said . “Our supporters 
To learn more s
about the College’s 
Touchdown Club,  
or to join its 
membership, please 
contact Director of 
Development  
Steve Delgado,  
562.907.4217.
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>>  clIMaTOlOGY schOlar and auThOr FOrd ashMan carPenTer Was  
WhITTIer’s FIrsT hOnOrarY deGree recIPIenT In 1913. 
E
The yao yuan Sze founDaTion haS MaDe a generouS granT to support Whittier’s Kinesiology and Nutrition Science 
program. Their gift of $50,000 will fund laboratory equipment enabling Whittier students (pictured above with Professor Kathy 
Barlow) to research methods of improving athletic training techniques while reducing the risk of injury. An earlier gift named 
the Yao Yuan Sze Foundation Room in the Center for Advising & Academic Success. 
haPPY 
BiRthDaY, 
PReSiDent 
niXOn!
On January 9, 1913, richard Milhous 
nixon was born in Yorba Linda, 
California . this year marks the 100th 
anniversary of the birth of America’s 
37th President . Family, friends, 
supporters, and nixon white House 
administration and campaign officials 
will gather on his birthday in the 
Grand Ballroom of the Mayflower 
Hotel—the same venue where 
richard nixon’s two inaugural balls 
were held in 1969 and 1973 . whittier 
College alumni and friends have 
honored the President’s legacy with 
the richard M . nixon Fellowships . 
this endowment was created to 
prepare exceptional students for 
informed citizenship and service 
through internships, scholarship, 
and research opportunities that echo 
nixon’s successful legacy in domestic 
and foreign policy . Students named 
nixon Fellows are able to develop 
leadership skills, increase interna-
tional understanding, and experience 
the rewards inherent in a career 
dedicated to the public good . 
irA ChAriTAbLe roLLover is 
bACk For 2012 & 2013 
On JanuarY 2, 
President Obama 
signed into law the 
American taxpayer 
relief Act . there are 
several provisions 
contained within 
this law related to 
charitable distribu-
tions from individual retirement accounts 
(irAs) that may be relevant in your on-
going financial planning . 
Donors age 70½ or older are once 
again eligible to move up to $100,000 
from their irAs directly to qualified chari-
ties without having to pay income taxes 
on the money . 
it is important to remember that only 
traditional, rollover, and roth irAs can be 
the source of such transfers .
Making a gift through an irA is very 
straightforward, and it enables you 
to make a dramatic difference in the 
academic pursuits of the students and 
faculty at whittier College . Please contact 
Steve Delgado, Director of Development at 
562 .907 .4217 or sdelgado@whittier .edu  
for more information .
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>>  1911 WhITTIer FOOTBall Fans, The “hOWlInG hundred”, WOuld BeGIn hOMe  
GaMes BY MarchInG OnTO hadleY FIeld WITh BuGles and “healThY lunGs”  
TO Make The “The hIlls re-echO” WITh TheIr cheers OF ThrIllInG raPTure.
From The ALumni AssoCiATion presidenT
GreeTInGs FellOW POeTs!
any upcoming activities scheduled there . 
Leading the charge on further area devel-
opment are Board members krista-nicole 
Bishop ’00 and Ted horton-Billard ’77, 
Wls ’84; you can reach either by emailing 
alumni@whittier .edu, with the subject line 
“regional Organizations .”
Second, i would very much like to 
encourage your participation in our  
3rd Annual worldwide Poets Days of 
Service, slated for March 9 and 10, 2013 . 
this weekend is a time for all in our Poet 
family to make a commitment to volunteer 
just a few hours in service of others, and 
actively pay homage to this important 
part of our College’s mission . And there 
are countless ways to fulfill your commit-
ment—from physical activity to virtual 
volunteer projects . For a list of suggested 
opportunities, and to register your intent 
to join us in this global effort, please visit 
www .whittier .edu/DaysofService . if you 
would like to contact any of our Board 
members heading this initiative—laurel 
Janssen ’94,Tresha Marshall ’96, amber 
robinson ’01, nadine Barragan ’09, and 
henry Priest ’98—please email alumni@
whittier .edu, subject line “Days of Service .”
As always, i personally thank you 
for your continued loyalty to and support 
of our alma mater, and on behalf of the 
Alumni Board of Directors, i do welcome 
your suggestions, comments, and feed-
back at any time .
Sincerely,
Steve weston ’83
Alumni Association President
to call your attention to two important 
initiatives that your Alumni Board of 
Directors is focusing on this spring, and 
let you know how you can get involved 
and support our efforts .
First, as our recent “Poet nation 
Summer tour” gave evidence, we are 
making significant progress in our plan 
to grow several regional chapters around 
the globe . these networks of alumni, 
families, and friends are intended not only 
to establish legions of geographic sup-
port, but also to promote, preserve, and 
broaden the larger “whittier College expe-
rience” beyond our campus environs and 
respective class years . to date, we have 
chapters established or begun in: Oahu, 
Maui, San Diego, Orange County, Los 
Angeles, San Francisco, Portland, Seattle, 
new england/Boston, new York City, Mid-
Atlantic/D .C ., Atlanta, and in Hong Kong . 
if you are living in or travel often to one 
(or more) of these areas and would like 
to know more, please advise our Alumni 
Office, and they can put you in contact 
with our local leaders and let you know of 
Fellow Poets:
i begin my letter 
this time with 
heartfelt gratitude 
at the tremen-
dous turnout and 
spectacular Poet 
spirit i witnessed 
at this year’s whittier weekend . the 
goodwill generated and good wishes 
expressed by of all our alumni and fami-
lies—demonstrated from the thursday 
night “Celebration of Service” through 
the final guests’ departure from Sunday’s 
tardeada—was a tremendous way to cel-
ebrate our College’s milestone 125th year .
Special thanks, too, go out to the 
Lancer Society alumni and actives, who 
helped us appropriately mark the 100th 
“birthday” of campus icon, the rock . 
truly it was their early leadership and 
focus on this project that will ensure our 
preservation of this important piece of 
Poet history for years to come . 
As we look ahead to the remaining 
months in the academic year, i want 
 
GOOd alTITude. 
While trekking in Nepal, Brian Teichman ’67 took 
a moment to admire the stunning scenery… 
and enjoy some light reading with The Rock! Our 
thanks, Brian, for including our magazine on 
your journey, and for sending us the photo to 
publish—especially one with a cover image so 
thematically appropriate to your vacation.
Do you take The Rock on travel? If so, 
please send us a photograph of you both from 
your destination for a future issue. Be sure to 
include your name, class year, and location the 
photo was taken—plus anything else you’d like 
us to know!
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E>>  The POeTs Made The lIsT OF The TOP 25 MOsT unIQue MascOTs  
On YahOO neWs, cOMInG In as nuMBer FIVe On The rankInG.
magazine Daily Sports Car . “taking as 
many business classes as i did, it just 
didn’t seem like the probability was all 
that great to make it to the upper level 
and the top career in racing . So i kept 
one foot in the driving world, and one 
foot in the business world .” 
At the time, Baron worked as a soft-
ware salesman . 
He would go on to meet soon-to-be 
racing partner Leo Hindery and move to 
Florida to serve as the chief operating offi-
cer at Hindery’s boat company . in time, the 
duo formed a side project, Orbit racing .
“[while driving for Orbit], i looked 
after the car and some of the day-to-day 
stuff,” Baron explained . “we put in a 
whole parts department, and i brought in 
a person from the boat company to put in 
an inventory system . we just tried to turn 
it from a shop into more of a business .”
Baron’s biggest success as a driver 
for Orbit came in 2003, when he and his 
teammates placed second at the 24 Heures 
du Mans (24 Hours of Le Mans), the world's 
oldest active sports car race . Organized 
by the Automobile Club de l'Ouest (ACO) 
alWaYs a nuMBers GuY, PeTer 
BarOn ’91 majored in economics 
and minored in math while at whittier 
College . He seemed destined for a career 
in finance, and, sure enough, entered 
the corporate world after graduation . 
throughout this time, however, Baron 
remained haunted by a certain itch—he 
could not shake his desire to become a 
race car driver . 
As a young boy, Baron had race cars 
as toys and watched the indianapolis 
500 and Monaco Grand Prix on televi-
sion . what ignited his fascination with 
race car driving was a trip he took with 
his father to the June Sprints at road 
America, an annual amateur sports car 
race in wisconsin . 
in the early 90s, Baron stepped foot 
in amateur club racing, and by 1995 
climbed his way to the toyota Atlantic, 
a pro formula race car series, where he 
would compete for two years .
“i know guys who ate, slept, and 
drank trying to get a full-time job driv-
ing in racing, and it was a pretty dicey, 
risky situation,” Baron told internet 
LiFe on The FAsT TrACk
aluMnus Turns BusIness acuMen TO racInG WIns
and held annually since 1923 in France, 
Le Mans challenges race teams to balance 
speed against a car's ability to run for 
24 consecutive hours without sustain-
ing mechanical damage, and manage its 
consumables . Over the 24-hour period, 
modern competitors will complete race 
distances well over 3,100 miles .
Having subsequently retired from 
competitive driving, Baron is currently 
the owner of Starworks Motorsport, 
which he founded in 2005 . One of the 
top teams in sports car racing—”maybe 
tHe team of the year for many people,” 
according to enduranceinfo .com— 
Starworks has accomplished an 
impressive string of podium wins in 
the rolex Series and world endurance 
Championship, as well as on historic 
tracks such as Daytona, watkins Glen, 
and indianapolis . 
And this past June—just shy a 
decade following his own second-place 
finish as driver—Baron’s Starworks 
team placed first at the 2012 Heures du 
Mans . this time, he proudly accepted 
the honor as owner .
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f   WinnerS rounD. 
Team owner Peter 
Baron ’91 (center) 
celebrates his latest 
win with his crew. 
E>>  FrOM securInG TOP InTernshIPs WITh GOldMan sachs and  
cnBc TO adVancInG research PrOJecTs WITh TraVel TO kenYa 
and neW zealand, WhITTIer sTudenTs kePT BusY ThIs suMMer.
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my AFTernoon WiTh  
miLTon FriedmAn
BY GeOFF shePard ‘66
JulY 31sT Marked The 100Th 
annIVersarY of the birth of Milton 
Friedman, the hugely influential free 
market leader of the Chicago school of 
economics . the articles memorializing 
his many contributions to economic 
thought, including his challenges to 
activist Keynesian government policies, 
reminded me of a very special after-
noon i spent in his company almost  
50 years ago .
in the 1960s, whittier had con-
vocations every tuesday at 10 a .m . 
at First Friends Church . these were 
mandatory, all-school assemblies, 
where we recognized achievements or 
heard from school officials, prominent 
speakers or even students running 
for office . One of the outside speakers 
in my sophomore year was Professor 
Milton Friedman, who was even then 
a nationally renowned economist . 
And, although i’m sure his presenta-
tion was eloquent and full of insights, i 
have to confess that i have no memory 
whatsoever of what he told us, way 
back then . 
what i do recall quite clearly, 
however, was what occurred later 
that same afternoon—because i was 
the one who had volunteered to drive 
Professor Friedman to LAX to catch his 
plane back to Chicago . 
we were on the Santa Monica 
Freeway when we hit the rush hour 
traffic for which Los Angeles even then 
was notorious . My passenger’s first 
reaction was that there must have been 
an accident up ahead, because every-
thing had come to a virtual stop . no, i 
explained, it was just rush hour traffic—
and pointed out that the cars going in 
both directions were barely moving . 
He then became concerned that 
he’d miss his flight, but i assured him 
that i had anticipated the traffic jam 
and would get him there in plenty of 
time . He was genuinely astonished to 
learn that such traffic jams happened 
regularly every workday afternoon .
He then focused his attention on 
the phenomenon of the traffic jam itself . 
“You know,” he said, “this doesn’t have 
to be . there are people on the free-
way who don’t necessarily have to be 
going this way . they could take surface 
streets or postpone the timing of their 
trip—if there were economic incentives 
to change their behavior .”
He became quite excited with 
the idea of doing a research paper on 
how these daily traffic jams could be 
avoided . the problem, he said, was that 
the freeway was free—and available to 
all cars at all times . if, he pointed out, 
cars could be charged various amounts 
for usage at various times of the day, an 
equilibrium could be achieved where 
the traffic jams could be avoided—at 
least for those willing to pay for that 
benefit . He even suggested the devel-
opment of monitoring devices that 
could be placed along the roadside to 
keep track of the costs being incurred 
by each vehicle . 
when i dropped him off, he shook my 
hand and thanked me for the ride, and i 
thanked him for coming to whittier . 
that was a very long time ago, but 
little has changed in the intervening 
decades on the LA freeways . if anything, 
the traffic jams are far worse . while 
we do have the capability of installing 
monitoring devices to calculate variable 
tolls, there is no political will to institute 
such a system . the freeways remain 
free—and maddeningly jammed . 
i don’t know if Professor Friedman 
ever actually wrote that research paper, 
but every time i’m sitting in a freeway 
traffic jam, i recall his exclamation, 
“You know, this doesn’t have to be .”
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>>  TheaTre OuT, cO-FOunded BY daVId carneVale ’97 Was 
 recenTlY selecTed as One OF The “dazzlInG dOzen” 
 In ThIs Year’s oC Weekly “BesT OF” Issue.
E
There Was a larGe TurnOuT OF 
FaMIlY, FrIends, and sTudenTs 
this summer for the ceremonial dedication 
of the Martin Ortiz elementary School in 
wichita, Kansas . the new school, which 
completed construction last spring, was 
named in honor of Ortiz—one of the city’s 
most notable and inspiring native sons .
Built to address a growing local 
population of young pupils, the Ortiz 
elementary School now provides 450 
pre-kindergarten–5th grade students 
with a top notch learning environment . 
Features in the 62,000 square foot 
structure include a secure main entrance, 
a computer lab, two music rooms, a 
dedicated art room, and a multipurpose 
room designed as a FeMA storm shelter, 
in addition to many environmentally 
friendly additions . 
Of note, the school’s principles of 
belief are ones that Ortiz himself could 
have written, and ones that echo his 
own vision for whittier College . “the 
vision of Ortiz elementary is to provide a 
positive learning community where  
all students are successful . we believe 
this is accomplished by showing perse-
verance, being part of a thriving learning 
community, self-empowerment, building 
successful relationships, treating others 
with dignity and respect, and striving  
for excellence .”
At the dedication ceremony, whittier 
alumnus Alex tenorio ’74 read an 
official proclamation from the College, 
expressing gratitude for this special 
honor . He also spoke about the legacy 
that Ortiz, his mentor and friend, left 
behind at his alma mater, as well as the 
personal encouragement he received to 
pursue a college education .
generATion neXT
OrTIz leGacY cOnTInues as neW eleMenTarY schOOl OPens
StiCKing  
tO it
saM russell ’12 Pursues 
PassIOn FOr lacrOsse
Cheered on by a crowd of more than 
2,000 spectators, Team England led a 
triumphant 15-5 win against Ireland 
to be crowned their fourth European 
Lacrosse Championship on June 30. 
Among the champions was recent 
graduate and former Poet lacrosse 
player Sam Russell ’12. 
Playing for a national team is 
nothing new to Russell. In 2009, he 
captained the U19 England National 
Team during the World Championships in 
Vancouver, B.C. and also represented the 
England Senior National Team during the 
World Championships in 2010, held in 
his hometown of Manchester, UK. 
In addition to playing the sport, 
Russell is channeling his passion for the 
game into Lacrosse the Pond—an orga-
nization he founded, designed to help 
American student-athletes pursue a mas-
ter's degree in the U.K., while continuing 
to play lacrosse. 
Capitalizing on his own experience 
as an international player and student, 
Russell intends to be a full-service 
resource for students wanting to study 
and play in Britain. 
In a recent interview with Lacrosse 
All-Stars, Russell related the finer sell-
ing point he makes to U.S. applicants: 
“After one full year, you will have 
gained your post-graduate degree, lived 
in another country for a year, and pos-
sibly travelled around Europe a bit. 
“All-in-all, it adds a hell of a lot to 
your resume, and puts you in a great 
position for furthering your career—all 
through [this] experience of a lifetime.”
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d  neW generaTion. 
One of the goals 
of the new Ortiz 
Elementary is to 
promote a college-
going culture among 
their students. 
E>>  WhITTIer cOlleGe’s neWesT hOnOrarY POeT Is TechnOlOGY  
enTrePreneur and PhIlanThrOPIsT daVId BOhneTT. 
this: a genuine and enduring love for 
whittier College . 
this year’s tour was tremendous— 
but next year’s will be even better . 
Please make sure we have your e-mail 
and mailing address on file, so you can 
FOur MOnThs, nIne Weekends, 
and 13 cITIes laTer, the Poet nation 
Summer tour 2012 came to a successful 
close . in all, a total of about 400 alumni, 
parents, faculty, and students around the 
country and abroad met up to enjoy a 
variety of events planned in conjunction 
with the College’s 125th Anniversary, 
and as part of the Alumni Board of 
Directors burgeoning regional chapters 
development initiative .
Along the way, Poets attended recep-
tions and mixers, pro baseball and soccer 
games, shared brunches and lunches and 
went wine tasting . the venues varied 
from stunning residences to a storied rifle 
club to an art museum outdoor pavilion . 
the locations ranged from San Diego to 
Maui to Paris and new York . 
But regardless of distance—
geographic or time—the constant was 
on The roAd AgAin
WhITTIer FaMIlY FrOM near and Far asseMBle FOr “suMMer TOur ’12”
receive your invitation for this and other 
events taking place in your region . if you 
would like to be part of the planning for 
a local event, please contact the Alumni 
Board of Directors by emailing alumni@
whittier.edu or by calling 562 .907 .4222 . 
PiCtURe thiS aluMnus Jess craVen WIns eMMY FOr cIneMaTIc eFFOrTs
When television  
producer and  
cinematographer  
Jess Craven ’03  
left Maui to attend 
the 41st Regional 
Emmy Award 
Ceremony in San 
Francisco, he did 
anything but “hang 
loose.” After all, it’s not everyone that receives an 
invitation, let alone a nomination, from both industry 
colleagues and the prestigious National Academy of 
Television Arts & Sciences.
The Hawaii-native, nominated for a compil- 
ation of his work on two television programs—  
Self Made in Hawaii and Golfing Thru…Hawaii—recalls 
being on the “edge of his seat” as his category for 
“Outstanding Achievement: Photographer for a Non-
news Program” was called. And when he was announced 
as winner, he remembers “being totally blown away.” 
“Mahalo for this,” he said at the podium, smil-
ing but visibly awed as he accepted the heavy, gold 
statuette. Acknowledging support of family, friends, 
and colleagues, he went on to express gratitude for the 
simple opportunity “to do what I love.”
Craven is the creator/producer and cinematog-
rapher for Self Made in Hawaii, a show about small 
business success and living the dream in Hawaii, shot 
almost exclusively on Maui. Having wrapped its second 
full season, the show, though in hiatus, is broadcast 
on Time Warner Cable and on-demand. Craven serves 
as cinematographer for the show Golfing Thru…Hawaii, 
which explores Hawaii’s various golf courses and desti-
nation surroundings.
In addition to his television credits, Craven directed 
a music video and has contributed to short film collabo-
rations with a community of Maui’s young filmmakers 
and actors. Returning home accompanied by his Emmy, 
he headed back to work on the new season of Golfing 
Thru…, while continuing with plans to film another 
music video and create an original pilot for television.
“We were very happy with how we ran [the race], 
and would do it the exact same way if we were to run it 
again tomorrow,” he said in a CBS interview. “We were 
aggressive… always ready for a challenge, and never 
gave up.” 
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TribuTe To A poeT, A broTher, A Friend
BY daVId sTelMach ’94
“Take ThIs lIFe, I’M rIGhT here, 
sTaY aWhIle and BreaThe Me In.”
i have witnessed the passing of many 
important people in my life, but the 
profoundness, the deep-rooted impact 
that comes from losing one of, if not your 
dearest friend, can be unsettling .
Josh isaac was a great friend and 
Orthogonian brother who succumbed to 
a long, hard-fought battle with cancer 
two years ago . A rare epithelioid sarcoma 
reared its ugly head in 1998 and for 
12 years Josh never retreated, embla-
zoned with determination, typifying the 
Orthogonian spirit . He fought courageously 
and without even a whimper .
 i’m writing this now as memories 
hearken me back to a time 21 years 
ago when i met a young man firmly 
entrenched in his Jewish faith who 
caught my attention with not what he 
did or said, but how he carried himself . 
Josh was a quiet, introspective type, 
but i noticed in that January interim of 
1991, a young 18 year old man, smaller 
of stature, who carried himself with 
a strength of character and purpose . 
immediately, i gained a liking to Josh 
and his “never give in” attitude . But, 
what also struck me was his quick wit 
and sense of humor . Pledging went from 
being unbearable and unforgiving to 
challenging, and dare i say it, enjoyable . 
All because of a young “up and coming 
superstar” named Josh isaac .
Josh would cringe if he heard me 
use the word “superstar” to describe 
him, but eventually, of course, give in 
to laughter, and probably provide me 
with a more fitting description . But to 
me, Josh was a superstar—a whittier 
Scholars award-recipient and gradu-
ate, an award-winning film writer and 
producer, a deep-thinker, a loyal 
of the situation, organizing yearly 
“lockin retreats” in the Oregon wilder-
ness or near the Olympic Mountains in 
washington . Here we all are three years 
ago at our 15-year reunion, partying at 
the Orthogonian Pond on campus, with 
certain members of our pledge class . 
Being as close to Josh as i was, knowing 
what i know, Josh was the “glue to the 
fabric .” He was our reason to unite and 
celebrate together . He wasn’t the most 
outlandish or vibrant of us characters, 
but he was the “deepest .”
 i miss the laughs, the adventures, but 
most of all the philosophic impact of los-
ing one of life’s great young minds . when 
you get a chance check out his blog at 
Yoshinawa .wordpress .com chronicling his 
fight with terminal cancer and you will 
see what i mean . r .i .P . Joshua Bondi isaac 
1972–2010 . 
Orthogonian brother, writer, poet, 
husband, father, and the best friend a 
person could ever ask for . the moments 
we shared, whether [in class or on 
the road], we were always seeking a 
“higher truth .” if Les Howard’s sociol-
ogy class called for uncovering the 
truth behind “alleged” pagan rituals 
in turnbull, Josh (with video camera 
in hand), and i were there . if our class 
project was interviewing “drag queens” 
in Hollywood, we were there . As a side 
note, Les had nothing to do with these 
assignments—he left it up to us to go 
out in public to observe and take notes 
about a “sociological phenomenon .” in 
the case of turnbull Canyon, of course 
no evidence of rituals would turn up, 
but we would end up on a giant boulder 
on a mountainside, observing heat 
lightning flash over the city below, or an 
owl perched in a nearby tree, as curious 
about us as we were about it . we would 
sit there for hours on end, discussing 
Carlos Castaneda or Machiavelli or God . 
we would alternate from nFL predic-
tions to musical influences . nothing was 
sacred, yet everything was…
 Here i am 21 years removed from 
that magical time and place yet some-
thing inside me is still there with Josh . 
Here we are 17 years ago sitting on the 
point of the ensenada Bay, at midnight 
in our “authentic serapes,” passing a 
bottle of el Presidente back and forth, 
as our other Orthogonian brothers, 
McAskill, ryjo, Sarmiento, and the late 
Juan Carlos, went into town to party . 
Here i am sporting a yarmulke 16 years 
ago in Seattle at Josh and Kim’s wed-
ding . Here we are 10 years ago sitting 
on a bluff in Solana Beach, pondering 
his predicament and life as we know 
it . Five years ago, realizing the direness 
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and dedication these educators have 
given to their students, their profession, 
and their communities .”
McGonagle has been teach-
ing nearly three decades—his most 
recent four years spent at Longfellow 
elementary School in whittier, where 
he purposefully finds opportunities to 
infuse arts education into the standard 
core curriculum, thereby deepen-
ing student comprehension of subject 
matter, and engaging students in a 
meaningful way .
At the formal BrAVO Awards cer-
emony held at the walt Disney Concert 
Hall, McGonagle and nine other teach-
ers across five districts were feted by 
L .A . County Supervisors and ceremony 
host Garry Marshall—himself an ardent 
and generous supporter of the arts and 
arts education in Los Angeles, as well 
as one of the country’s most known 
and successful television and film 
producer-director-writers .
McGonagle was further honored 
by the City of whittier, given a citation 
for his outstanding work as a district 
teacher and as an arts contributor to 
the community—McGonagle is the  
artist behind numerous local public  
murals and canvas artworks on 
display . Said Mayor Owen newcomer 
as he presented the citation, “thank 
you, Dennis, for your commitment 
to inspire excellence in the public 
schools, your students, and through 
the arts .”
arTIsT and educaTOr dennIs 
McGOnaGle ’93 was honored with a 
prestigious 2012 BrAVO Award by the 
Los Angeles County Music Center . the 
award, which is given to select indi-
viduals and institutions following  
a rigorous screening process, was cre-
ated in 1982 to honor “teachers and 
schools for exemplary education in the 
arts and [to] showcase the hard work 
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InTO The POeT’s lIFe
as Our nearlY 500 neW sTudenTs Trekked TO  
campus in September for Fall Orientation, the odds were good 
that at least one of our newcomers was a “legacy”—that is, the 
child of a past whittier grad . Pictured here are mom/alumna 
Jennifer Fuller ’82 and daughter/new Poet Ashley ’16, waiting  
to check in to Ashley’s new room in Johnson residence Hall .
“to re-experience being here has been amazing,” Jennifer 
said . “it’s the same in some ways—small and intimate—but so 
much nicer with all the new buildings .”
All future prospective Poet parents, take note—there are 
alumni legacy scholarships available at whittier College for 
immediate family! if you are a graduate, and would like to 
encourage your son or daughter to consider attending your 
alma mater, please contact the Office of Admission for more 
information on the legacy scholarship program, to schedule 
a tour or class visit, or to arrange an overnight stay for your 
prospective Poet .
braVo. s
Educator Dennis 
McGonagle and 
Garry Marshall, 
2012 BRAVO 
Awards Ceremony 
Host and 
Benefactor.
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’58 class Agent
Mr. Jim Watkins
2028 Spyglass trail West
Oxnard, Ca 93036-2759
rowena anderson continues with “a busy volunteer 
schedule, involvement in family activities, and lunches 
with friends.”
’59 class Agent
Mrs. ann l. (larson) Peter
540 Mar Vista Drive
Solana Beach, Ca 92075-1330
dave Jordan was inducted into the California 
Community College Football Coaches Hall of Fame 
for his outstanding contributions to the game and 
dedication to his players. (See The Rock, Spring 
2012). He joins other high-profile coaches and players 
such as Don Coryell, Dick Vermeil, and John Madden, 
among many others. After transferring from Compton 
Community College in 1957, where he helped his team 
achieve two undefeated seasons, Jordon played for leg-
endary Whittier Coaches Don Coryell and George Allen. 
’61 class Agents
Mr. gary goodson
Mrs. Marian l. (Voss) goodson
1308 alta Mesa Drive
Brea, Ca 92822-5881
ruby (Johnston) styler has directed the Faith Chapel 
Community Orchestra in Spring Valley for 35 years. 
“Music lives on as a [family] profession, with two sons 
and three-out-of-the-five grandchildren.”
’54 class Agent
Marjorie (Conley) aikens
368 W. el Portal
Palm Springs, Ca 92264-2603
Class Agent Marjorie conley aikens reports: I am 
celebrating my “zero birthday” all year by planning  
and/or attending gatherings for friends and family, 
including a junior high school classmate luncheon, a 
church youth group (MYF) friends’ weekend, luncheon 
with college classmates, a family picnic with cousins 
and the 50th anniversary of my church. Yes, I still 
travel!” Wkay davis writes: “Life is great, mainly 
because I’m still alive! Still redoing my house (but 
less), and I enjoy being retired.” WJoan (dryer) 
Jessup has been living in Murrieta for 10 years and 
finds her retirement community “a neat place to be!” 
Both of her grandchildren have graduated from college 
and are happy to have jobs which they enjoy. She 
reports that she is a very proud grandma. WAt 80 
years old, aletha (Gray) hotaling is still involved in 
music. She toured Southern France last year singing 
in many beautiful cathedrals. Wshirley (lyall) Pope 
notes: “Enjoying lunch with nine W.C. alums today. 
(Harriet, we do look like those older ladies you said 
we would never look like that day in February 1956 
at the Victor Hugo in Laguna Beach. Only difference, 
no hats nor gloves!)” Wruth ann (roewekamp) 
hudson enjoyed a family reunion for her 80th birthday 
at Mammoth Lakes. WMerrilyn (Thompson) Gilbert 
reports, “We stay busy in our home in Escondido with a 
really large family: four married children, 13 grandchil-
dren (six married) and 12 great grandchildren. We are 
happy with much love and many blessings.” WJane 
(Warren) Patton writes: “I’m still here!” WVirginia 
Weaver enjoys life in Carlsbad, with family nearby.
mArriAges &  
CommiTmenTs
Joanne (condra) Magruder ’65 and Joseph 
Magruder ’64, March 4, 2012. Wkathy (curry) 
kessler ’78 and Bill Franz ’78 on January 5, 2012. 
WJacie Tallon ’96 and William Peters, March, 2009. 
Wleigha lucas ’99 and Christopher Brock, June 9, 2012. 
WMargo chilless ’05 and Josh lowensohn ’05, 
December 3, 2011. Wcyndi Franco ’10 and david 
Taylor ’09, August 13, 2011. Washley Johnson ’10 
and Chris Ahlheim on January 6, 2012. 
birThs & AdopTions
To Gina (Mc Mahon) ’96 and John Bartok, a daughter, 
Hannah Justine, May 30, 2012. WTo christine hill ’06 
and alex Maupin ’09, a son, Declan, April 28, 2012. 
WTo cyndi (Franco) ’10 and david Taylor, a daughter, 
Madison, April 26, 2010.
CLAss noTes
’49 class Agent
Mrs. Vivian (fallis) Chapman
8334 Calmosa avenue
Whittier, Ca 90602-2833
doris (Given) Branca has fond memories of Whittier. 
She writes: “My husband Bill ’49 ‘dragged me away’ 
from a Los Angeles nursing job to go to Whittier. I 
was able to graduate with Bill in 1949, even though 
I was 8½ months pregnant—baby Tracy arrived in 
July. I remember the Home Management House used 
Tracy to supply ‘practical living experience’ for the 
year. Following graduation, Bill and I enjoyed teaching 
careers… and “Baby” Tracy Branca Petti is about ready 
to retire from her teaching career!”
’53 class Agent
Mrs. florence (albarian) Morrison
P.O. Box 130
Jamul, Ca 91935-0130
Margaret (Frees) Witthuhn and husband Bill ’50 live 
in Coeur D’Alene, and note there’s plenty to do with 
the lakes, resort and historical points of interest, and 
children are close by. Margaret helps make quilts with 
a church group, and from time to time Whittier friends 
come to visit. All are welcome! Wshirley (O’connor) 
Byrne reports: “I still perform in benefit recitals and 
for a piano group, and also for my students (all adults). 
I am active in the Oregon Music Teachers Association. 
Husband John and I enjoy our book group, birding, 
exercising, and volunteering. Most of all, we enjoy our 
family—four adult children and four grandchildren.”
Class of 1957
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’74 class Agent
Mr. Joe M. Ulrey
12233 Scarlet Way
Rancho Cucamonga, Ca 91739
alex Tenorio was on hand to help honor the memory of 
the late Martin Ortiz ’48, during the official dedication 
of an elementary school bearing his name, located in his 
home town of Wichita, Kansas. Tenorio read an official 
proclamation from Whittier College expressing gratitude 
for this special honor, and a promise that the College 
will support the school for years to come. He also spoke 
about the legacy that Ortiz, his mentor and friend, left 
behind at his alma mater, as well as the personal encour-
agement he received to pursue a college education.
’77 class Agent
ClaSS agent neeDeD
khanh Tran has been named president of Pacific Life 
and elected to the boards for both parent companies 
of Pacific Life Insurance Company. Previously, he had 
served as the company’s chief financial officer and  
chief investment officer.
’81 class Agent
Mr. Ralph M. Dayton
PO Box 153
laurel, Mt 59044-0153
cathy (Pearce) standiford was promoted to partner 
for Management Partners, Inc., a national consulting 
firm specializing in helping local government leaders. 
She has been with the firm since September 2009.
’83 class Agent
Mr. gerry Crews
2625 annandale
tustin, Ca 92782-1261
karen (Werner) Morse was appointed head of Ojai 
Valley School’s lower campus. WNational defense liti-
gation law firm Wilson Elser has named sheri Thome 
deputy regional managing partner for its Las Vegas 
office, responsible for some operational oversight. With 
the firm since 2009, she specializes in both employ-
ment and professional liability defense.
’87 class Agent
ClaSS agent neeDeD
alicia (Fowler) Blalock is married to Brian and lives 
in Salem, OR with their two sons, Franklin (15) and 
Spencer (12). Alicia works as a management analyst for 
the city of Salem and is happy she is actually using her 
WC degree in Economics.
’67 class Agent
Mr. Donald Jackson
1864 acton Court
Simi Valley, Ca 93065
Gary skinner retired from his 39-year-career as a high 
school administrator, teacher, and coach. He spends 
time working at Indian Canyons Golf Course, and his 
10th grandchild was born in July.
’68 class Agents
Mrs. Penny S. (Carns) fraumeni
2314 los Bentos Drive
hacienda heights, Ca 91745-4618
Mrs. Barbara l. (Brucher) Sentell
307-16th Street
Seal Beach, Ca 90740-6516
Bob Garner and wife Brenda have been seriously 
traveling since their 1999 retirement from teaching. 
They have visited all seven continents, and have  
participated in two mission trips—one to Uganda, 
one to Peru—with the organization Hope Kids. 
”We have a wonderful time meeting people all  
over the world.”
’71 class Agent
ClaSS agent neeDeD
In addition to receiving a 2011 Poet award for 
service to the community, arturo Porzecanski 
was appointed director of the International Economic 
Relations Program for the School of International 
Service at American University in Washington, DC. 
Art has been on the faculty of American University 
since 2005, with the academic title of Distinguished 
Economist-in-Residence. 
’62 class Agent
Mrs. Janice M. (letts) gordon
33765 Calle Conejo
San Juan Capistrano, Ca 92675-5016
Bill kinaka notes: “I am a firm believer in Christ’s 
teaching that it is more blessed to give than to 
receive. In August, 2012, as a Century Donor, I 
donated my 123rd pint of blood to the blood bank in 
Hawaii. (That is equivalent to 15.3 gallons of blood).  
I can’t think of any easier way to lose weight!”
’64 class Agent
Dr. John h. Crow
P.O. Box 607
hackettstown, nJ 078406
Joe Magruder completed his Ph.D. in social welfare 
at Berkeley in 2010. Wcarol (Oreb) carpenter trav-
eled to Tanzania and South Africa with her sister this 
past February. She is a great-grandmother and a proud 
grandmother of a U.S. Marine.
’65 class Agent
Ms. Ronna l. (ellingson) Clymens
4133 W. Wilson Street, #73
Banning, Ca 92220
Barbara spencer retired four years ago, but is active 
in AAUW in San Francisco. She travels extensively, and 
recently took part in a house exchange to Valencia, 
Spain. Wrobert c. Yeager recently published the 
drama-packed novel, The Romanov Stone, a suspenseful 
work of historical fiction that tracks a woman’s global 
quest for her family’s lost fortune and the world’s 
rarest precious gem. Bob and wife Judi ’64 reside in 
Oakland, CA.
Class of 1962. editor’s note: notes submitted from the Class of 1962’s 50th reunion will be featured in the Spring 
2013 issue of The Rock.
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’96 class Agent
ClaSS agent neeDeD
Jacie (Tallon) Peters notes: “I retired in 2009, and 
last March, husband William and I purchased our 
forever home in Minden, NV.” Wcolleen Windham-
hughes, a professor at California Lutheran University, 
was nominated and selected by Cal Lu students as the 
Cultural Diversity Professor of the Year. An assistant 
professor of religion and director of the Theology 
and Christian Leadership Program, she helps students 
understand and appreciate different religions, cultures, 
and viewpoints.
’00 class Agent
Ms. Mala Williams
11703 norino Dr.
Whittier, Ca 90601
Having completed his U.S. Army active duty obligation, 
ean White now serves as an assistant city attor-
ney for the City of Phoenix. He remains in the U.S. 
Army Reserve, with rank as Major. W krista-nicole 
Bishop completed her MBA program at the University 
of Redlands. She then took a job with one of her 
clients, JMango, as the VP of Sales and Marketing for 
North America. Krista became engaged to Lawrence 
Powers and is currently living in Summerlin Las Vegas.
’01 class Agent
Ms. natalie (neavez) Candela
421 West Keene Drive
la habra, Ca 90631
leanna (Wilson) White moved with husband, ean ’00 
to Phoenix, serves as area director for Mothers of Pre-
Schoolers International (MOPs), encompassing Arizona 
and New Mexico.
Kathleen Compton Sherrerd ’54 and John J. F. Sherrerd 
Prize for Distinguished Teaching. Awarded annually,  
the honor recognizes a distinguished teaching 
record and demonstrated enthusiasm and excellence. 
Wkarron Power is a specialist in bio-identical hor-
mone therapy who practices in Corte Madera and San 
Francisco. She is board certified under the American 
Board of Preventive Medicine and founded the Youth 
Renewal Center after years of investigation in the field 
of Age Management and Regenerative Medicine. The 
primary goal of the Center is to provide innovative 
treatment in the emerging field of advanced preven-
tive medicine. Wadam rosenberg has been named 
as the new senior vice president and head of corporate 
development at Knome Inc., a human genome interpre-
tation company. In his new post, he is responsible for 
all transactional aspects of the company, in addition 
to developing Knome’s intellectual property strategy 
and playing a leadership role in establishing Knome’s 
partnerships in the pharmaceutical/biotech industry. 
’93 class Agent
Mrs. allison l. Clarke
4195 Rosepark Drive
West linn, OR 97068-2948
dennis McGonagle was honored by the Los Angeles 
Music Center with a 2012 Bravo Award in the category 
outstanding arts teacher in the Generalist category in 
Los Angeles County. Also, his fifth grade students at 
Lincoln Elementary School recently exhibited their sculp-
tures in the Wardman Library. 
’95 class Agent
Mrs. Christine (Volden) Pereira
1845 grant avenue
San francisco, Ca 94133
Matt Josten is a broker for life insurance and annuity.
’88 class Agents 
Mr. Kevin M. Burke
P.O. Box 1166
lakeport, Ca 95453
Ms. Kelli (hokanson) Jones
3661 alcott Street
San Diego, Ca 92106
Beth (Fitzpatrick) Maldonado lives in Sylmar, CA and is 
married to Rafael. They have one son, Nicholas,12. Beth 
works at Children’s Hospital of Los Angeles as manager 
of the employee assistance program. Wleda (Mintzer) 
Muller lives in Mountain View, CA with husband Phil,12-
year-old son Henry and 7-year-old daughter, Logan. Leda 
coaches Logan’s soccer team. Leda also enjoys playing 
soccer. Julie Rivera ’05 is on her team. All alumni San 
Francisco Bay area who want to be involved in the 
regional chapter, contact Leda via email sfwhittiera-
lumni@gmail.com. WJulie rytand recently went back 
to school to earn her Project Management Certificate 
and successfully passed the PMP exam this past spring. 
She is currently working for Expeditors International as 
a Project Manager in Systems Administration and living 
in West Seattle. Julie is the Chairman of the Washington 
State Whittier College Alumni Chapter and is looking 
forward to seeing you at an event soon!
’91 class Agent
Ms. Wendy guthrie
2142 north 86th Street
Seattle, Wa 98103-41111
Peter Baron fulfilled a life-long dream in June when his 
Starworks Motorsport racing team placed first at  
24 Hours of Le Mans, the world’s oldest active sports 
car race, in the LM P2 (Le Mans Prototype 2) category. 
A familiar face in the world of endurance racing, Baron 
made his driving debut in the 24-hour French endurance 
class in 2002. He participated again in 2003 with fellow 
racers Leo Hindery and Marc Lieb and scored a second 
place finish in class. Baron’s return to the race nearly 
a decade later marked his first time as a team owner. 
(See article, p. 43) Wryan rowlands and James 
constancio ’10 have joined efforts to contribute to 
the resurgence of American football in Serbia. Rowlands 
heads the Public Affairs Office at the U.S. Embassy, and 
James is a member of the Belgrade Blue Dragons, one 
of the city’s two football teams. (See article, p. 30)
’92 class Agent
Mrs. Susan M. (turner) Rose
338 Santa ana avenue
long Beach, Ca 90803-1938
Floyd cheung, associate professor of English  
language and literature at Smith College, received the 
Class of 1987 & friends
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in memoriAm
’37 catherine (Birch) rypinski, July 20, 2012.
’37 ruth esther (Fisher) durham, April 2, 2012.
’38 dorothy (Welch) ashby, February 4, 2012.
’38 Julia (York) hockett, April 7, 2012.
’41 Verdna (herr) henderson, July 23, 2012.
’41 Inez (McPherson) Winslow, June 30, 2012.
’41 clarence Pearson, April 3, 2012.
’41 elizabeth Peck, February 28, 2012.
’41 ellen (Welsh) Tufts, March 25, 2012.
’41 dorothy (Winslow) elder, March 24, 2012.
’42 eleanor (railsback) Garren, May 11, 2012.
’42 Paul Joy, June 1, 2012.
’42 robert schostag, December 7, 2011.
’43 eugenia (Brooks) rodecap, August 25, 2012.
’43 carol (James) Frank, May 9, 2012.
’43 alan Magnusson, January 14, 2012.
’44 Mary (Bickel) shields, July 6, 2012.
’46 shirley (hays) Talago, July 7, 2012.
’46 John spitler, June 16, 2012.
’48 Truman Benedict, May 23, 2012.
’48 Marjorie (Finley) Magnusson, December 23, 2011.
’48 richard Gripp, October 6, 2011.
’49 robert armstrong, July 3, 2012.
’50 Marian (ainsworth) Osborne, March 25, 2012.
’50 larry averill, August 15, 2012.
’50 Margaret (haworth) replogle, August 27, 2012.
’52 dale st. George, date unknown.
’53 Barbara (depew) chandler, September 3, 2011.
’54 arthur norcross, date unknown.
’55 Tom konovaloff, September 21, 2010.
’55 Jim Penfield, August 8, 2012.
’56 helen (scott) laurenti, May 11, 2012.
’56 evelyn (Webbeking) Mcreynolds, March 29, 2012.
’57 Marjorie Mitchell cunningham, September 22, 2012.
’57 natalie (risitch) Westergaard, January 14, 2012.
’58 dick Beam, May 3, 2012.
’58 Peter kempf, June 15, 2012.
’60 Pat (ashcroft) Watje, August 16, 2012.
’60 norma Beebower, June 29, 2012.
’60 daunn lovejoy, July 20, 2012.
’61 Paul clough, December 29, 2011.
’61 Jan (Putt) Bays, September 20, 2011.
’61 Jane (randall) Macia, November 13, 2011.
’61 Joyce (spaulding) halvorsen, date unknown.
’62 Wendell Brooks, August 3, 2012.
’63 stephanie (Butchart) harrison, June 30, 2012.
’65 richard Johnson, June 15, 2011.
’66 karen (Peters) anderson, May 5, 2012.
’67 diane (hillman) Peter, June 7, 2012.
’67 Janet laughter, December 17, 2011.
’68 richard stickney, April 22, 2012.
’71 helen Gallucci, date unknown.
’72 lynne cardinal, June 25, 2012.
’73 Janelle stueck, May 5, 2012.
’77 ken “Wilki” aikens, June 11, 2012.
’08 rebecca apley, September 14, 2012.
studios can forge mutually beneficial relationships. “I 
envision a situation where studios continue to stream-
line their production processes, focusing more on the 
profits of summer blockbusters while leaving a vacuum 
of talented up-and-coming filmmakers whose needs 
can be addressed by startups, such as FilmBreak.” 
WFormer Poet athlete Tom Vessella remains busy. 
He has spent six seasons on the pitcher’s mound in 
the minor leagues (currently, he is a relief pitcher 
with the Richmond Flying Squirrels); he completed 
his graduate program in organizational leadership; 
and has worked off-season as a substitute high 
school teacher.
’08 class Agent
ClaSS agent neeDeD
Band “The Voodoo Fix,” composed of Poets Will halsey, 
scott Parrelli ’10, abe rivers and other non- 
Whittier-ites, released new album Not For Nothing 
last year, and spent the summer on tour in the U.S. 
WGabriella rodriguez lives in Fresno and is a traffic 
reporter/producer for local ABC-affiliate KFSN-TV.
’09 class Agent
ClaSS agent neeDeD
Jessica santoyo is a registered nurse, employed by 
Santa Barbara Cottage Hospital. In June 2012, she 
completed her master’s program to become a family 
nurse-practitioner.
 
’11 class Agent
ClaSS agent neeDeD
nadine rice attends Northern Arizona University, 
pursuing a master’s in English, Secondary Education.
’12 class Agent
ClaSS agent neeDeD
 
Megan Maguire-Marshall was one of only six winners 
of the Elks National Foundation 2012 Gunther & Lee 
Weigel Medical School Scholarship, which she is apply-
ing to pursue her advanced degree at the University of 
New Mexico School of Medicine. She was also featured 
in the summer 2012 edition of the NCAA’s Champion 
magazine; the article, “Benefits of Sports Go Beyond Cap 
and Gown,” features an excerpt from her speech at the 
Purple & Gold All-Sports Awards Banquet this past May. 
Wsam russell was among the players that comprised 
Team England, who won their fourth European Lacrosse 
Championship this summer. (See article, p. 59) 
’03 class Agent
Mr. James Bailey
5579 timberfalls Rd., nW
albuquerque, nM 87114
Television producer and cinematographer Jess craven 
received an Emmy Award from the National Academy of 
Television Arts and Sciences, San Francisco/Northern 
California Chapter. (See article, p. 46) Warmilla staley 
ngomo returned to Southern California after obtain-
ing her J.D. from the University of California, Berkeley 
School of Law (Boalt Hall) and residing in the San 
Francisco Bay Area for seven years. She is an attorney 
with Caldwell Leslie & Proctor, P.C. in downtown Los 
Angeles, specializing in civil litigation and white collar 
criminal defense. She was previously a litigation attorney 
at Morrison & Foerster LLP in San Francisco, a Deputy 
Federal Public Defender in Los Angeles, and a Law Clerk 
to the Honorable Consuelo B. Marshal, U.S. District Court 
Judge for the Central District of California in Los Angeles.
’06 class Agent
Ms. Jan Williams
13535 Dunton Drive
Whittier, Ca 90605
Despite the fact that laura Martinez, mayor of East 
Palo Alto, was the first in her family to attend college, 
it was her parents who paved the way for her to reach 
academic success. “I went through the Palo Alto school 
system. I was a pretty good student. I had family 
support—two parents who made education and college 
a priority,” said Martinez in a recent interview for 
Palo Alto online. In addition to her work on the city 
council, Martinez has dedicated her career to working 
with youth and promoting education. She is currently 
the after-school program coordinator for the East Palo 
Alto Phoenix Academy, a charter high school operated 
by Aspire Public Schools.
’07 class Agent
Ms. Kelsey Marie Wuornos
201 n. Wayfield St., no. 48
Orange, Ca 92867
celina Mancia is the Assistant Director of Development 
at Whittier College. WTaylor McPartland, president 
of FilmBreak, an online marketplace that connects 
filmmakers with investors and fans, spoke at a recent 
panel on the future of the film industry. The event 
was sponsored by io/LA, a start-up incubator based in 
Hollywood. McPartland spoke about how startups and 
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TrusTees eMerITI 
richard H . Deihl ’49, D .B .A . ’84
rayburn S . Dezember ’53, L .H .D . ’94,  
 P ’78, ’86, ’94
Alfred J . Gobar ’53, M .A . ’55, Ph .D .,  
 L .H .D ’05, P ’88, ’96
Charlotte D . Graham, L .H .D . ’99
willard V . Harris, Jr . ’55, L .H .D ’02,  
 P ’80, ’87
Caroline (Patterson) ireland ’43
Sharon (ettinger) McLaughlin  
 P ’85, ’88, ’90
r . Chandler Myers, LL .D . ’88
Hubert C . Perry ’35
Anthony r . Pierno ’54, L .H .D . ’00, P ’84
elden L . Smith ’62
Judith (Kjellberg) Swayne ’63
Maxine M . trotter ’47, P ’72
PresIdenT eMerITus
eugene S . Mills, Ph .D ., LL .D ., L .H .D .
WhiTTier CoLLege boArd oF TrusTees
senIOr adMInIsTraTIOn
Sharon D . Herzberger
President
Charlotte G . Borst
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
and Dean of Faculty
Penelope Bryan
Dean of Whittier Law School
robert J . Coleman
Special Assistant to the President and 
Executive Director of Athletics 
James Dunkelman
Vice President for Finance 
and Administration
Jeanne Ortiz
Vice President and Dean of Students
Fred r . Pfursich
Vice President for Enrollment
elizabeth Power robison
Vice President for Advancement
chaIrMan
Donald J . Herrema ’74
secreTarY
Vincent J . Daigneault ’85
Treasurer
ruth B . Shannon, L .H .D . ’92
James M . Brown ’71
Christopher G . Caldwell P ’14, ’15
Derek M .F . Chan ’79
Matthew J . espe MBA ’84
Peter e . Feinberg ’82
richard i . Gilchrist ’68, P ’06, ’07
Barbara (Ondrasik) Groce ’57
wayne Harvey ’60
Yuki Hayashi P ’10
edwin Keh ’79, P ’11, ’15
william Larson wLS ’85, H .D .L ’05, P ’13
Alan H . Lund ’71
David D . Mandarich P ’97
James e . Mitchell ’62
James r . Parks
richard S . ruben
Geoffrey C . Shepard ’66
Geraldine (Beaty) Shepherd ’90, P ’97
Keith Swayne
Kate wiley P ’11
Donald e . wood, L .H .D . ’98
robert Zemsky ’62
aluMnI-aT-larGe
Victor r . Griego, Jr . ’78
John K . Fitzgerald wLS ’93
Brad r . woolsey ’69
PresIdenT OF The  
aluMnI BOard
Steven weston ’83
leT’S hear iT for The PurPle anD golD. Trustee alumni Peter E. Feinberg ’82 
and Vincent J. Daigneault ’85 show enthusiasm for their alma mater after the 
2012 commencement ceremony.  
STaTely. Long-time trustee Ruth B. Shannon poses 
with new board member Victor R. Griego, Jr. ’78. 
(Read about the new trustees on pages 14-15).
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S e n i o r  M o M e n t S
KALLiA wADe ’12
trAVeLS  
At Her 
Own PACe
hoMeToWn: Kingston, Jamaica. 
MaJor: English & Child Development.
Minor: Psychology. 
honorS & aWarDS: 2011-2012 Keck 
Fellowship; 2011 Poet Exemplar Award  
and 1st Place Whittier Award for Fiction;  
2012 Outstanding Service in Child 
Development Award, Outstanding Service 
to the Whittier College Writing Program, 
Broadoaks Service to Children and Families 
Award, Student Life Community Service Award, 
Honorable Mention Whittier Award for Fiction. 
ClubS & SerViCe: OMEP-Whittier College 
(President), Sigma Tau Delta (Vice President); 
Delta Phi Upsilon; Omicron Delta Kappa; Palmer 
Society; R.A.; Senior Peer Mentor; Black Student 
Union; P.A.R.I.V.A.R; C.I.A; Forensics Club. 
inTernShiPS & Work exPerienCe: Kaplan 
International, Summer Activities Coordinator; 
O.M.E.P-USA, Liaison for Jamaica Projects; 
CAAS Writing Tutor; preceptor for English and 
T.A. for INTD15; The Broadoaks Children’s 
School, In-class Aide. 
PlanS PoST-graDuaTion: Take a year off to 
work before attending law school. 
aCCoMPliShMenT i’M MoST ProuD of oVer 
My College Career: Being a three-year Peer 
Mentor with the Whittier College Writing Program.
aS an inTernaTional STuDenT, i… learned 
the lesson of independence pretty early on. 
I found ways to get involved on campus, but 
I also learned to cook for myself in the dorm 
kitchens, to entertain myself during weekends 
by exploring Uptown and using the bus system, 
and to make use of invitations from friend’s 
families for holiday breaks. In particular, I 
learned to appreciate my own family a lot more.
faVoriTe TiMe of year on CaMPuS: Even 
though [my first year here] it was a time of much 
transition, emotional and personal development, 
and a lot of firsts, I would definitely say fall 
semester. Seeing all the new freshmen enter with 
the same kind of apprehension and anticipa-
tion, I not only get nostalgic, but also get very 
excited about the life-changing experiences that 
I know they will have.
MoST Challenging ClaSS Taken: Research 
Methods with Prof. Christina Scott—I don’t 
think I will ever forget the little stories she 
used to help us learn SPSS processes. 
ClaSSeS i WiSh i haD Taken: Theater or art; 
I’m an artistic person at heart.
beST Thing abouT being ParT of oMeP: 
Not only raising money for children in need, but 
also raising awareness with other communities 
so that others know what is going on in the 
global environment. 
aS a keCk felloW i… learned that people 
are much more open to understanding other 
identities. Culture can be one of the most 
sensitive and private topics, but to share it is 
possibly one of the most rewarding things. 
aDViCe To inCoMing freShMan: Get 
involved, and don’t be afraid to use the 
resources available in CAAS! 
aDViCe To felloW graDuaTeS: Go at your 
own pace. Decide on something and trust your 
ability to make the most of it. If that’s not 
where you’re happy, then do something else.
To Me, WhiTTier College MeanS… the 
chance to succeed.
ChilDhooD aMbiTion: A chef.
ulTiMaTe Career goal: International child 
advocacy with the United Nations.
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 JOin US 
for the 2013 feinberg lecture
delivered by Dr . Deborah Lipstadt, renowned  
Jewish scholar, author, and Holocaust historian
Wednesday, March 13, 2013 at 7 p.m.
ruth B . Shannon Center for the Performing Arts at whittier College
a MeMBer OF The PresTIGIOus American Academy of Jewish 
research, Dr . Deborah Lipstadt is an internationally prominent 
historian of the Jewish Holocaust and a staunch advocate for 
preservation of its critical place in world history . As a result, she has 
played a central role in legal and political cases involving Holocaust 
denial—most famously in David Irving v. Penguin/Deborah Lipstadt . 
A presidential appointee to the U .S . Holocaust Memorial Council, 
she also served as historical consultant to the related Museum, 
helped design its section on American response to the Holocaust, 
and chaired the Museum’s educational and Academic Committees . 
She is a former member of the U .S . State Department Advisory 
Committee on religious Freedom Abroad, charged with advising 
then-Secretary of State Madeline Albright . Among various honors 
for her work, Dr . Lipstadt was selected by the Jewish Council for 
Public Affairs to receive the distinguished Albert D . Chernin Award, 
given to “an American Jew whose work best exemplifies the social 
justice imperatives of Judaism, Jewish history and the protection of 
the Bill of rights, particularly the First Amendment .”
dr. lIPsTadT currently serves as the  
Dorot Professor of Modern Jewish and Holocaust 
Studies at emory University in Atlanta and directs  
the website HDOt .org (Holocaust Denial on trial) .  
She is a frequent expert commentator for the news 
media, including outlets such as nPr, the BBC, New 
York Times, and Washington Post, among others .
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CHAnGe SerViCe reQUeSteD
Philadelphians Vince ’69 
and Penny ’68 Fraumeni 
have included support for  
student scholarships in 
their estate plan. 
Three easY sTePs TO BecOMInG a MeMBer:
1.  Create a will or living trust, or update your  
existing estate plans .
2.  include a charitable bequest designating  
whittier College as beneficiary .
3.  notify us of your intention, so we can recognize  
you as a member of the Philadelphian Society .
Alumni and friends in the Philadelphian Society provide generous support that will make a direct  
and dramatic impact on whittier College’s students and faculty for years to come . Members receive 
special benefits at the College including exclusive invitations to campus events throughout the year,  
and discounts at the Olive and Bob Clift bookstore and various ruth B . Shannon Center productions .
Bequests are a wonderful way to ensure that whittier continues to thrive beyond your lifetime! 
FOr MOre InFOrMaTIOn about becoming a Philadelphian and including  
the College in your estate plan, contact Steve Delgado, Director of Development, 
562.907.4217 or sdelgado@whittier.edu.
JOin the PhilaDelPhianS!                    
